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Disclaimer

This report was commissioned and prepared for Family Safety Victoria (FSV).

We prepared this report solely for FSV’s use and benefit in accordance with and for the purpose set out in the agreement between PricewaterhouseCoopers Consulting (Australia) Pty Limited (PwC) and FSV dated 31 August 2018. In doing so, we acted exclusively for FSV and considered no-one else’s interests.

We accept no responsibility, duty or liability:

- to anyone other than FSV in connection with this report
- to FSV for the consequences of using or relying on it for a purpose other than that referred to above.

We make no representation concerning the appropriateness of this report for anyone other than FSV. If anyone other than FSV chooses to use or rely on it they do so at their own risk. This disclaimer applies:

- to the maximum extent permitted by law and, without limitation, to liability arising in negligence or under statute; and
- even if we consent to anyone other than FSV receiving or using this report.
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Context and background
The Orange Door is a new way for women, children and young people experiencing family violence, and families who need assistance with the care and wellbeing of children to access the services they need to be safe and supported. It is important to acknowledge that The Orange Door is one of many critical reforms currently underway in Victoria and that this is a time of immense change in the family violence and family and child wellbeing service systems. Other critical reforms that are currently being implemented in Victoria include the introduction of the Family Violence Information Sharing; the Child Information Sharing Scheme; Roadmap for Reform: strong families, safe children; Free from violence – Victoria’s prevention strategy; initiatives as part of Building from Strength: 10-year industry plan for family violence prevention and response; rollout of the Specialist Family Violence Courts model; and The Family Violence Risk Assessment and Risk Management Framework (MARAM).

The scale of change associated with the reforms and the dynamic nature of reform implementation are important in understanding the establishment and initial operations of The Orange Door in the first four areas. The Orange Door plays a pivotal role in shifting from the existing models that have been identified by the Royal Commission into Family Violence as not meeting the needs of families and victims of family violence, towards linked up, integrated responses to family violence and children and family wellbeing concerns. To this end, the importance of The Orange Door to the overall reforms cannot be underestimated – nor can the significant change management for services, their workforces and the broader service system – required for Victoria to reach this vision.

The magnitude of Family Safety Victoria’s (FSV) task to progress a new service delivery model and establish four new integrated services, secure accommodation and contract partner agencies in 9 to 12 months, while establishing its own agency at the same time, was an enormous undertaking. We note that the Royal Commission recommended introduction of the Support and Safety Hubs by 1 July 2018 (recommendation 37), which placed pressure on FSV to establish The Orange Door areas quickly after its own establishment in July 2017.

Evaluation approach and framework
Family Safety Victoria (FSV) engaged PricewaterhouseCoopers Consulting (Australia) Pty Ltd (PwC) in partnership with PwC’s Indigenous Consulting (PIC) and Australian Catholic University (ACU) to conduct an evaluation of the first four operational areas of The Orange Door in September 2018. This evaluation focuses on the establishment, operations and initial service offering of The Orange Door in Barwon, Bayside Peninsula (BPA), Mallee and North East Melbourne (NEMA) areas that commenced operations between May and July 2018. The evaluation seeks to identify key lessons and opportunities for improvements to establishment activities to support the implementation of The Orange Door in 2019 and beyond, and to inform enhancements across existing and new areas.

This evaluation is occurring at the very start of a significant change process. As such, we would anticipate the foundational building blocks underpinning change to be evolving as Victoria continues to implement the major family violence and child and family service reforms.

We were engaged to undertake a developmental approach to the evaluation to gain insights about the evolution of The Orange Door. Developmental evaluation is an evaluation approach that can support understanding of new innovations, initiatives and programs that are being implemented in complex, changing or uncertain environments. The approach facilitates real-time testing of hypotheses, rapid iterations and changes to program design, with feedback on the initiative allowing for rapid and evolving improvements to be made (even while the evaluation is still occurring). The developmental approach for this evaluation enabled early insights to inform changes to current operations rapidly and to identify improvement for future areas where The Orange Door will be rolled out.

Given the recent establishment of The Orange Door and the evolving nature of service operations while establishment processes are still ongoing, it is not possible to conduct a traditional ‘summative’ evaluation that makes conclusions about system outcomes and can answer the question ‘does the model work’? As such, a developmental evaluation approach allows the rigour of traditional methods of evaluation (such as secondary data analysis, interviews, etc) to be applied while accommodating the dynamic environment in which The Orange Door areas are evolving in terms of operations.
This evaluation, by the nature of its focus is a **process** evaluation. We are focused on examining a range of service infrastructure, systems, processes and procedures during their early implementation to assess if these will contribute to the success of The Orange Door. It is not an outcome evaluation, focused on the impact of The Orange Door on clients. This will in time be an important focus for FSV and partner agencies to evaluate, but it is not possible to conduct a summative outcome evaluation at this time. As such, much of this report focuses on processes and systems – which may seem somewhat removed from the intent of the reforms to keep victims safe and build stronger families. However, processes and procedures in The Orange Door are the steps and tools needed in order to achieve these outcomes. At this early stage – it is important that these systems and processes are working effectively to meet the needs of clients of The Orange Door.

A developmental evaluation is by its nature, focusing attention on systems, practices and processes that are being trialled or in the early stages of implementation. We would expect to identify a range of things that are not working well, or are not fully developed yet. This evaluation, is to our knowledge, only the second developmental evaluation commissioned by the Victorian Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). Given that FSV is itself a new agency, the commissioning of an evaluation of this type demonstrates a commitment by FSV to focus efforts on quality improvement, and when needed, to reflect on how the agency's performance contributes to the overall success of the reforms. We believe this type of perspective, approach and willingness to learn, will serve FSV well over the coming years to guide the significant reforms the agency has responsibility for.

Underlying the work of FSV and our evaluation is a commitment to see the service system evolve to respond effectively and efficiently to families who need support, to hold perpetrators to account and to help keep women and children safe from family violence. To this end, this initial evaluation of The Orange Door needs to focus sharply on the structures and systems that are essential to be in place to facilitate long term success of The Orange Door. Key design decisions of the service model were out of scope for The Orange Door evaluation including whether the partnership model was the right approach for service delivery. The scope of the evaluation was defined by five core evaluation questions developed in collaboration with FSV:

1. **Establishment**
   - What changes can be made to establishment approaches to improve future implementation and operations of Orange Door Sites?

2. **Alignment with intention**
   - To what extent is the Orange Door operating as intended by the initial service offering?

3. **Client experience**
   - To what extent is the Orange Door initial service offering contributing to improving client experience and client and system outcomes?

4. **Workforce**
   - To what extent does the Orange Door workforce have the resources, capacity and specialist expertise to undertake the full range of functions articulated in the initial service offering?

5. **Local integration & coordination**
   - To what extent is the Orange Door supporting service integration and coordination at the local level?
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Evaluation methodology
A mixed methods approach was taken to inform this evaluation, which comprised of a range of data collection methods summarised in this figure:

Overarching evaluation findings
Overarching themes of our evaluation findings are:

1. Given the significant time pressures and establishment context of FSV itself, establishing The Orange Door in the first four areas has been an enormous achievement. The areas for improvement are what would be expected in this stage of implementation, recognising the constraints that FSV was operating under.

2. The commitment by FSV, partner agencies and the workforce to The Orange Door model and the concept of integrated practice has been sufficient to overcome most start-up challenges. This commitment to the vision and concept is a strong foundation for the roll out of The Orange Door across Victoria.

3. Foundational key concepts as part of The Orange Door model have been developed and exist in a range of practice guidance and foundational documents. Next steps will need to focus on refining these further and ensuring that they are fully operationalised in practice at The Orange Door.

4. Clearer operational guidance is needed around the processes and tools that can be standardised across The Orange Door areas as opposed to those that allow for local variation. Consistency of practices and processes within and between the areas needs to be a focus now for the areas that have been established. This may become clearer as more areas are established.

5. The volume of change in practice posed by The Orange Door cannot be underestimated and the sequencing of implementation and culture change needs future consideration in the first 12 months before commencement of any new area.

6. The integration of perpetrator services in The Orange Door requires focused effort to include these services in a more effective way.

7. The Orange Door is perceived as a family violence-focused initiative by child wellbeing practitioners, and focused effort is needed to integrate child wellbeing and family violence services.
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8. Even in these early stages of operations, the Central Information Point (CIP) has been very positive for information sharing to inform risk assessment and practice at The Orange Door.

9. Outcomes and the experience of clients was unable to be assessed with confidence in this evaluation. Further exploration of how to validate findings through client feedback is needed. We understand that involving clients in program and service planning forms part of an existing program of work by FSV. A specific exploration of how clients with intersectional characteristics are experiencing The Orange Door, including how they are referred and how The Orange Door and targeted services work together to provide a response would be useful.

10. Data quality issues in this early stage of implementation have had an impact on service delivery and performance management within each of The Orange Door areas. Even during this evaluation, data improvements were evidenced through planned upgrades to the information technology system however a focus is needed on continued improvement in order to effectively monitor how The Orange Door is functioning to meet the needs of Victorian families.

11. Suggested areas for future investigation include: adequacy of risk assessment and risk management for clients over time; service system interface including services referring into The Orange Door and services receiving referrals from The Orange Door; the service system’s perceived scope of The Orange Door; client experience including clients who disengage from service; and clients experiences of The Orange Door – including the intersectional experiences of clients from diverse cohorts.

Detailed evaluation findings and opportunities

It is important to realise that where evaluation findings indicate that a process or system is not working as described or intended in the foundational documents for The Orange Door, that these be viewed at this early stage as lessons in the evaluation of the reforms, rather than as ‘failures’ of The Orange Door. This is entirely consistent with usual findings from developmental approaches to evaluation of early initiatives, pilots or demonstration trials. Hence, it is not productive at this point of implementation to ‘benchmark’ The Orange Door against outcomes or achievements that would be expected only when the model is fully evolved and operational across all 17 areas.

Q1. What changes can be made to establishment approaches to improve future implementation and operations of The Orange Door sites?

A number of changes to establishment processes were identified by the evaluation, including refinements to existing and planned operations and guidance. We have identified key findings related to key lines of inquiry for our evaluation.

Condensed timeframes

Extensive foundational work was required to be completed within a compressed timeframe to operationalise The Orange Door. This evaluation found that the timeframe negatively impacted on a range of establishment and operational activities. Evidence of the impact of this compressed timeframe was still being seen at The Orange Door areas at the time of this evaluation, despite each area managing to provide the full suite of foundational services.

Change management processes

Significant change management to support the implementation of The Orange Door service model is needed by both FSV and partner organisations. Initial focus has, as would be expected, been on establishment and operational activities in a compressed timeframe and now there is a need to shift the focus to change management processes that can strategically move the workforce and sector towards the vision outlined in the statewide concept for The Orange Door.

Workforce mobilisation

The Orange Door areas are not currently at full contingency of staffing. There have been a range of challenges in recruitment of appropriately skilled staff and in retaining those staff which are being addressed by FSV and partner agencies through the development of a workforce strategy for The Orange Door. There is a significant opportunity to increase clarification and standardisation of roles and responsibilities across partner agencies.

Initial induction training was provided and the content of this induction training has already evolved in response to feedback about it needing to be tailored to specific workforce needs. Feedback from practitioners at the time of field work was that additional content on the practice model, including how perpetrator services are integrated within The Orange Door, was needed.
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Foundational documents
The foundational documents1 that provide overarching direction for The Orange Door are not well understood or used by practitioners at this point in time. Further operational ‘translation’ of these documents is needed to assist the workforce to understand how to operationalise the model. There is an opportunity for FSV to lead a process to co-develop (with practitioners), practical operational procedures at The Orange Door that define which functions and processes across areas require state-wide standardised processes, and which can be adapted in response to local needs. For functions that require state-wide consistency, a program of work is needed to define process and procedures and how integration is to be operationalised.

Sequencing before service commencement
Opportunities for improving sequencing before service commencement include: revising the ‘go live’ criteria including levels of staffing contingency, changing the sequencing of implementation of key roles and capabilities, providing additional time for The Orange Door workforce to embed processes and systems prior to service delivery commencing and considering the different staffing/workforce resource needs for the first six months of operation compared with ongoing needs. A range of physical infrastructure issues impacted operations and colocation of the workforce in some areas at service commencement. These have been, or continue to be addressed by FSV.

Collaboration and governance
Collaboration is central for internal information sharing to support service delivery. Despite early stage challenges with establishing these connections, information sharing across partner organisations represented in The Orange Door is already happening within each area primarily through the client record management system (CRM), CIP, colocation and multidisciplinary working arrangements and through access to employing agencies’ client record systems.

Pre-existing working relationships have accelerated collective leadership in governance arrangements. The Partnership Agreements formalise the governance for each area and include an agreed vision and direction for The Orange Door. However, the realisation of the vision and intent of the Partnership Agreements is complicated when there are numerous employing agencies involved in the partnership which may have different interests in and expectations of The Orange Door. Over time it would be expected that the partnership approach would mature and there are opportunities for FSV to accelerate this process. Refinements to partnership and service agreements may be needed after the initial implementation phase, noting that there is a 12 month review built into the agreement which is currently being progressed by FSV.

The matrix management model has been challenging to implement in the context of an innovative service model and new partnership structure very early in the implementation. As roles and responsibilities become clearer, and accountability and decision-making are defined and operationalised in each of The Orange Door areas, the matrix management model may become more effective for the workforce.

---

1 Including the Support and Safety Hubs: Statewide concept (July 2017), Support and Safety Hubs: Service model (April 2018), Support and Safety Hubs: Service specifications (April 2018), Support and Safety Hubs: Interim operational guidelines (April 2018), Support and Safety Hubs: Interim integrated practice framework (April 2018) Support and Safety Hubs perpetrator practice guidance (April 2018)
Q2. To what extent is The Orange Door operating as intended by the initial service offering?

This evaluation found that The Orange Door offers all functions required to operate and provide service to clients as outlined in the service model. As expected at this very early stage of implementation, some of these functions require refinement and/or standardisation to work effectively and efficiently for all clients. However, early feedback from some clients indicates that, as intended, some clients are experiencing ‘seamless’ services. Feedback from a number of clients also indicates that there is room to improve the knowledge and understanding of service system referrals by The Orange Door practitioners.

Feedback loop – or ‘review and monitoring function’

The Orange Door has a key role in helping to ensure that services are effective and that positive outcomes for clients are maximised.

The ‘review and monitoring’ function articulated in the service model is not yet fully operational. The service model indicates that The Orange Door will, in time, monitor case plans and client outcomes through strong feedback loops with core services and improved data and information systems to collect information about the status of referrals and interventions provided to clients. This review and monitoring function will move The Orange Door beyond being merely a ‘front-door’ for a siloed service system and will help to drive integration and more effective service delivery. While this review and monitoring function is not currently established, this was not intended to be operational in the first four areas in the establishment phase and can be expected to become fully operational over time as The Orange Door rolls out across the state.

Demand for The Orange Door

A combination of high demand, staffing vacancies and a lack of clarity by The Orange Door workforce about how to operationalise appropriate screening, identification and triage processes has resulted in significant wait times for some clients in the early stages of implementation. As the model is new (and never implemented anywhere in the world to our knowledge), demand could not have been accurately predicted prior to commencement of service. This will need to be monitored to determine if this is a point in time or systemic issue.

FSV will be able to update demand projections for the next areas of The Orange Door based on learnings from this evaluation. Demand projections would also need to consider caseload and staffing noting the specialty mix across the three client streams needed and the different time/volume of resources needed of cases from different client streams (as found in this evaluation).

There are also a range of opportunities for FSV to improve the monitoring of workflow and demand. For example, FSV may consider investigating the extent to which child wellbeing cases take longer to progress through The Orange Door than family violence-related cases, or explore how data reporting from CRM can show ‘tracking’ of clients’ pathways through The Orange Door from initial contact through to case closure. This could provide insight into potential causes of demand pressures within the overall system.

Connection with the broader service system

The capacity of the system to provide tailored service responses is currently limited by The Orange Door workers’ knowledge of services in the area. It will be enhanced once the ‘review and monitoring’ function is implemented and the Hubs Leadership Group (HLG) can better understand the capacity of the service system to receive referrals from The Orange Door or action allocation of services and respond accordingly. Data limitations mean that we are unable to make firm evaluative judgements about whether the service responses are tailored to need and risk at this point in time.

Screening, triage and assessment and ‘case management’

In these early stages of the roll out, The Orange Door workers would benefit from clearer guidance on screening, triage and assessment using examples from practice. Examples could include detail of where the role of The Orange Door in screening, intake and assessment ends, and where case management begins. This needs to be considered in light of the findings that many of the (limited sample of) clients interviewed expressed a desire for greater support from The Orange Door, even after services had been allocated to them, or after they had been referred to other services. There are opportunities for FSV to prioritise its existing work plan and provide guidance to The Orange Door workforce about the interventions and active engagement and risk monitoring that is appropriate for the different situations experienced by clients (notwithstanding that each case and client is unique).
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Risk assessments are undertaken
The evaluation found that risk and needs assessments appear to be undertaken (albeit sometimes inconsistently within each area of The Orange Door and/or between practitioners). Consistency in recording risk assessments requires monitoring by FSV to ensure that the quality and consistency of data recording continues to grow as service delivery and the model evolves. Validation through client feedback is required to determine if risk and needs assessments lead to responses that are tailored to the needs of the client.

The foundational work carried out by FSV and partner agencies means that practitioners have access to a range of tools to assist them to assess risk. The introduction of the MARAM is expected to improve the consistency of risk assessment and risk management at The Orange Door. The child wellbeing tools are not yet standardised across areas (nor was there a standardised tool prior to the establishment of The Orange Door).

A commitment to client-centric practice
Of note, the evaluation found that practitioners have a strong commitment to a client-centric approach to practice and the concept of integrated practice. Even in this early stage, practitioners report practice aspects that enable the voices of Aboriginal clients for example, to play a strong role in service choice and in determining the support provided. However, we also found that client preferences and choice appear more likely to be taken into account in relation to referral rather than assessment and planning at this early stage, and client preference and choice is more likely to be offered to adult clients of The Orange Door rather than child clients.

Q3. To what extent is The Orange Door initial service offering contributing to improving client experience and client and system outcomes?
A number of lines of inquiry were investigated to determine how The Orange Door was contributing to client and system outcomes.

Accessibility and awareness of The Orange Door
The evaluation found that the physical premises of The Orange Door have been established in locations that are visible and accessible for most clients and in close proximity to community service providers and public transport. Data limitations prevent us making evaluative judgements on whether The Orange Door is accessible and responsive to the needs of clients with diverse needs; and further investigation of this is required.

The physical space at The Orange Door appears to be broadly functional and fit for purpose and FSV has undertaken significant work on the facilities. However, some physical site specific safety concerns (primarily for the workforce that relate to security issues) remain and have been communicated to FSV during the course of this evaluation. Our understanding is that FSV continues to undertake physical safety assessments (for clients and for the workforce) at each site independently. There are safety benefits and disadvantages of each site that need to be balanced in considering how to improve safety for clients and the workforce, or in selecting a location. For example, a main street increases access for clients but also visibility of the workforce and clients.

The physical locations and branding of The Orange Door support community awareness of the role of The Orange Door. However, there is only emerging understanding of the role as an intake and assessment service (notably by those organisations who had previously referred to family violence or Child FIRST services). There is an opportunity to monitor community awareness of the role of The Orange Door over the first 12 months of operations of the first four areas to determine what, if any, clarification or awareness raising within the community might be needed.

The early implementation of The Orange Door has meant that publicly identifiable access points have not been operationalised at the time of this evaluation and will be established in line with the planned roll out.

The Orange Door within the broader service system and network
The evaluation found that in this early stage, the role of the Service System Navigator has not been sufficiently defined and understood by The Orange Door workforce to enable development of service system pathways and connections. The focus of the role will likely shift from operations to the service system once operational issues are resolved.

While information sharing within The Orange Door is occurring, there appears to be limited information shared with clients of The Orange Door at this point in time – and practitioners report being unclear about what information they are allowed to
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share with clients under the new legislation. This is likely to be due to practitioners being risk averse about inadvertently sharing information obtained through the family violence and child information sharing legislation.

Evolving understanding of ‘keeping perpetrators in view’
There is an evolving understanding about what it means at an operational level for The Orange Door to ‘keep perpetrators in view’. Work with perpetrators by The Orange Door is limited as it is dependent on their voluntary engagement with the service. Many potential clients do not respond to attempts by The Orange Door to contact them. This was anticipated, is common in the existing system, and is reflected in the guidance documents for The Orange Door. FSV and partner agencies could leverage the skills and experiences of Aboriginal practitioners and services who have a history of working in an integrated way to improve the capacity of the rest of the workforce to work in an integrated way to keep perpetrators in view.

Information transfer as a key to collaboration and client experience
While information sharing within The Orange Door is occurring, there appears to be limited information shared with clients of The Orange Door at this point in time – and practitioners report that they are unclear about what information can be shared with clients under the new legislation. This is likely to be due to practitioners being risk averse about inadvertently sharing information obtained through the family violence and child information sharing legislation.

CRM data on connection to services is limited and appears to be inconsistently recorded at this early stage. As such, the evaluation was unable to determine if service responses for clients are tailored based on shared information.

CIP has been effective for improving risk assessments and outcomes for clients, particularly those who were previously unknown to The Orange Door. However, there is a need for clearer operational clarity for the workforce as to when and how often CIP requests can be made.

The Orange Door workforce is collaborating on assessment and planning supported by physical colocation and personal working relationships. The collaboration is inconsistent across the areas and not yet embedded within practice, especially when working with perpetrators. Collaboration on assessment and planning is most evidently displayed by Aboriginal practitioners and aligns with their community-led approach to service provision.

Q4. To what extent does The Orange Door workforce have the resources, capacity and specialist expertise to undertake the full range of functions articulated in the initial service offering?
A number of lines of inquiry were investigated to explore the workforce's capacity to undertake their role in The Orange Door.

A commitment to the concept of The Orange Door
The evaluation found that there is a commitment from The Orange Door workforce to develop capability in other specialisations and work in an integrated manner that improves outcomes for clients. A culture of collaboration is evolving at The Orange Door in line with the vision described in FSV’s Interim Integrated Practice Framework and tends to happen organically between individuals, and generally between certain disciplines.

A lack of understanding about how to operationalise integrated practice
Within the positive culture of collaboration however, at this point in time, there is a lack of clarity and understanding from practitioners about how to operationalise integrated practice. Despite the written guidance and documents produced about The Orange Door – concepts, framework, operational guidance, etc prior to commencement, the evaluation found that the format and volume of these documents deterred practitioners from engaging with and understanding key information to inform how they integrate services. There is a key opportunity for FSV to lead a process to co-design with practitioners across the disciplines and/or relevant state-wide stakeholders to co-produce state-wide guidance on how to operationalise integrated practice at The Orange Door. There is also the opportunity for FSV to focus on integrated practice skill development in the workforce strategy currently in development.

The ability of the current workforce at The Orange Door to work in an integrated manner is further currently impacted by:

- staff shortages and high demand
- limited structural and formal opportunities for practitioners to learn about other disciplines and practice approaches. Time dedicated for reflective practice for teams and further professional development and training would support integrated practice.
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- limited understanding of The Orange Door workforce about the role of the Integrated Practice Lead and the Service System Navigator

- limited understanding about the role of the Advanced Family Violence Practitioner role. Although this role was established to provide guidance to all practitioners working in family violence, there is a perception that the Advanced Family Violence Practice Lead role pertains only to practice with victim survivors. As perpetrator service responses are an emerging field of practice, increased leadership in this practice area may be required to build the capacity of the family violence and child wellbeing workers to identify and respond to risk posed by perpetrators.

There is a key opportunity for FSV to provide further operational clarity around core roles. This might be through working with partner agencies to agree on standardised position descriptions for all roles (including existing areas) for all partner agencies to use as the basis for recruitment.

Q5. To what extent is The Orange Door supporting service integration and coordination at the local level?

A number of lines of inquiry were investigated to explore how The Orange Door was supporting service integration and coordination at a local level. The focus of the evaluation was on internal information transfer and sharing within The Orange Door (and did not investigate the sharing of information to external agencies beyond data on referrals in and out of The Orange Door).

Information sharing as a key mechanism for coordination

Information sharing is contributing to coordinating responses to family violence and child wellbeing within The Orange Door through key mechanisms including the CRM, use of partner agencies client databases and CIP. This evaluation did not investigate information sharing between The Orange Door and external practitioners (beyond processes for referral in and out of The Orange Door). The CRM, CIP and partner agencies client databases are core tools for coordinating and integrating services and improvements are likely to continue as planned upgrades to the CRM are made in response to feedback from practitioners. The intended extent of information sharing within The Orange Door would be strengthened, particularly in relation to duplication of effort, access to information about who clients can connect with, and a feedback loop (a review and monitoring function) with the range of services in the area and The Orange Door (to communicate the outcomes of referrals to services). Information sharing is a key foundation for collaboration, service integration and coordination of support.

Connecting clients to other services can be delayed at times. The reasons for delay may include: difficulties in obtaining information required for assessment; lack of knowledge and clarity among The Orange Door practitioners about the services available; and the lack of an established ‘review and monitoring’ function at this point in time.

Establishing processes and procedures for interfaces with external agencies

At this early stage of implementation of The Orange Door, at an operational level, the responsibility for establishing interfaces (including information sharing) with external agencies appears to be pooled between the Service System Navigator, the Hub Leadership Group (HLG), the Hub Manager and FSV, meaning no one person or group has overall accountability. This may be appropriate in the longer term, but in initial implementation stages, it would beneficial for one role/group to assume leadership.

Possible differences in service needs for child wellbeing cases

The extent and nature of assessment required in child wellbeing cases generally means that the time between initial intake, assessment and then referral to services may be longer for people experiencing child wellbeing issues than for other clients of The Orange Door. This requires further investigation to determine the cause and length of time.

A need for focus on the impact of The Orange Door on the broader service system

This evaluation did not focus on the capacity of the service system within which The Orange Door is established. This is important contextual information for determining the extent to which The Orange Door is supporting service integration and coordination at the local level. There are opportunities for FSV to monitor emerging ‘gaps’ in service capacity in the service sector to which The Orange Door refers. There is also the opportunity for The Orange Door to include a focus on aligning the new family violence risk identification and risk management framework and resources (the MARAM) with The Orange Door and local services in order to improve integration in risk assessment and risk management across the service system, and we understand this this is part of FSV’s current workplan.
Opportunities for improvement and the role of FSV as a system steward

At the foundation of The Orange Door concept is a need for collective leadership through the organisations in The Orange Door partnership – where each organisation brings their specific skills and services to the collaborative effort of The Orange Door. It is to be expected, that as the model evolves and service processes and procedures become embedded, that each HLG will move from their early focus on operational issues to a more strategic focus on how to localise the service to meet the needs of their clients. This is aligned with the concept of The Orange Door – and in time, this should be achievable.

However, at this early stage of implementation, uncertainty over how to operationalise the model combined with the pressures of establishment, means that FSV may need to play a larger role as ‘system steward’ than originally anticipated. The system and outcomes of The Orange Door will be influenced by many different stakeholders (including partner agencies) working together. In this context, FSV will need to oversee the ways in which The Orange Door is being implemented and attempt to steer the system more directly towards certain outcomes, to reinforce positive attributes of the model and to identify and correct against any process and operational issues that detract from positive client outcomes. This goes to the issue of which operational processes of The Orange Door needs statewide standardisation and which can be localised for each area.

In the early days of The Orange Door, it is advised that FSV adopt a more overt system steward role to lead The Orange Door more directly towards the outcomes we all hope The Orange Door can achieve for Victorians. With this in mind, we have identified a range of opportunities for improvements to be made, and have deliberately indicated where we believe FSV should take a leadership role in progressing these. These cover a range of different levers including management, funding, directing operations, workforce development support etc. This does not mean that FSV alone is responsible, or even that they can alone, make these improvements. Many will require collaborative efforts by the partner agencies but at this stage, FSV has a role to lead the partnerships in addressing these improvement areas. It will be through the continued collective investment of the many partner organisations who form The Orange Door, and through FSV leadership, that the vision of The Orange Door can be achieved.
The terminology used in this report is based on that used in the *Support and Safety Hubs: Statewide Concept July 2017* or updated nomenclature used within FSV. In line with this, we deliberately use gendered language to reflect that the majority of family violence is perpetrated by men towards women.

### Glossary

The following table lists the terms used in this report and their meanings:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aboriginal</td>
<td>Throughout this document, we use the term Aboriginal to refer to both Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. Use of the terms Aboriginal, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and Indigenous are retained in the names of programs and initiatives and unless reported otherwise are inclusive of all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACU</td>
<td>Australian Catholic University.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFM</td>
<td>Affected Family Member identified in an L17 referral.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation</td>
<td>The process for allocating core services to clients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assign or assignment</td>
<td>The internal designation of a practitioner to a client in The Orange Door during intake. Note that practitioners call this ‘allocation’, however, to distinguish this from the formal definition, we have termed it assignment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barwon</td>
<td>The Orange Door in Barwon, with the main physical site situated in Geelong.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPA</td>
<td>The Orange Door in Bayside Peninsula area (BPA), with the physical site situated in Frankston.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case (in The Orange Door)</td>
<td>Once a person has been screened (see below) and identified as requiring a service response, they will have an individual case relating to them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIP</td>
<td>The Central Information Point.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRM</td>
<td>Client Relationship Management system used by The Orange Door.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>Client Support Officers, who greet walk-in clients to The Orange Door and in some areas, answer calls to The Orange Door phone number.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHHSS</td>
<td>The Department of Health and Human Services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct contact</td>
<td>Refers to clients of The Orange Door directly referring themselves by calling, emailing or physically presenting at The Orange Door.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse</td>
<td>Refers to the variety of different needs clients may have based on the different factors that make up an individual, including age, gender, culture, religion, social status and sexual orientation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPC</td>
<td>The Department of Premier and Cabinet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employing agencies</td>
<td>Family violence, child wellbeing and Aboriginal services (partner services) that make up the partnership and employ practitioners and practice leads in The Orange Door. Employing agencies deliver ‘core services’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTE</td>
<td>Full-time equivalent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLG</td>
<td>Hub Leadership Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L17s</td>
<td>Victoria Police officers who attend family violence incidents make referrals (L17s) to specialist family violence services, family services and child protection as necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallee</td>
<td>The Orange Door in Mallee, with the main physical site situated in Mildura.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEMA</td>
<td>The Orange Door in North Eastern Melbourne area (NEMA), with the main physical site situated in Heidelberg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDIS</td>
<td>National Disability Insurance Scheme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLG</td>
<td>Operational Leadership Group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIC</td>
<td>PwC's Indigenous Consulting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMPs</td>
<td>Risk Assessment and Management Panels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCFV</td>
<td>Royal Commission into Family Violence (2016).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral</td>
<td>The term used for when clients of The Orange Door are connected with non-core services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respondent</td>
<td>Alleged perpetrator of family violence as identified in a L17 referral.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 38 consultation</td>
<td>Community-based Child and Family Services, which includes all of the partner organisations in The Orange Door, are able to consult with Child Protection at any time under Section 38 of the Children, Youth and Families Act (2005).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening</td>
<td>A screening record is created to capture a referral or direct contact into The Orange Door. Where there is more than one person identified in the referral, a screening record will relate to all people included in the referral.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPaRO</td>
<td>Strategic Planning and Reporting Officer is employed by FSV and based at The Orange Door.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Orange Door areas</td>
<td>The first four areas where The Orange Door was established in Barwon, BPA, Mallee, NEMA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third-party referrals</td>
<td>Referrals made to The Orange Door typically by phone or email by a party other than the client, Child Protection or police (through L17 reports), for example, by a teacher/nurse.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAM</td>
<td>Tools for Risk Assessment and Management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim Survivor</td>
<td>More commonly referring to a person with lived experience of family violence. In this report, the term 'victim survivor' is used as aligned with the Statewide Concept.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Introduction
1 Introduction

1.1 About the evaluation context

Family Safety Victoria (FSV) engaged PricewaterhouseCoopers Consulting (Australia) Pty Ltd (PwC) in partnership with PwC’s Indigenous Consulting (PIC) and Australian Catholic University (ACU) to conduct an evaluation of the first four operational areas of The Orange Door in September 2018. The Orange Door (previously known as Support and Safety Hubs) is a new way for women, children and young people experiencing family violence, and families who need assistance with the care and wellbeing of children to access the services they need to be safe and supported.

This evaluation focuses on the establishment, operations and initial service offering of The Orange Door in Barwon, Bayside Peninsula (BPA), Mallee and North East Melbourne (NEMA) areas that commenced operations between May and July 2018. The evaluation seeks to identify key lessons and opportunities for improvements to establishment activities to support the implementation of The Orange Door in 2019 and beyond, and to inform enhancements across existing and new areas. As such, the evaluation is intended to identify opportunities for improvement at the area (micro-level), across area (organisational-level) and statewide (system-wide) levels to enhance operations and service delivery in the future.

Throughout this report we have discussed the context in which our findings need to be considered. This is critically important when considering the opportunities for improvement identified in the final chapter of this report. It was not expected that The Orange Door would be operating seamlessly in an integrated manner at the time in which the 2018 evaluation was undertaken. The Orange Door represents a new way of working for FSV and the partner agencies. FSV is a new agency, integrated practice with victim survivors, perpetrators and child and family services is a new model, and the model required new facilities, new processes and new staff. The scale of reform and change that The Orange Door has faced in the early establishment phase cannot be underestimated. There has been enormous effort on the part of FSV, all agencies and their staff involved to establish The Orange Door and this was evident to our evaluation team during fieldwork and stakeholder interviews. The findings are not intended as a critique of these efforts, rather as a method to identify opportunities for improvements to the establishment, operations and initial service offering in current areas and in future areas where The Orange Door will be rolled out.

1.2 About The Orange Door

The Orange Door is a new model of service entry and coordination for family violence and family support services in Victoria (previously known as Support and Safety Hubs) which responds to key recommendations of the Royal Commission into Family Violence and delivers on the vision described in Roadmap for reform: strong families, safe children. Recommendations were based on findings that people often don’t know where to go for help, can be bounced around the service system and may experience fragmented or uncoordinated responses and that efforts to hold perpetrators to account and in view were insufficient.

The Orange Door is intended to be safe and welcoming and provide quick and simple access to support. The Orange Door statewide concept (Support and Safety Hubs Statewide Concept, July 2017) was informed by a series of design discussions with people who have experienced the service systems. It was also informed by consultations with the community sector and agencies, and across government that focused on ways to provide easy and seamless access to the full range of supports and services that individuals and families need. The service model for the first rollout was intended as a foundational model whereby certain elements, roles and functions may evolve over time given the phased approach to implementation. However key functionality of the model was outlined in FSV’s Support and Safety Service Model (April 2018) and comprises following key features:

- Access: ensuring a safe and convenient entry to The Orange Door, including telephone and online access, a community-based hub, outreach practitioners and referrals from other professionals
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- Screening, identification and triage: identifying risks and needs of all people in a family, in order to determine whether The Orange Door is the appropriate response and then to prioritise The Orange Door response

- Assessment and planning: whereby practitioners work with people to develop a clear understanding of risks, strengths and issues, identify support needs and identify the type and intensity of service responses required

- Connecting people to the right services: involving matching services to the needs of a person and family based on the needs and risks identified through assessment and planning, and then connecting the person/family to the services or providing this support directly.

The Orange Door will be established across the 17 Department of Health and Human Services areas. The first four areas examined as part of this evaluation were:

- The Orange Door in Bayside Peninsular area (BPA)
- The Orange Door in Barwon
- The Orange Door in North East Melbourne area (NEMA)
- The Orange Door in Mallee.

**Figure 1: Locations of the first four areas of The Orange Door and the primary physical sites**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Physical location</th>
<th>Commenced</th>
<th>FTE:</th>
<th>Partner organisations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mallee</td>
<td>Mildura</td>
<td>31 May 2018</td>
<td>33.4 as of October 2018</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barwon</td>
<td>Geelong</td>
<td>31 May 2018</td>
<td>43.9 as of October 2018</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayside Peninsula</td>
<td>Frankston</td>
<td>14 May 2018</td>
<td>80.3 as of October 2018</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North East Melbourne</td>
<td>Heideberg</td>
<td>10 July 2018</td>
<td>64.6 as of October 2018</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NB: The number of partner organisations includes community service organisations and Aboriginal services (these numbers do not include staff from FSV, DHHS or Vic Police).

Source: Figures derived from FSV commencement reports and List of community service organisations in launch areas. The Orange Door in Inner Gippsland has commenced but is out of scope for this evaluation. FTE refers to funded positions for 2018-2019.

### 1.3 Evaluation approach and framework

#### 1.3.1 A developmental approach to evaluation

We took a developmental approach to the evaluation to gain insights about the evolution of The Orange Door. Our approach used traditional methods of data collection to enable early insights to rapidly inform changes to current operations of The Orange Door and for the establishment of The Orange Door in further areas. Point-in-time opportunities for improvement also provide FSV and partner agencies of The Orange Door the opportunity to revisit how they are operationalising the service model.
Developmental evaluation is an evaluation approach that can assist evaluators to understand new innovations, initiatives and programs that are being implemented in complex, changing or uncertain environments. The approach facilitates real-time testing of hypotheses, rapid iterations and changes to program design, with feedback on the initiative allowing for rapid and evolving improvements to be made (even while the evaluation is still occurring).

Given the recent establishment of The Orange Door and the evolving nature of service operations in the context of ongoing establishment processes, it is not possible to conduct a traditional ‘summative’ evaluation that makes conclusions about system outcomes and answers the question ‘does the model work?’ As such, a developmental evaluation approach allows the rigour of traditional methods of evaluation (such as data analysis, interviews, etc) to be applied while accommodating the dynamic environment in which The Orange Door is evolving in terms of operations. Our developmental evaluation approach enables early insights to rapidly inform changes to the way The Orange Door is operating and to establishment processes. It also focusses on systems, practices and processes that are being trialled or in the early stages, so we expected to identify a range of issues that are not working well, or are not fully developed yet.

This evaluation, by the nature of its focus is a process evaluation. We are focused on examining a range of service infrastructure, systems, processes and procedures during their early implementation to assess if these will contribute to the success of The Orange Door. It is not an outcome evaluation, focused on the impact of The Orange Door on clients. This will in time be an important focus for FSV and partner agencies to evaluate, but it is not possible to conduct a summative outcome evaluation at this time. As such, much of this report focuses on processes and systems – which may seem somewhat removed from the intent of the reforms to keep victims safe and build stronger families. However, processes and procedures in The Orange Door areas are the steps and tools needed in order to achieve the outcomes. At this early stage – it is important that these systems and processes are working effectively to meet the needs of The Orange Door clients.

FSV has specifically commissioned a developmental evaluation at the earliest possible stage of The Orange Door roll out in order to learn about what is working and what needs to be altered, rapidly, for The Orange Door to be successful. This needs to be acknowledged in the context of our evaluation findings that do identify some aspects that need to be strengthened or altered as the service model evolves. This evaluation is to our knowledge, only the second developmental evaluation commissioned by the Victorian Department of Health and Human Services. Given that FSV is itself a new agency, the commissioning of an evaluation of this type demonstrates a commitment by FSV to focus efforts on quality improvement. We believe that this type of perspective and approach will assist FSV well over the coming years as the agency guides the significant reforms it has responsibility for.

1.3.2 Evaluation purpose and framework
The purpose of the evaluation is to:

- Identify key lessons and opportunities for improvements to establishment activities and processes to support implementation of the second roll out of The Orange Door in 2019 and beyond

- Identify key lessons and opportunities for improvements to the initial service offering in the first four areas, to inform enhanced operations across existing and new areas.

Early findings were provided to FSV throughout the course of the evaluation to provide opportunities for changes to be applied to current operations, as well as establishment processes for the next rollout of The Orange Door.
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The scope of the evaluation was defined by five core evaluation questions developed with FSV, as presented below:

1. **Establishment**
   - What changes can be made to establishment approaches to improve future implementation and operations of Orange Door Sites?

2. **Alignment with intention**
   - To what extent is the Orange Door operating as intended by the initial service offering?

3. **Client experience**
   - To what extent is the Orange Door initial service offering contributing to improving client experience and client and system outcomes?

4. **Workforce**
   - To what extent does the Orange Door workforce have the resources, capacity and specialist expertise to undertake the full range of functions articulated in the initial service offering?

5. **Local integration & coordination**
   - To what extent is the Orange Door supporting service integration and coordination at the local level?

To ensure the evaluation findings are practical and useful, PwC revised an initial evaluation framework in collaboration with FSV to guide all evaluation activities and outline the evaluation questions, indicators, measures and methods of data collection for the 2018 evaluation. The evaluation framework was based on the initial framework provided by FSV, *The Orange Door: Initial Evaluation Framework*, which was intended to inform the design of all evaluations of The Orange Door.

This report seeks to answer the core evaluation questions and associated lines of inquiry. The complexity of the evaluation has meant that many themes and findings cut across and are related to multiple evaluation questions and lines of inquiry. In addition, there is some commonality between indicators. As such, this report has made references between content across sections to avoid repetition.

### 1.3.3 Evaluation methodology

A mixed methods approach was taken to inform The Orange Door 2018 Evaluation, and comprised of a range of data collection methods. Figure 2 summarises the methods used to inform this report. A detailed methodology is provided in Appendix B.
In line with our professional standards for evaluation, we have applied the following principals to our analysis and reporting of evaluation evidence:

- Our evaluation analysis triangulated data to develop the common themes and findings, as well as to validate findings that may have arisen from other data sources.
- We analysed data from interviews with multiple individuals and workforce roles in The Orange Door before determining the common theme or finding.
- We analysed data across The Orange Door areas to validate evaluation themes and findings, and noted where differences were observed.
- Throughout the report we have identified where we had conflicting data, or where we were not confident in the strength of evidence. We have at times, also identified the type of additional data that would be required to develop definitive and robust conclusions.
- At times, we have provided quotes from practitioners or clients to illustrate a key theme or finding. However, findings are generated from multiple evaluation sources rather than the viewpoint of an individual (no matter how senior the stakeholder).
- At times, we have deliberately not identified the role of an interviewee where doing so is likely to identify the individual.
- We have provided quantitative data in certain parts of this report to illustrate our findings against a particular line of inquiry. However, to ensure ‘readability’ of this report by a lay audience, we have not presented the findings of all quantitative analysis conducted for this evaluation.

1.4 Report structure
The report is structured to answer each of the evaluation questions methodically.

- Section 2 provides the overarching context for the evaluation
- Section 3 describes and assesses the establishment processes and governance arrangements for The Orange Door (Evaluation Q1).
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- Section 4 explores the fidelity of The Orange Door service model at the four areas, and analyses the extent to which it is delivering on its intended objectives (Evaluation Q2)
- Section 5 examines client experience and outcomes (Evaluation Q3)
- Section 6 considers the workforce (Evaluation Q4)
- Section 7 examines service integration and coordination within The Orange Door (Evaluation Q5)
- Section 8 provides conclusions and identifies opportunities to inform improvements to current operations – at both the area and state level – as well as changes to implementation of The Orange Door in the next areas
- Appendices containing supporting materials and further detail regarding key aspects of the evaluation.
2. Overarching context
2 Overarching context

2.1 Context for the evaluation

It is important to situate the work of the first (2018) evaluation of The Orange Door within the broader context of the family violence reforms and the transformation of the social services sector in Victoria. The evaluation has taken into account this broader context when considering findings and opportunities for improvement. For example, we have been mindful that it is very early in the implementation of The Orange Door and therefore some issues are to be expected during early implementation and planning. Our findings and opportunities have been developed to be forward looking with the intention of improving the future rollout of The Orange Door.

In this context, it is important to realise that where evaluation findings indicate that a process or system is not working as in line with the intent described in the foundational documents for The Orange Door – that these be viewed as lessons in the evaluation of the reforms, rather than as ‘failures’ of The Orange Door. It is not productive at this point to ‘benchmark’ The Orange Door against outcomes or achievements that would be expected only when the model is fully evolved and operational across all 17 areas.

Developmental evaluations of initiatives in the first twelve months of any innovative service model (such as The Orange Door), are expected to result in inherent challenges and transition friction in relation to:

- Conceptual issues
- Governance and oversight processes (including monitoring and reporting)
- Interface with existing policy and existing legislation
- Structural and systems approaches to service delivery
- Infrastructure, IT and other resources
- Workforce issues
- Administrative needs that are specific to start up phases
- Interaction with the broader service system within which the service is being developed.

As such, it is unsurprising that this developmental evaluation has identified elements that can be strengthened as The Orange Door is rolled out across Victoria.

2.1.1 Purpose of the family and child and family violence reforms and The Orange Door

The Royal Commission recognised that “the way that various parts of the family violence system work together make it harder for women and children to access support, and for the service system to collaborate to provide a broad range of services”. The Royal Commission recommended the establishment of Support and Safety Hubs to “provide a single, area-based entry point into local specialist family violence services, perpetrator programs and Integrated Family Services and link people to other support services” (Recommendation 37).

Our evaluation is grounded in the original purpose of family violence reforms and The Orange Door. The four domains that the Victorian Government’s family violence reforms are working to achieve, outlined in the Family Violence Outcomes Framework are:

- Family violence and gender inequality are not tolerated
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- Victim survivors, vulnerable children and families, are safe and supported to recover and thrive
- Perpetrators are held to account, engaged and connected
- Preventing and responding to family violence is systemic and enduring

The reforms are underpinned by a recognition of the gaps in the current system, particularly the challenges in accessing services and the experience of services by Aboriginal people and people from diverse communities such as multicultural communities, LGBTIQ people and older people. The reforms are underpinned by a commitment to Aboriginal self-determination as outlined in the *Aboriginal 10-Year Family Violence Agreement*, *Dhelk Dja: Safe Our Way – Strong Culture, Strong Peoples, Strong Families*. They are also underpinned by an understanding of diversity and intersectionality, recognising that many forms of social characteristics intersect. The *Everybody Matters: Inclusion and Equity Statement* outlines principles to guide the reform approach and work to ensure the inclusiveness of services including that services are underpinned by human rights, and approaches that are strengths-based, trauma-informed, culturally safe and person centred.

The Orange Door is a critical part of the *Roadmap to Reforms: strong families, safe children*, which aims to strengthen and reform the family and child wellbeing sector in Victoria. The Roadmap articulates a key role for The Orange Door in terms of triage and risk assessment, early intervention and wrap around services for families and children where there are concerns about child wellbeing. It anticipates the need to leverage from existing Child FIRST alliances and systems and integrate them into the new The Orange Door model of service delivery.

It is important to acknowledge that The Orange Door is one of many critical reforms currently underway in Victoria and that this is a time of immense change in the family violence service system. Other critical reforms that are currently being implemented in Victoria include: the introduction of the Family Violence Information Sharing Scheme; the Child Information Sharing Scheme; the *Free from violence prevention strategy*; initiatives as part of *Building from Strength: 10-year industry plan for family violence prevention and response*; rollout of the Specialist Family Violence Courts model; *The Family Violence Risk Assessment and Risk Management Framework* (MARAM); and the *Family Violence Outcomes Framework*.

The scale of change of the family violence and family and child wellbeing reforms and the dynamic nature of reform implementation will impact The Orange Door workforce and practice at this early implementation point during the evaluation.

The Victorian Government’s *Support and Safety Hubs Statewide Concept* (July 2017) describes the vision for The Orange Door, which is that it “will be accessible, safe and welcoming to people, providing quick and simple access to the support and safety they need. The Hubs will also focus on perpetrators of family violence, to keep them in view and to connect them to services that assist in holding them accountable for their actions and changing their behaviour.”

Thus The Orange Door plays a pivotal role in shifting service provision from the existing models that have been identified as failing to meet the needs of victims of family violence, to shifting towards linked up, integrated responses to family violence risk and for children and families in need of support. To this end, the importance of The Orange Door to the overall reforms cannot be underestimated – nor can the significant change management required for Victoria to reach this vision. This evaluation is occurring at the very start of this significant change process, and as such, we would anticipate seeing the foundational building blocks to be evolving in order to move Victoria towards this vision.

### 2.1.2 Scale and magnitude of family violence reforms

The family violence reforms are system-wide and transformative, spanning from primary prevention activities to early intervention, response and recovery. They impact across many departments, agencies and the community sector, with interdependencies and interactions between reforms. As a result of these extensive reforms, the workforce requires significant transformation and expansion, to work in a different way alongside different services.

For example, the establishment of The Orange Door has impacted the movement of the local community sector in those areas where it is operational as practitioners move between case management services and The Orange Door. Similarly, we recognise that the first four areas of The Orange Door were established at the same time as the establishment and expansion of the Central Information Point (CIP) and the redevelopment of the Family Violence Risk Assessment and Risk

---

5 FSV, ‘Support and Safety Hubs: Statewide model’, April 2018.
Management Framework. Both of these initiatives impact on the work and practice of The Orange Door and the implementation of the Family Violence Information Sharing Scheme and the Child Information Sharing Scheme.

We also acknowledge that the detail of the reforms is still being defined, implemented and refined. Where possible we have made reference to work currently underway to address issues identified.

2.1.3 Timing of the family violence reforms and the evaluation’s field work
The evaluation team is cognisant of the timing of the evaluation within the broader rollout of The Orange Door. FSV was first established in July 2017, the service model signed off in December 2017, and the first four areas commenced service delivery in May 2018. The timing of the implementation to design and set up a new service with multiple delivery partners was extremely tight. This included all of the logistics to identify appropriate properties, lease them, establish a new CRM, implement the new family violence risk assessment management framework and associated tools, establish new governance, and recruit to The Orange Door.

We also acknowledge that the evaluation team conducted site visits and collected data from October – December 2018 and the pace of the reforms and implementation means that some of the issues raised during the evaluation have been addressed already. For example, we understand that there have been steps to introduce reflective practice across disciplines in one of The Orange Door areas since our evaluation fieldwork. This was an opportunity identified to FSV early in the evaluation which has been subsequently actioned. We also understand that FSV is progressing workforce training, a workforce strategy, and a performance framework, as well as addressing physical infrastructure issues. It is important to acknowledge in the context of our evaluation findings and identified opportunities for improvement that FSV have an agreed ongoing project plan for the further development of The Orange Door.

2.1.4 Maturity of the social services system
In addition to the family violence system reforms, the Victorian social services system has experienced reforms to the child and family service sector through the Roadmap to Reform: Strong families, safe children initiatives, and is at the same time continuing to implement the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS).

This reform environment has meant major change for the social services sector workforce. There has been huge investment in family violence services including The Orange Door as well as investment in child protection practitioners and family services in Victoria. The supply of social workers is limited and while there has been some expansion of training, there are still constraints on the supply of experienced practitioners. Many of the experienced practitioners have only worked with perpetrator services or family violence services and there are strong cultural issues to overcome in asking these services to work alongside each other. See section 6.3.1 for further discussion of the challenges between practice perspectives of the different workforces who have come together in The Orange Door.

If you look at a service, they are down on staff in The Orange Door but also in their own agency. They are struggling to find people with the skills. So many jobs that became available at the one time without an adequate workforce management process.”

-- Stakeholder interview.

While there are challenges to increasing workforce supply, practice is also changing. The redeveloped risk assessment and risk management framework (MARAM) was released in 2018, with resources and tools and training under development. Our understanding is that new risk assessment framework for statutory child protection and the child and family practice framework (the Best interests Case Practice Model) are also currently being redeveloped and will be aligned to the MARAM practice approaches.
Family Safety Victoria is currently progressing the development of a workforce strategy which will assist in strengthening the workforce planning for The Orange Door. This strategy builds on the 10 Year Industry Plan for the family violence sector\textsuperscript{6} and the Community Services Industry Plan\textsuperscript{7} both of which address issues of workforce sustainability and strength. However, this workforce strategy can only influence and direct workforce initiatives within the family violence and child and family services sector – it cannot expect to influence the broader workforce issues within the Victorian social service sector that are currently under pressure from major national reforms in disability and aged care.

In particular, it is important to recognise the infancy of perpetrator services that currently are primarily men’s behaviour change programs. The research and development of the evidence-base on what works in perpetrator practice is at a much earlier stage of maturity and development than research and practice with family violence victim services and children and families. This is a reality of the current state of practice that The Orange Door service model has begun with – it should then be expected that a significant focus will need to be made to strengthen this type of practice and to integrate it well within multidisciplinary practice within The Orange Door.

2.1.5 Local service system context

The Orange Door has been established within the context of local services and local relationships and networks that already exist and are varied from area to area. The number and nature of services within the local service system and the nature and complexity of existing relationships impact the establishment and effective operation of The Orange Door in an area. For example, the strength of the existing service in Barwon working with perpetrators prior to The Orange Door being established has been one of the reasons for the successful integration and operation of that service within The Orange Door. Our identified opportunities recognise that the local service system impacts on FSV and partner agency’s capacity to deliver intake and assessment services as well as provide an effective interface to the broader service system. Furthermore, for many diverse communities, targeted services will exist and be accessible in some areas of The Orange Door and not in others. Service offerings will differ markedly across the state for many client cohorts and this will therefore impact on the role of The Orange Door in each area.

The strength and nature of the existing service system in each of The Orange Door areas needs to be considered in evaluating a new service such as The Orange Door. Initial implementation and early service delivery of The Orange Door can predictably be influenced by the strengths and weaknesses in the existing social services system and may not necessarily reflect strengths and weaknesses of the new service or model itself.

\textsuperscript{6} FSV, ‘Building from Strength: 10-Year Industry Plan for Family Violence Prevention and Response, 2017

\textsuperscript{7} VCOSS ‘Community Services Industry Plan’, August 2018
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3 Establishment and governance

This chapter will address evaluation question 1 and the associated lines of inquiry: What changes can be made to establishment approaches to improve future implementation and operations of Orange Door sites?

3.1 To what extent have establishment planning and operationalisation activities enabled implementation of The Orange Door foundational service model?

In evaluating the contribution that establishment have made to early implementation of The Orange Door model, we have examined a number of factors including: establishment processes, activities and tools, timeframe for foundational work, recruitment and on-boarding of staff, access to guidelines and policy, physical infrastructure and partnership formation.

3.1.1 Establishment processes, activities and tools

Extensive foundational work within a compressed timeframe

As a landmark reform representing significant transformational change in service delivery, an extensive array of establishment activities and processes were required to set-up and operationalise The Orange Door. The Orange Door model represents fundamental changes to ways of working, practice, culture and service delivery, as well as new organisational and governance structures, requiring extensive design, coordination, planning and support to enable roll-out. The government’s initial goal to open in five areas at the end of 2017 was ambitious, and created challenges and urgency for FSV – as a newly formed agency – which ultimately led to delays in rollout.

Overall, FSV has been responsible for ‘establishing The Orange Door and associated governance mechanisms, as well as designing the service model and overseeing statewide delivery.’ This was to ensure ‘statewide fidelity and quality in the model, and to ensure The Orange Door and local services were supported to come together and work effectively.’

The amount of work to set-up and prepare The Orange Door has been unprecedented, with FSV managing a range of establishment activities, including:

- Development of statewide design, policy, frameworks and guidance to support integrated practice (for example Support and Safety Hubs Statewide Specifications, Interim Integrated Practice Framework and Operational Guidelines), as well as pre-requisite check-list for service commencement.

- Collaboration with local governance and stakeholders to understand the range of local stakeholders’ area specific needs, and to test elements from the statewide design in relation to the local context.

- Recruitment of Hub Managers to provide strategic management and oversight of their area of The Orange Door and locally-based support staff to facilitate operations, partnerships and connection to government and the broader service system.

- Coordinating infrastructure arrangements for each area including locating, leasing and designing premises, site fit-out, IT requirements and works.

- Workforce induction, training and development program including an induction training program for all workers in The Orange Door.
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8 FSV was established in July 2017.
10 FSV, Hubs Service Model Slide Deck.
11 FSV, ‘Co-design and establishment of The Orange Door Factsheet’, November 2018.
12 FSV, ‘Communique’ July 2018.
Establishment and governance

- **Development of Partnership Agreements** to formalise the partnership between all partner agencies, including government. The agreement outlined the requirements for working in partnership at The Orange Door, and was signed between all parties, except DHHS.\(^{13}\)

- **Formation of local establishment and governance groups:** to monitor and plan for the local context.\(^{14}\) This included: Hub Leadership Groups (HLGs), Hub Operations Leadership Groups (OLGs), Local Hub Establishment Groups and Aboriginal Advisory groups.\(^{15}\)\(^{16}\)

- **Communications and engagement:** to ensure consistent branding, messaging and feedback with a broad range of stakeholders, including the public, sector stakeholders and across government.

Establishment processes that were managed by the partnership agencies as part of The Orange Door included:

- recruitment of practice leaders and practitioners
- operationalising the model
- internal change management in preparation for services and service delivery
- communications and engagement with their workforce and stakeholders.

Establishment activities for the launch areas commenced when FSV was formed in July 2017, following development of the **Support and Safety Hub Statewide Concept** (released in the same month)\(^{17}\) and considerable joint work between FSV and stakeholders on service model development. While significant work and consultation was undertaken by the Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) to design and develop the statewide concept and secure funding allocation across one year,\(^{18}\) activities to establish the model occurred within a comparatively compressed timeframe of under 18 months while FSV continued to engage with stakeholders across the state during this establishment phase.\(^{19}\) Evaluation evidence indicates that timeframes for establishing The Orange Door did not allow for the extensive range of operationalisation activities required to set up the foundational model, and had to be implemented rapidly.\(^{20}\) The requirement to locate suitable premises and recruit an experienced workforce were key challenges that contributed to delays in the planned timeframes.

**A significant volume of change for the sector**

The amount of change for the sector – and particularly practitioners – has been unprecedented. Transitioning to The Orange Door service model has necessitated a completely new way of working, in conjunction with learning how to navigate new systems and technology (eg the CRM system), adjust to new processes (ie workflows), a new team model (ie colocation), practice change (ie from case management to intake and assessment) and operational changes arising from bringing together some services that had not previously worked together and aligning to a consistent service response. This has placed immense pressure on staff as they adapt to their new roles and new systems while providing client support.\(^{21}\) The volume of change in almost every aspect of practice needed over a short period of time has complicated initial

---

\(^{13}\) FSV, ‘Partnership Agreements for the Support and Safety Hubs Factsheet’, July 2018.


\(^{15}\) FSV, ‘Co-design and establishment of The Orange Door Factsheet’, November 2018.

\(^{16}\) At the time of fieldwork, Aboriginal Advisory Groups for The Orange Door areas were still being established. There was however representation of Aboriginal services on the HLGs.

\(^{17}\) The Support and Safety Hubs: Statewide concept was released in July 2017. Hub Leadership Groups were convened in February 2017.

\(^{18}\) This included: co-design of The Orange Door through a series of Community Conversations in Victoria led by Department of Premier and Cabinet in September 2016. This was followed by consultation workshops held in in Geelong, Pakenham, Horsham, Swan Hill, Shepparton, Sale and Craigieburn, as well as with Aboriginal and Diverse Community working groups to shape thinking on the statewide model, design principals and core elements of the model (see co-design and establishment of The Orange Door Factsheet November 2018). In early 2017, a series of workshops with an expert design group were conducted to consider the functional model for The Orange Door and interface with the broader service system. From July 2017, FSV worked with members of the Victim Survivors’ Advisory Council to obtain insights on the functions and features of The Orange Door from service users perspectives.

\(^{19}\) Most of The Orange Door areas noted that while some early establishment workshops occurred in early 2017 (such as ways of working together), more formal establishment activities to operationalise the model at the local level occurred from July 2017.


\(^{21}\) FSV, Communique, July 2018.
implementation – despite the workforce bringing skills, expertise and existing practice and frameworks to enable service to be provided to clients from commencement. Evaluation feedback from external stakeholders was that more a sequential or phased rollout would have supported smoother implementation, to allow for the adoption of new systems and ways of working.22

The transition has demanded a level of flexibility and agility from the workforce in order to work within uncertainty as the model, systems and processes have been implemented, refined and updated. This level of change has been significant for the sector without a corresponding focus on change management needs. The nature of the model means that this change management focus needs to be coordinated and progressed by both FSV and partner organisations.

“… what was overlooked was change readiness, there needed to be a phased approach to change management… The scale of the change was just too great, we needed time to prepare the staff for winding up their current practice and then merging their practice to the new system.”

– HLG evaluation interview

Establishment activities

The amount of change associated with implementing the numerous components of The Orange Door model, timing considerations and change readiness of the sector are overarching complexities that complicated establishment and initial service delivery of The Orange Door. Figure 3 highlights five key establishment activities – noting this is not an exhaustive list – each of which is discussed in the following section.

Figure 3: Establishment activities

---

22 FSV, ‘The Orange Door Commencement report’, May – June 2018
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Recruitment

Recruitment of The Orange Door workforce community service organisation funded positions across practice leadership and practitioners) began in late 2017. The allocated funding for full-time equivalent units (FTE) was based on outputs rather than pre-determined inputs to allow agencies flexibility to recruit to meet their output targets. Despite early recruitment efforts, none of The Orange Door areas had full contingent of staff at service commencement. Estimates provided to the evaluators suggests that in one area, there was less than half of staff expected on day one, "despite 100 per cent of L17s coming in. It destroyed morale." Evaluation evidence indicated the workforce and agencies did not have sufficient preparation time for recruitment, which may be due to delays to 'recruitment products,' and "underestimation of the time required for end to end recruitment." It is also possible that the predominant functions of intake and assessment may not appeal to all people working within the broader family violence and family services workforce. While this may be the view of some practitioners interviewed as part of this evaluation, it is important to remember that The Orange Door undertakes a range of additional functions.

Similarly recruitment for FSV employed positions has been challenging, and continued after service commencement in most areas. Vacant positions in the initial periods tended to be the Service System Navigator and Operational Support officer. The impacts of these vacancies were felt by The Orange Door workforce. In particular, the absence of an Operational Support Officer in some areas meant that operational processes and infrastructure issues had to be dealt with by the leadership team (eg OLG or HLG teams), distracting their focus from strategic leadership.

In addition, subsequent rounds of recruitment have been necessary due to staff-turnover. While we are unable to quantitatively verify what the rates of staff attrition have been, interviews during fieldwork indicated that attrition rates have been higher than expected across most The Orange Door areas, and are likely due to a number of factors:

- Position descriptions that did not accurately reflect actual roles. A consistent theme through the evaluation was that the expectations of a role based on the position description did not align to the reality of the role once operations had begun.

- Role ambiguity for some positions at The Orange Door. Some workers did not have a clear understanding about their role and responsibilities even after a number of months working at The Orange Door.

- Working at The Orange Door has demanded a high level of adaptability to work within the uncertainty that the innovation of service delivery in The Orange Door involves. For many workers this was unexpected; some did not have the skills or willingness to work within this degree of uncertainty, others embraced the innovation. This finding needs to be balanced with the evaluation finding that there has been, and remains significant excitement by many in The Orange Door for the new model.

- Some workers felt that they did not have a choice to move to The Orange Door as the employing agency positions were subsumed into The Orange Door.

---

24 Within the first period of operations, Barwon, Bayside, NEMA and Mallee had recruited 78.1%; 56.3%; 71.4% and 87.7% of all funded positions respectively. See The Orange Door – commencement reports. However, it is important to acknowledge that the delay in NEMA opening by six weeks meant that this workforce was at a higher level of recruitment. This then led to different workforce challenges in this site (for example, where community service organisations could place their workers in the absence of an operational physical site) prior to commencement.
25 L17 reports are referrals from Victoria Police Victoria Police officers who attend family violence incidents make referrals (L17s) to specialist family violence services, family services and child protection as necessary.
26 Evaluation data from fieldwork.
28 FSV staff roles include Hub Manager, Service System Navigator, Operational Support Officer, Strategic Planning and Reporting Officers, Client Support and Administration Officer.
29 56.5%, 45.2%, 58.8% of FSV positions filled in Barwon, Bayside and Mallee after one month of operations. NEMA had a full complement of FSV staff in August 2018.
30 It is unclear if the vacancies in these position was due to difficulties recruiting appropriately qualified personnel into these positions or the condensed time frame for establishment.
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- Some workers reported that they have struggled to make the transition to a narrower role of intake and assessment from broader case management and others do not believe they have skill on entry to The Orange Door to work immediately within an integrated service model.\(^{32}\)

It is our understanding that recruitment is now being tailored to these needs by FSV and partner organisations.

There was also some suggestion from the workforce during the evaluation that the anticipated Full Time Equivalent (FTE) allocations for each discipline needs refinement. Some areas, for example may require more men’s workers due to an increasing demand.\(^{33}\) Quantifying the adequacy of FTE across specialties was beyond the scope of the evaluation, nor could it reasonably have been expected to be predicted with accuracy ahead of the model being implemented given that this model is a world first initiative in service delivery.

**Induction training**

FSV facilitated a four-day induction training program to introduce staff to the service model and practice framework, and to provide foundational knowledge on working with family violence, children and families and perpetrators.\(^{34}\) It aimed to equip workers to commence service delivery from the first day of operations, and guide integrated and safe practice.\(^{35}\) Content delivered during the induction training program included:

- The Orange Door service model
- Interim Integrated Practice Framework
- use of the CRM platform
- the ‘Client Experience Toolkit’
- family violence practice
- children and family practice
- working with child protection
- perpetrator accountability and visibility
- risk assessment and management for adults and children, Tools for Risk Assessment and Management (TRAM), including contextualising The Family Violence Multi-Agency Risk Assessment and Management Framework (MARAM)
- The Orange Door
- information sharing within The Orange Door context.

Modules were delivered by FSV, Domestic Violence Resource Centre Victoria (DVRCV), No To Violence (NTV), DHHS Child Protection and the Centre for Excellence in Child and Family Welfare (CFECFW). Aboriginal self-determination and people’s agency and intersectionality and diversity were not included in detail as part of the initial training program, noting that these materials are to be developed and delivered post service commencement as they need to reflect and be tailored to the local area and community.

Each area initially received two rounds of training to minimise disruption to service delivery and allow partner agencies to send half their workforce to either of the training dates. Further rounds of induction training have been run post service commencement as new staff have been recruited.

---

\(^{32}\) It was beyond the scope of the evaluation to do a full workforce profile, an assessment of workers skills to work in an integrated manner was not able to be made. Evaluation judgements are made based on reporting of concerns about skill levels reported by multiple practitioners across multiple sites.

\(^{33}\) Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork

\(^{34}\) FSV, ‘Communique July 2018’.

FSV conducted an evaluation of the training program primarily through feedback forms which focused on the content. Overall, the evaluation found that while a positive impact was seen in terms of building “on existing skills and knowledge of the participants across all training modules,” participants wanted further information on how The Orange Door would operate in practice in order to obtain a better understanding of their role. This finding was supported with our evaluation data: and in particular, further clarity about integrated practice and how to operationalise this at The Orange Door was required. As The Orange Door continues to operate and it becomes clearer how the model is operationalised in practice, FSV are well placed to build on and tailor these early induction programs to meet the emerging needs of the workforce.

Evaluation evidence indicated that for some, the training was pitched at a low skill level for practitioners for their own speciality but did not provide them with sufficient understanding of disciplines outside of their experience. Training content is discussed further in Section 6, although it is important to acknowledge that FSV is refining the induction training program based on findings from its evaluation, as well as developing a Workforce Strategy for The Orange Door which includes “effective approaches to workforce induction and on-boarding for new workers.”

Guidelines and policy
FSV produced a comprehensive range of frameworks and practice guidance to ensure “a consistent, statewide approach to operating The Orange Door across the launch areas.” Guidance materials were intended to be read in conjunction with other resources, which are outlined in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guidance document</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support and Safety Hubs: Statewide concept (July 2017)</td>
<td>The concept paper is a 72 page document describing the intent, scope, key functions and roles of The Orange Door and how The Orange Door will contribute to the vision and aspirations of ending family violence. It outlines what The Orange Door will deliver across the state as part of the future service system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support and Safety Hubs: Service model (April 2018)</td>
<td>This is an 86 page document building from the statewide concept. It describes the next stage of design work and provides further refinement of the scope and functionality outlined in the statewide concept. It includes baseline requirements, processes and operational specifications for the foundational The Orange Door model for the five launch areas and how this will evolve over time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support and Safety Hubs: Service specifications (April 2018)</td>
<td>This is a 30 page document outlining the requirements that the service providers must conform to in delivering the initial statewide service model The Orange Door.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support and Safety Hubs: Interim operational guidelines (April 2018)</td>
<td>This is a 50 page document describing the procedures that guide the operations of The Orange Door during implementation. Operational guidelines are intended to support delivery of The Orange Door services by providing clear and detailed policies and procedures that apply specifically to their day-to-day operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support and Safety Hubs: Interim integrated practice framework (April 2018)</td>
<td>The Interim Integrated Practice Framework comprises of 112 pages and is intended to guide consistent integrated practice, provide the foundation for practitioners to understand their role within a multiagency team and support practitioners to identify, assess and respond to risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support and Safety Hubs perpetrator practice guidance (April 2018)</td>
<td>This practice guideline is a 27 page document that outlines how The Orange Door will manage perpetrators of family violence, and in doing so, keep them accountable and in view. It identifies a range of practice approaches, system and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

38 This is in addition to other supporting resources such as Client Relationship Management (CRM) system guidelines (2018) Central Information Point guidelines (2018), Family violence information sharing guidelines (2018), and Family violence risk assessment and risk management framework (September 2018).
During evaluation fieldwork, many practitioners admitted that they had not read the guidance materials. While this was identified in the orientation training, when investigated, The Orange Door staff indicated it was due to the amount of documentation that had been produced, the length of the content and time pressures.\textsuperscript{39}

Those who had read the documentation did not find the content useful for preparing them to work at The Orange Door as they expected more definitive practice based guidance including examples of how the model would or could work in practice. For example, while a vision of integrated practice was outlined in the \textit{Interim Integrated Practice Framework}, there were no clear benchmarks or detail about how to operationalise this vision. As a result, people reverted back to how they previously operated.\textsuperscript{40} Several Hub Leadership Group (HLG) representatives reported that they were continuing to work through what integrated practice looks like in The Orange Door six months after service commencement. It is important to note that though these foundational documents and guidance materials do acknowledge that the model is intended to be informed by evidence, and it seems reasonable that initial documentation would need to be iterated in response to ‘user’ feedback (in this case through use by The Orange Door workforce).

The Orange Door service model was never intended to be “static or fixed, but rather informed by emerging needs and evidence,” and evolve and mature in response to “community needs, co-design, and practice learnings.”\textsuperscript{41} Despite this, however this evaluation found that greater parameters and prescription were needed in the service model to provide a sufficient starting-point for establishment (particularly in the absence of sequenced and ongoing change management processes which will necessarily need to be a joint responsibility of FSV and partner organisations), including more definitive guidelines on how to operationalise The Orange Door.

Additionally service model requirements (including those in the service specifications) were considered by many in the workforce to be too high-level to underpin operationalisation. Instead practitioners wanted practical operational guidelines to help mobilise operations. In time this may be developed by the OLG, however at the time of fieldwork, these issues were still being worked through. While practitioners reported that workflow needed to be tailored to the specific area, they requested a baseline to give them confidence that they were progressing in the right direction.\textsuperscript{42} It is unclear if they expected FSV or local HLGs and OLGs to provide this direction.

There was confusion about the level of consistency of operational requirements with the guidelines in \textit{Support and Safety Hubs Service Model}. Some leadership members indicated that a certain level of prescription was required to facilitate understanding of their operational requirements, and for FSV to clearly denote aspects which could be tailored to the local context and which required state wide standardisation. We understand that FSV are aware of these tensions and are currently considering how to address this issue. Tensions between statewide consistency and localised flexibility are likely to remain an ongoing issue in a reform of this scale and complexity. As further areas are established, we could expect to see clarity emerge about which requirements need statewide consistency.

\textsuperscript{39} Qualitative evaluation data from fieldwork

\textsuperscript{40} Qualitative evaluation data from fieldwork

\textsuperscript{41} FSV, ‘Support and Safety Hubs: Statewide concept’, July 2017.

\textsuperscript{42} Information provided by The Orange Door OLG, November 2018.
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Systems and tools
In addition to practice guidance, new Information Technology systems were developed to support service delivery, including the CRM, CIP and TRAM. The CRM has undergone planned continual development since service commencement to improve its functionality and to support service delivery. Practitioners reported that the initial functionality of the CRM was difficult to operate, time consuming and had provided limited support for their work. This is expected in any first iteration of a new IT system. In addition, there was a lack of supporting guidance or system workflows to help practitioners navigate the system, largely due to the ongoing development of the CRM. The delay between induction training – where practitioners received CRM training – and service commencement further meant that some practitioners reported that they had to re-learn the system. The evaluation found that the workforce has varying levels of competency and confidence using the CRM which was confounded at that time by a range of IT functionality issues in The Orange Door.

Evaluation evidence found that the issues with functionality of the CRM have impacted service delivery. The time practitioners have spent trying to navigate and overcome issues with the CRM compromised their ability to work through cases efficiently in these early stages. These difficulties compounded an already challenging transition to The Orange Door. It is however important to note that during the second round of evaluation fieldwork many practitioners reported that subsequent updates to CRM had already improved functionality.

While the time pressures associated with opening The Orange Door created challenges to CRM deployment, and likely impacted on the readiness of the system at service commencement, the workforce did report the benefits of an evolving IT system and iterative FSV upgrades. For example, practitioners have seen tangible changes in the functionality of the CRM as a result of feedback they provided, and are beginning to see a more operational and fit-for-purpose system emerging. Practitioners were also complimentary of the CRM trainers, and appreciated them coming to The Orange Door to provide on-the-ground support.

Similarly, the CIP has taken time to become fully operational, although these issues have not impacted The Orange Door workforce to the same degree as CRM, given the system sits outside The Orange Door. For example, establishment challenges for CIP included:

- on-boarding of agencies took longer than anticipated
- recruitment of suitably qualified data custodians
- early CIP reports taking longer to prepare than in the initial testing (nearly three hours compared to one hour respectively). Since ‘go live’, modifications were made to the platform to improve efficiency, and data custodians have become accustomed to the platform. However, demand remains high in terms of the time it takes to prepare the CIP report. This may remain an operational challenge into the future.

---

43 Please note, not all workers in The Orange Door use CRM (for example, child protection community based practitioners continue to record data using the DHHS CRIS client case record system). Please note, TRAM was initially called ICRAT.
44 At the time of writing, CRM Release 5 training session was being rolled out.
47 Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork
48 Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork. See also FSV, Communiqué July 2018.
Despite the above challenges (many of which are reasonable given the innovation that CIP represents), there is strong evaluation evidence that CIP has been valuable for obtaining information to help practitioners more accurately assess and manage risk. Commencement reports (produced for each area) demonstrate that practitioners were using the CIP in the first months of service delivery, and this was verified during the fieldwork. While there is variation in the amount of reports that were requested across The Orange Door areas, this may be due to the different timeframes in which data was recorded. See Section 5.3 for a timeline of CIP reports by The Orange Door area.

**Physical premises**

The Victorian Government committed to working with local communities, and local and statewide service providers, to establish the location of each physical site of The Orange Door. FSV conducted extensive work to ensure client-centric design of The Orange Door physical site (see Chapter 5 for further discussion). The physical site of The Orange Door was an important part of establishment as the facilities functioned to bring together different workforces under one space, and collocate practitioners to support multidisciplinary practice. There were significant challenges in finding appropriate premises for the physical site for The Orange Door, as well as completing the fit-out within the timelines that FSV needed to work within. Additionally, it is our understanding that minimum viable requirements for ‘go live’ were still being reviewed with each HLG leading up to service commencement, leaving insufficient time for areas to comply with the new criteria. It is also our understanding that this will not be repeated in subsequent rollouts of The Orange Door and FSV have adjusted sequencing and go live criteria for future sites.

Given these time pressures, a number of issues with the physical premises were encountered at service commencement for several areas. While we understand there have been adjustments to the sites since then (and following our fieldwork) to rectify a number of these issues, it is important to acknowledge the problems and highlight how they impacted establishment and initial service delivery. An overview of these issues and their impacts on the workforce, culture and service delivery at the time of the evaluation are summarised in Table 2.

**Table 2: Issues encountered with physical premises at establishment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Impact on workforce, culture and service delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inadequate temporary offices</strong>: The Bayside Peninsula Areas (BPA) workforce was situated in temporary offices for the first three months of operation. Practitioners found this space challenging due to the space limitations, poor IT connectivity and lack of light.</td>
<td>Immediate and flow on effects to service delivery, and in particular the ability to integrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unfinished facility</strong>: At Barwon, lack of a finished facility, with an area (floor) not being available at opening resulting in insufficient workspace and some staff not being able to be physically accommodated at The Orange Door.</td>
<td>Some practitioners were based at their employing agencies. This disrupted the establishment of the team, team culture and the embedding of multidisciplinary practice. It also impacted workforce satisfaction and wellbeing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insufficient space</strong>: The lack of space to accommodate The Orange Door workforce in some areas has compromised colocation at service commencement.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Premises were not fully operational</strong>: There have been a range of infrastructure issues at different areas such as a lack of a workable lift, insufficient desk space, absence of blinds, heating and air-conditioning.</td>
<td>Impacts to workforce morale, comfort and wellbeing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some practitioners have developed temporary fixes (such as working on trestle tables, and using makeshift blinds). Some OH&amp;S issues have arisen from inadequate desk arrangements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

50 For example, NEMA requests were collected over 7.5 weeks and later in the CIP’s development as opposed to 7 weeks for Bayside, 4.5 weeks for Barwon and Mallee respectively earlier in the CIP rollout.


52 We understand similar challenges have delayed opening of The Orange Door in the inner Gippsland area.


54 Barwon Support and Safety hub risk register May 2018.
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Issue

- Premises configuration: In some areas there is a notable division of the workforce due to the spatial configuration of the premises. In some premises this has resulted in a separation between teams, or discipline areas. In other sites there was the feeling that the premises "over-catered for clients but under-catered for staff."

- Infrastructural issues: Challenges with supporting infrastructure more broadly. Some areas experienced phone lines dropping out, or phones not working and IT systems and infrastructure breaking down. Other areas had unreliable internet connection.

- Safety concerns: Some issues include unsecured access into one office from a public car park, speed at which security doors close in an emergency and lack of critical incident training for some CSOs.

Impact on workforce, culture and service delivery

- Impacts on colocation, integrated practice and team culture
  The Orange Door practitioners commonly reported the benefit of sitting in close proximity to practitioners from other disciplines in terms of learning through observation. In some areas this has compounded disciplinary divides, for example practitioners with expertise working with perpetrators are based on one level of the premise and the wider team on another.

- Impacts to a focus on service delivery
  An unfinished office discouraged practitioners and distracted the focus from service delivery. Unreliable phone lines present significant risk to clients' access to/engagement with The Orange Door. Manual workarounds and administrative burden were associated with unreliable phones and internet connection.

- Undermines workers' safety and wellbeing
  Some safety issues identified were reported to impact how safe and confident workers felt within The Orange Door workspace and when entering and leaving the facilities.

Notwithstanding the above challenges, the workforce recognised The Orange Door site – as a key enabler for bringing together disparate agencies, and colocation was a foundation for building integrated practice:

People sitting next to each other means they can learn from one another.”  

— practitioner interview

It is our understanding that a number of the issues identified have subsequently been addressed by FSV or by The Orange Door area.

Partnership formation

The Orange Door is underpinned by a partnership approach to:

- ensure collective leadership

- harness specialist skills and expertise from a range of specialties to deliver the service model functions and

- offer a holistic response to individuals and families.

---

55 Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork.
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The Orange Door partnerships comprise of government and non-government agencies across different sectors. To formalise this, Partnership Agreements were put in place to “lay the foundation for collective leadership of the Hubs.” Partnership Agreements served to create a legal mechanism across the organisations and key government agencies in the Hubs to “embed collective leadership, set down a shared vision, goals and principals, support integration of services, formalise governance mechanisms and effectively deliver Hub functions.”

Evaluation evidence indicates a perception by many within the HLGs and OLGS that the Partnership Agreements and Service Agreements did not include the level of detail they were expecting to provide a suitable foundation for the partnership at The Orange Door. This is to be expected for such a novel service delivery model, and was predicted through the inclusion of a 12 month review in initial Partnership Agreements. It is also unclear if the Partnership Agreements and Service Agreements would have been sufficient at any point in The Orange Door service model, or if a lack of understanding or specificity in these documents reflects the point in time and need to refine these as the service model began to be operationalised and resourcing/funding allocation refined within the first few years of operations. Key requirements of the Partnership Agreements include: obligations of The Orange Door partners including resource and funding contributions (in the Service Agreements); establishment of the HLG (including its functions and expected terms of reference); and details of how complaints are to be managed as a collective.

While Partnership Agreements provided a solid starting point for establishing and defining governance arrangements and operations, further discussion will be needed with the agencies to ensure that there is sufficient detail within these agreements to embed leadership and governance within the new partnerships. This was particularly relevant in the context of the matrix model which adds a layer of additional complexity to establishing governance arrangements (see Section 3.2). In addition, some leadership groups discussed the need for Hub Leadership Group terms of reference (included in the Partnership Agreement) to be reviewed and updated. The need for revisions, further detail or updates were reported to evaluators as covering areas such as: the role of the Operations Leadership Group (OLG), data collection and communication management at The Orange Door. It is our understanding that these aspects are currently being reviewed and endorsed by FSV.

Collective leadership in these initial stages has been impacted by a perceived imbalance of contributions from partner agencies at The Orange Door. Some leadership groups reported that while there are variances in the FTE contribution and funding that each community service organisations receives attached to their service agreement, the contribution they are expected to make to The Orange Door has not as yet been adjusted to reflect the contribution. For example, some community service organisations with smaller funding contributions who provide staff with specific expertise are finding that early indications of demand mean that they do not have sufficient workers in The Orange Door. It is unclear if this is a point in time issue, or one that will remain once operations stabilise after the initial implementation phase. This needs to be considered in the light of the existing relationships and networks in the areas The Orange Door has been established. It also needs to be considered in the context that collective leadership takes time to be established and embedded.

Besides Partnership Agreements, FSV has been instrumental in forming local establishment and governance groups to plan and implement The Orange Door at the local context. We understand that FSV and some HLGs facilitated a number of workshops (including local establishment group forums and broader sector forums) to bring sectors together and consider ways of working in collaboration, as well as to try to further define some operational aspects prior to service commencement. While this was considered imperative for establishing the group and initiating co-design, a number of stakeholders reported that more lead time for the HLG and OLG would have been valuable prior to service commencement, specifically to test and refine systems and processes.

58 FSV, Hub Partnership Agreement Template, October 2018
59 FSV, Hub Partnership Agreement Template, October 2018
60 FSV, ‘Table of governance discussions – 30 Day Review’, 2018
61 Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork
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A further contributing factor to slowing down the operating rhythm of leadership groups was a number of "false starts" associated with the opening of The Orange Door.

"open day was a key challenge, having a date which changed many times and then confirmed at short notice… we had not prepared our staff and then had three to four weeks before we moved in." – OLG member interview

This has been addressed by FSV in considering what they are able to control in terms of start-up responsibilities and in a new sequencing and ‘go live’ criteria for establishing a new The Orange Door area.

A key enabling factor to collaboration – and particularly the HLG – has been various pre-existing alliances such as the Child First and Family Services Alliances, Family Violence Regional Integration Committees and Indigenous Family Violence Regional Action Groups (now Dhelk Dja Regional Action Groups). For a number of Orange Door areas, these existing networks have served as the platform for partnerships to build from, and they strengthened the leadership groups through prior working relationships and arrangements. Indeed these leadership groups reported that it would be very difficult to form partnerships so rapidly in the absence of their past working relationships.

While this evaluation has focused on partnerships between community service organisations that comprise The Orange Door, further investigation is required to understand establishment of The Orange Door within the broader service sector, given the role of The Orange Door in connecting clients to the right services and coordinating these connections. It is important to understand the progress in developing and sustaining these collaborations, both operationally (i.e. establishing referral pathways and practices to and from The Orange Door) but also in terms of perception of The Orange Door and its role within the system. Limited information is available at this point in time for the evaluation and it was not within scope for this evaluation to examine the role of The Orange Door within the broader service system, however a number of indicative findings have emerged which may need to be explored and validated in future evaluations. These findings include:

- the need to understanding how The Orange Door aligns within the family violence, family and child wellbeing and the broader social service sectors
- the need for supporting systems and infrastructure to support referrals, noting that this was a work in progress during our fieldwork
- recognition from The Orange Door areas that establishing engagement with the sector is an ongoing, long term activity, and a key role of the Service System Navigator (SSN).

3.1.2 Partnerships and networks enable information sharing and referral practices

Collaboration is central for information sharing to connect disparate agencies and sectors, and share critical information about clients. Despite expected challenges with establishing these connections in the early stages of The Orange Door, there is evidence that information sharing is an aspect of The Orange Door at present – particularly in relation to information transfer and collation within The Orange Door and information sharing between The Orange Door and external referral agencies. It is also important to note that there is a lack of consistency across The Orange Door areas in relation to referral processes and time frames.

Information sharing in The Orange Door has been facilitated by Part 5B of the Family Violence Protection Act which streamlines the sharing of confidential information as it treats community service organisations within The Orange Door as one organisation or partnership. The Act allows practitioners to collect, use and disclose confidential information to other practitioners only within The Orange Door so long as the purpose is related to the provision of The Orange Door services. In

---
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particular it allows practitioners to share information with a colleague to draw from the expertise of a worker from a different specialisation.\textsuperscript{66} Practitioners recognised the relevance and importance of this to their practice at The Orange Door.\textsuperscript{67}

As The Orange Door evolves, the various components of ‘information sharing’ will become clearer in terms of the operational environment. Distinctions will be able to be made between:

1. Information sharing to support service delivery within The Orange Door

2. Information sharing between external parties and The Orange Door (either collecting and/or disclosing information as part of a referral) or for assessment and risk management

3. Information sharing from The Orange Door to a client to manage risk or provide service

4. Information sharing to support monitoring and performance of The Orange Door.

The nature of the developmental evaluation early in the establishment of The Orange Door meant the focus on information sharing was limited to sharing within The Orange Door (and The Orange Door partner agencies 1).

In addition to this legislated mechanism\textsuperscript{68}, there are a number of factors that currently support information sharing, and the provision of services, within The Orange Door:

- **Colocation of practitioners from different disciplines** is important for information sharing and working collaboratively. Many practitioners acknowledged that information sharing is easier and faster than if they were situated in their employing agencies. However, it was reported that information sharing occurs in an inconsistent manner, is often supported by previous relationships and occurs more easily between certain disciplines (for example specialist victim survivor family violence services and child and family wellbeing services). This is to be expected at this early stage and information sharing is likely to be further embedded as The Orange Door evolves.

- **Multidisciplinary teams and meetings** such as cluster teams\textsuperscript{69} or function (ie triage) meetings comprising of practitioners from each discipline. This has embedded a more structured approach to information sharing than colocation and has promoted more consistent information sharing. This was seen particularly in ‘function teams’ (such as initial screening teams) which were underpinned by an agreed and operational workflow process.\textsuperscript{70} Operational workflow processes could be embedded in future areas of The Orange Door from the outset.

- **Access to employing agency’s client record systems** to obtain information from a range of different sources to better understand the risks and needs for an individual or a family. Practitioners retain access and use of their employing agency system so they are able to search for relevant information about a case. The partnership in this respect facilitates quicker access to a more comprehensive range of information. The benefits of access to partner information were widely regarded by the workforce and stakeholders.

- **The CRM** is intended to assist with gathering information and record management to facilitate sharing of client information between practitioners at The Orange Door.\textsuperscript{71} Teething issues with the CRM functionality at the time of the evaluation currently limits the ease of information sharing at The Orange Door. We understand that a number of updates have subsequently been made and functionality has improved. The system has the potential to be an invaluable


\textsuperscript{67} FSV, ‘30 Day review report’, 2018.

\textsuperscript{68} The family violence information sharing and child information sharing schemes are being rolled out alongside the MARAM reforms. The family violence information sharing scheme commenced in February 2018 with a select group of workforces, including The Orange Door, permitted to share information with each other relevant to assessing or managing family violence risk. The scheme was expanded to further organizations and services in September 2018 along with the commencement of the MARAM reforms and the child information sharing scheme allowing information to be shared to promote the wellbeing or safety of a child between broadly similar workforces. These reforms will include further workforces in 2019 and is expected to improve the consistency and amount of information sharing between services.

\textsuperscript{69} For example, a multidisciplinary team supervised by a team leader who manages capacity of workload across practitioners in the team

\textsuperscript{70} For example intake and triage at Mallee where practitioners were in an established operating rhythm

\textsuperscript{71} FSV, ‘Support and Safety Hubs. Interim Integrated Practice Framework’, April 2018.
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repository of information to support The Orange Door workforce, as it consolidates new and existing information from across the partnership.

Further discussion about information sharing protocols is discussed in Section 7.

Further discussion about information sharing challenges beyond The Orange Door is detailed in Section 8, and includes:

- supporting secure data transfer between siloed systems
- formal feedback loops for oversight of client outcomes
- clarity in terms of the amount of information practitioners should provide about and/or to a client.

In relation to referral practices, evaluation evidence suggests that existing networks are instrumental for setting up referrals to The Orange Door. Having a foundation of existing referral pathways to work through has been useful, and practitioners have maintained their connections to services they are familiar with, including their employing agency to facilitate both referrals to and from The Orange Door. Going forward, it will be important that the CRM collects granular data on referrals from The Orange Door to allow for a more detailed understanding of the referral network within which The Orange Door exists in each area.

It is however unclear to what extent practitioners are referring to services outside of the partnership at this point in time.\textsuperscript{72} This may largely be due to a focus and prioritisation on internal process development and operations at The Orange Door in the early stages of implementation. During evaluation fieldwork we saw the refinement and development (and later endorsement) of a referral form and process at one area that was focused on the partner services. Workers hoped that this template would improve information sharing and consistency and formalise referral pathways within the partnership. At this stage of The Orange Door’s evolution, it is to be expected that attention would be on internal development, and efforts to implement robust systems and processes that can be replicated and rolled out more broadly will follow.

As such, referral practices and processes remain a work in progress. Our evaluation meetings with leadership teams confirmed that further work is required to develop referral pathways and relationships with universal services (such as schools and hospitals).\textsuperscript{73} This requires concerted and ongoing effort, particularly as many stakeholders believe that the role and function of The Orange Door is not widely understood at present. There is some limited evidence of inappropriate referral pathways into The Orange Door occurring because of the perceived lack of understanding about The Orange Door. This is already anticipated and will need to be monitored by FSV and partner agencies to ensure that The Orange Door is not seen as a ‘catch all’ social service.

\textquote{Education with the broader system needs to be done, as currently we’re seen as a one stop shop.}\textsuperscript{74}

Practitioner interview

Leadership teams also reported that local services and referral pathways need to be mapped, and that this gap is particularly challenging for The Orange Door areas which service a large geographic area or where there are a large number of service providers.

\textsuperscript{72} Data on referrals was unavailable to corroborate this.

\textsuperscript{73} Respondents to the 30 Day Review survey also identified priority service interfaces as: core family violence services and family services to facilitate allocation and referrals, crisis services, adolescent family violence services, housing and homelessness services, alcohol and drug services, mental health services, general health services, courts, police, legal services, specialist community sector organisations supporting Aboriginal, and culturally and linguistically diverse community members.

\textsuperscript{74} Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork.
Key finding 1: Extensive foundational work to operationalise The Orange Door was completed within a compressed timeframe. The timeframe negatively impacted on a range of establishment and operational activities. Evidence of the impact of this compressed timeframe was still being seen at The Orange Door at the time of this evaluation, despite each area managing to provide the full suite of foundational services.

Key finding 2: Significant change management to support the implementation of The Orange Door service model is needed by both FSV and partner organisations. Initial focus has been on establishment and operational activities in a compressed timeframe with a need to shift the focus now to change management support.

Key finding 3: Each area of The Orange Door areas was not at full contingency of staffing during the fieldwork. There have been a range of challenges in the recruitment of appropriate staff and in retaining those staff. This will be addressed by FSV through a workforce strategy.

Key finding 4: Roles and responsibilities need increased clarification and standardisation across partner agencies. This is important to facilitate effective matrix management.

Key finding 5: Initial induction training was provided but the content of induction training will need to evolve in response to feedback. It will also need to be tailored to meet specific workforce needs.

Key finding 6: FSV’s foundational documents provide overarching direction for The Orange Door, however they are not well understood or used by The Orange Door practitioners. Further operational ‘translation’ of these documents is needed to help the workforce understand how to operationalise the model.

Key finding 7: A range of physical infrastructure issues impacted operations and colocation of the workforce in some areas at service commencement. These have been or continue to be addressed by FSV.

Key finding 8: Collaboration is central for information sharing within The Orange Door. Despite early stage challenges with establishing strong collaboration, information sharing is already happening within The Orange Door primarily through the CRM, colocation and multidisciplinary working arrangements, and through access to employing agencies’ client record systems.

3.2 To what extent are governance arrangements for each Orange Door site operating effectively?

Governance of The Orange Door

Governance of The Orange Door is a combination of specialist service delivery expertise (from discrete service sectors) as well as government management, oversight and systems planning. A ‘hybrid model’ was conceived to support transition of The Orange Door as a new feature in the service system.75

The model is operationalised at The Orange Door with FSV providing oversight and leadership facilitation, and the partner agencies leading local implementation, management and service delivery of The Orange Door. Both FSV and partner agencies come together under a partnership agreement to foster collective leadership.

FSV employs Hub (The Orange Door) Managers at The Orange Door area to provide strategic and operational oversight. Hub Managers are supported and report to Assistant Directors in the Support and Safety Hubs Operations branch based at FSV.

Hub leadership groups (HLG) have been formed for each area of The Orange Door, to lead local implementation and management of the model along with an Operations Leadership Group (OLG) to manage operational processes and policies. Both the HLGs and OLG comprise of a representative from each partner agency, and others (for example the Department of Health and Human Services and Victoria Police).76

---


76 Description of each leadership group, membership and roles will be provided as an appendix in the final report.
3.2.1 Governance arrangements contribute to The Orange Door effectively delivering its functions

The Orange Door governance model for the areas is supported by terms of reference, Partnership Agreements (discussed in Section 3.1) and “Service Agreements between core agencies and the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)” that “may evolve over time.” These form a formal basis for governance at the outset of establishment of The Orange Door.

A collective approach to governance was designed to give “government and non-government agencies a stake in the success of The Orange Door, support collaboration, and promote shared responsibility and mutual accountability for establishment and implementation.”

Bringing together numerous organisations across a variety of settings has been ambitious, particularly within the challenging timeframes discussed earlier. Establishing expansive governance arrangements at The Orange Door has had its challenges, particularly in terms of coordination, embedding roles and responsibilities and providing a cohesive and united approach to implementation.

“How do you bring a group of different agencies together to conceptualise how they will think about this in a coherent way?”

– HLG member interview

It is important to recognise that some leadership groups are further progressed and have clearer roles and responsibilities than others. Evaluation evidence indicates that The Orange Door areas that had previous working relationships or alliances were able to leverage from these, and “hit the ground running” when it came to service commencement. This is to be expected in a reform of this scale, given the scope of change for the sector and interests involved. Additional lead time for the OLG groups to establish as an operational group prior to commencement of a new area are recommended for future rollouts.

“It is not clear what the local governance arrangements for The Orange Door are. Before we have the risk of people falling between the gaps of services, and now we have the risk of people falling through the gaps in coordination – local coordination.”

– Stakeholder interview

In the early establishment phases, the lack of clarity/understanding of the governance arrangements at The Orange Door was raised in relation to the division between strategy, management and operations. While the service model, service specifications, Partnership Agreements (and HLG terms of reference included in the Partnership Agreements) provided information on the intended role of governance groups, interviewees stated that there was a need for these documents to be more prescriptive about the role of the HLG and OLG. This is a challenge in the early phase of the roll out as the balance between statewide consistency and local flexibility will be evolving. It could however be expected that some iterations will be needed to governance structures and arrangements after the initial implementation phase of reforms of this scale.

At some areas, the lack of clarity about governance arrangements during the intense early implementation phase has resulted in the conflation of roles and responsibilities between the HLG and OLG, particularly during the initial months of operations. The focus for both these groups during this time was establishment and operational issues, with no clear boundary between what operational issues needed to be contained to the OLG and their decision-making authority. While
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80 Information provided during stakeholder interview. October 2018.
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greater consideration of operational matters could be expected in the early stages of implementation, HLGs now need to refocus their efforts to move beyond operational matters to more strategic matters. The lack of reporting and accountability of the OLG to the HLG has also been unclear, contributing to the HLG having detailed involvement in operations. It is our understanding that most areas have now conducted workshops with their OLG and HLGs to further define governance roles and decision making and that FSV is working with partner organisations to review the Partnership Agreement.

In those areas where governance roles were experienced as being unclear, we have identified that this resulted in delays to operational decision-making. For example, there have been delays to endorsing operational processes and workflows. At some areas the large number of agencies represented at the HLG and OLG has delayed decision-making with the desire to gain consensus from all partner agencies. In comparison, The Orange Door areas with smaller HLGs were seen to be more efficient in making decisions. Pathways for escalation and identification of risks were also unclear.

3.2.2 Governance arrangements embed collective leadership of The Orange Door

As discussed in Section 3.1, there have been challenges to establishing collective leadership quickly. This was particularly the case when community service organisations perceived that there were inequitable contributions of FTE and funding attached to service agreements. Collective leadership and the establishment of a well-functioning ‘operating rhythm’ was also challenging for community service organisations that had not previously worked together.

Collective leadership of The Orange Door and how this is structured in terms of operational management of services is within a matrix model of management. In a matrix model, the management structure has employees who report to both a ‘functional’ manager and a ‘product’ manager. While such lateral coordination can facilitate joint responsibility – a key aim of Partnership Agreements – it is also acknowledged to be one of the most complex management structures in terms of implementation and sustainability. This complexity appeared to be amplified in larger partnerships of The Orange Door. Leadership teams are still trying to determine how collective leadership can work in some areas and it may require concerted effort to work through these challenges at each area.

We’re having a leadership meeting this afternoon where [an employing agency] have got an external facilitator to work out how the matrix model works. — Practitioner interview

As efforts to establish an effective matrix model continue, the complexity of the arrangement has been experienced at The Orange Door in a number of ways:

- **The authority of Hub Managers to direct The Orange Door operations.** While Hub Managers are tasked with providing strategic and operational leadership, in reality this is challenged in a matrix model as all partners have shared governance of The Orange Door. As a result, no one individual or organisation can steer or guide the operations, and this can delay decision-making. Research on matrix models suggests that a lead or coordinating role is critical to success of these models. Evaluation evidence indicated that the workforce looks to the Hub Manager for direction but the Hub Manager role is structured to influence rather than direct operations.

- **Co-ordination in people management.** In the matrix model at The Orange Door, practitioners in effect ‘report to’ or receive direction from three ‘managers’: their team leader at The Orange Door, their employing agency (for professional development) and the practice leader (for case related queries), all of which could be from different agencies. This

---
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presents logistical challenges for even basic functions, such as scheduling holiday arrangements or attendance at training sessions, complicating backfilling of positions to ensure sufficient staff contingent at The Orange Door.

- **Consistency of practice due to employing agencies’ practice background.** While The Orange Door has been working to adjust and clarify roles and responsibilities for staff in a formal and informal manner, some practitioners are unclear as to the roles and responsibilities of their colleagues. This has at times led to some staff reverting to pre-Orange Door practices and aligning with the roles and responsibilities of their employing agencies. For example, some practitioners reported they were undertaking more ‘case management’ type activities.

### 3.2.3 Governance arrangements support integrated practice and integration

While a vision of integrated practice was outlined in FSV’s *Interim Integrated Practice Framework*, the central challenge in establishing integrated service delivery in The Orange Door will be to articulate and realise a shared understanding of what this looks like on the ground’.

> … nobody said, ‘this is what integration means’, so all agencies made up their own definitions[^e7]  

---

The added complexity of supporting integrated practice and integration results from the different ideological and practice frameworks that family violence, perpetrator services and family service sectors bring to The Orange Door. Services within these sectors have historically operated independently and in different ways. This complexity presents challenges for embedding integrated practice and operating cohesively in a complex matrix arrangement where leadership groups are still trying to determine how integrated practice should be operationalised. This is to be expected to some degree in the early stages of implementation and while there are many case examples of integrated practice, a clearer definition is needed on what this means in terms of staff retaining their specialisation. In particular, there are different practice approaches which have been ‘brought’ over to The Orange Door, which shape how they conduct practice, and potentially undermine integration between disciplines. Having said this, the evaluation also found a strong commitment by the workforce to integrating disciplines within The Orange Door – indicating that working through these challenges was a goal the workforce shares.

> We’ve still had cultural issues with workers saying they’re not doing women, men or children’s work[^e8][^e9]  

---

A number of leadership positions have been identified as key to driving integrated practice, specifically the Integrated Practice Lead. Currently, roles and responsibilities for this position lacks clarity at an operational level, and will need to be determined more specifically in the future.

At the time of the evaluation, no publicly identifiable access points had been formally established. The Statewide Concept outlines that satellite access points, or ‘spokes’ will be established at alternative physical locations “where people can access support offered by The Orange Door”.[^e9] Spokes may be tailored for targeting specific access needs, such as for Aboriginal people or people in rural and remote areas, or perpetrators of family violence. As ‘spokes’ are established, they will deliver core functions of The Orange Door, such as “multi-disciplinary screening and triage, needs assessment and support planning.”[^e9][^e10][^e11]

[^e7]: Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork
[^e8]: Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork
[^e9]: Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork
[^e10]: It should be acknowledged that the establishment of access points for The Orange Door was not identified as an initial priority in the first roll out of The Orange Door in the foundational documents.
At present, staff work from Colac (associated with The Orange Door in Barwon) and Swan Hill (associated with The Orange Door in Mallee). These have not formally commenced as publicly identifiable ‘access points’, and integration is ongoing. Notwithstanding, evaluation evidence noted differences in how Colac and Swan Hill are currently interacting with The Orange Door in Barwon and The Orange Door in Mallee respectively:

- Staff in Colac are situated within Colac Area Health, which is an integrated health service that provides medical and allied health services as well as community services. Colac Area Health operates independently of The Orange Door in Barwon, and has built on an existing service model which encompasses the colocated services at Colac Area Health including family violence case management services, family counselling, and mental health services.

- The Orange Door staff located in Swan Hill are 2.5 FTE workers and participate in the morning screening meeting held at The Orange Door in Mallee. The physical location is situated within the offices of the Mallee Domestic Violence Service (MDVS). There is some question over how this location influences the intended interdisciplinary nature of The Orange Door. Swan Hill practitioners consult with practice leads (in Mallee) as necessary.

---

**Key finding 9:** Pre-existing working relationships mobilise effective governance arrangements, as well as an agreed sense of vision and direction for The Orange Door. This can be complicated if there are numerous employing agencies involved in the partnership with competing interests and expectations of The Orange Door.

**Key finding 10:** The matrix management model has been challenging to implement in the context of an innovative service model and new partnership structure. As clarity in roles and responsibilities, accountability and decision-making are defined and operationalised in each area of The Orange Door, the matrix management model may become more effective for the workforce.

**Key finding 11:** The integration of alternative access options requires implementation in order for these to work effectively. As FSV formally establishes publicly identifiable access points, a focus will be needed on integration with the primary physical site.

---
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4 Foundation service model

This chapter will address evaluation question 2 and the associated lines of inquiry: To what extent is The Orange Door operating as intended by the initial service offering?

4.1 To what extent is The Orange Door operating as intended, and making use of systems and processes?

4.1.1 The suite of foundational services being offered

The Orange Door is designed to mobilise the service system for women, children and young people experiencing family violence and families who need support with the care, development and wellbeing of children. The service model documents the suite of services and responses intended to be delivered by The Orange Door in the initial establishment and the role of The Orange Door in connecting people to services. A summary of the service model is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: PwC Summary of The Orange Door service model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service delivery functions</th>
<th>Specific elements</th>
<th>Key enablers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Access                     | • Direct contact: in-person, via phone and online, outreach/ out-posted workers  
• L17 referral from Victoria Police  
• Statewide after hours services | • Professional referrals (eg Child Protection, Maternal Child Health, legal services) | • Formal and informal referral pathways  
• Knowledge of The Orange Door in the community and sector |
| Screening, identification and triage (intake) | 1. Is The Orange Door the right service? If not, provide information, advice and/or referral  
2. Determine urgency, priority and type of response | To do this, gather information from:  
CIP requests, client interviews, history checks, follow up with referrer, information sharing between agencies | • Practice leadership (Practice leaders and senior practitioners)  
• FVISS, including CIP CIS scheme |
| Assessment and planning | Integrated risk and needs assessments:  
• Considers all members of the family  
• Best practice risk and needs assessment | • Keeps the perpetrator in view  
• Safety planning and risk management (including for perpetrators)  
• Complete picture of situation  
• Creates a support plan | • Practice leadership  
• Formal interfaces with broader service system  
• FVISS, including CIP CIS scheme |
| Connection to services | Prioritise and connect to services to meet needs (as identified in assessment and planning):  
• Combination of service responses if required  
• Connection process will differ | based on circumstances of clients and cases  
• Case coordination for those with complex needs to be delivered by The Orange Door practitioners or external services | • Formal interfaces with broader service system |
| Service responses | 1. Delivered by The Orange Door:  
– Crisis response: brokerage, emergency accommodation  
– Targeted interventions: information and advice, monitoring,  
2. Delivered by core services:  
– Specialist family violence services and perpetrator services, integrated family services, Aboriginal services  
3. Warm referral to other services (eg health, legal, employment and cultural services) | | • Broader system services (health, legal, employment, cultural, etc.) Interface guidance |
| Review and monitoring | Client outcomes and experience:  
• Ongoing monitoring of risk  
• Ability to reactivate cases quickly  
• Client feedback | • Collection of data to inform demand and demographic analysis  
• Tracking performance and outcomes  
• Monitoring capacity, blockages and gaps  
• Sharing best practice | • Service System Navigator role in The Orange Door |


Prior to the establishment of The Orange Door, most people experiencing family violence were referred to individual services (predominantly by police) and/or needed to navigate the service 'system' to find services to meet their needs. The role of Child FIRST has been to assess the needs of families and refer them to a service that can assist - it provides an entry point to an integrated local network of family services for children and families experiencing difficulties, which The Orange Door has replaced in areas where it has been established.

**Figure 5: PwC explanation of client pathways prior to establishment of The Orange Door**

The Orange Door receives L17 reports, referrals from professionals (such as child protection practitioners) or the community, as well as provides an access point for self-referrals. As the key access point into the service system, The Orange Door assesses client needs and connects them to services that can provide appropriate interventions.

Importantly, people are able to access services directly if they are appropriate or desired, except for people referred via police L17 reports, who are referred to the relevant area.
Figure 6 provides a visual representation of the critical role The Orange Door performs in assisting clients to access the services they need.
These diagrams demonstrate the significant refocus of client pathways that The Orange Door represents in the service system. To this end, we would expect very significant investment in defining, establishing and implementing new processes and systems at almost every stage of the client pathway through the system. This evaluation found evidence that The Orange Door areas involved in the evaluation had spent their early months of establishment defining and developing these new processes.

The Orange Door is largely delivering against the suite of foundation services outlined in the service model, with some elements of the model stronger than others (for instance, CIP and crisis response by The Orange Door). A focus is now needed on other elements of the model including:

- **Communications and engagement with the community to promote visibility of The Orange Door**: Evidence from fieldwork indicated that practitioners reported that the role of The Orange Door was not clear to many parts of the sector and to clients. This was demonstrated by providers in the broader services system directing clients to The Orange Door whose needs could be better met elsewhere (e.g. by homelessness services). This is to be expected so early in the implementation of such an innovative model as The Orange Door, but focused effort is now needed to improve the communities understanding of the model.

- **Assessment and planning for perpetrators**: Evaluation evidence indicated that often the default response by The Orange Door for men who perpetrated violence was to direct them straight into behaviour change programs in most cases\(^\text{94}\). As a practitioner stated:

  ![quote]

  
  If we’re not case managing these men, we’re not creating the cycle of change. There needs to be some case management like at [name of Aboriginal service] so that they can build somewhat of a relationship...instead of just offering them one phone call

  -- Practitioner interview

\(^{94}\) The FSV Perpetrator Practice Guidance provides a range of service responses including crisis support and referral to MBC or men's case management as options for responding to perpetrator risk.
• **Outreach:** The service model and specifications outline the requirements for delivery of outreach and home visits. We found that discipline-based differences (stemming from previous experience and guidance from their employing agency as well as their practice philosophy) meant that this was being undertaken inconsistently – with family violence-focused practitioners often more reluctant to undertake home visits in these early stages of implementation. Practitioners reported that they need greater clarity about when outreach was suitable and should occur.95

• **Review and monitoring of client experience:** FSV and The Orange Door have made attempts to understand client experience during or following their service from The Orange Door, including client interviews as part of this evaluation. Uptake from clients to participate in interviews as part of this evaluation however, has not been high and the limited qualitative data collected from interviews represent a small sample size of client experience. As such, experience of the service model in the early stages of implementation by clients is unable to be confirmed without validation with clients which is an area of work that FSV is currently progressing.

• **Documented feedback loops with external services:** Formal feedback loops do not as yet exist between The Orange Door and external services. Qualitative evidence from fieldwork indicated that there were no consistent methods to seeking feedback from external services, nor to determining whether those services had provided satisfactory service after their service had been allocated to a client or a client was referred to them. In an interview, a client called for greater ‘exit planning’ to ensure that the service responses are appropriate – in this case, the client interpreted ‘exit planning’ as the process of referring them to an external service for supports.

“I think a lot of the time, and for me too, women are afraid to even ask for [help] because, and when you’ve been in an abusive relationship and particularly like me when you’ve been in one for a very long time you lose so much sense of yourself that to actually ask or to say that look I’m not really happy with this worker I need you to refer me somewhere else is perhaps something that you’re not going to do because you’re, you don’t even know how to stand up for yourself. You lose that sense of self … A bit of more follow up I think. If that’s at all able to be done would be good”. – Client Interview

• **Practice level interfaces:** Recognising the breadth of service interfaces that will contribute to the effective delivery of The Orange Door, FSV is taking a phased approach to developing statewide guidance.96 For example, the interface specifies that The Orange Door and the Victims Support Agency (VSA) will have a close working relationship, and will develop protocols to support referrals, information sharing and where appropriate, joint-agency risk assessment, needs assessment and planning, particularly in instances where the ‘primary aggressor’ is incorrectly identified.97 Evidence from fieldwork indicates that this does not appear to have occurred at this point in time. At a local level, The Orange Door practitioners perceive that accountability for ensuring interfaces are developed lies with the System Service Navigator. However, given that the VSA is a statewide agency this may be challenging to coordinate on a local level. Service interfaces will require a focus in the next twelve months to progress.

4.1.2 Referrals to The Orange Door
As specified in the service model, the referral sources/access to The Orange Door include direct contact (on-site, via phone or online or through outreach), L17 reports from Victoria Police, statewide after hours services, and professional referrals (from Child Protection, maternal child health services, legal services etc). While there is data to estimate demand for some parts of The Orange Door service offering, there is not sufficient data for a comprehensive estimate of the overall demand for The Orange Door. Each data source reflects caseload for a subset of potential clients for The Orange Door. This is to be expected given the innovation of The Orange Door bringing together clients who are victim survivors of family violence, family violence perpetrators and families and children who require support.

---

95 Qualitative evaluation data from fieldwork
96 Current interface guidance has been developed for the interface between Magistrates Court of Victoria, Victim Support Agency, Child Protection and Integrated Family Services, Men’s Referral Services, RAMP, Victoria Police and Sexual Assault services.
97 FSV, Statewide concept: service model, April 2018.
Demand forecasts and workforce planning was undertaken by DPC and FSV prior to establishment. These forecasts used data relating to the number of L17 referrals and referrals relating to child and family wellbeing in order to help determine resourcing in each area of The Orange Door. Given that The Orange Door is a new service model, this appears to have been a practical way to estimate referrals in the absence of an existing evidence base on consolidated demand.

The evaluation found that referrals to The Orange Door are largely generated from the expected sources. Baseline analysis undertaken by FSV\(^98\) following the commencement of The Orange Door benchmarked referral sources against their equivalent referral types prior to the establishment of The Orange Door. This analysis indicated that L17 numbers stayed relatively stable pre and post-establishment, while referrals from other sources increased compared to the number of Child FIRST cases in the previous year. Overall, most of the demand for The Orange Door came through L17s and other professionals such as teachers and health workers at the time of the evaluation. Direct contact by clients seeking assistance (comprising calls to the 1800 numbers and walk-ins) are around a tenth of all contacts. Third party referrals from members of the public make up less than one per cent.\(^99\)

More detailed data collection and longitudinal tracking will be required to identify any precise changes or trends in relation to referral sources over time.

**Demand for The Orange Door**

Prior to the formation of FSV, DPC completed work on the potential demand for family violence services following the RCFV. Once established, FSV commissioned Deloitte to undertake a demand-forecasting analysis.\(^100\) Deloitte based demand forecasts on caseload targets (which employing agencies determined using their service use data), FTE's, and data modelling – including using previous reports and predicted growth patterns. The analysis focused on service provision prior to establishment of The Orange Door and the government used this information to inform funding for community service organisations. Community service organisations then individually determined their practitioner workforce needs for The Orange Door.\(^101\)

---

**Box 1: Sources of demand for The Orange Door**

Figure 1 below indicates the number of referrals through the L17 portal, self-referrals, professional referrals and members of the public over the first half of 2018-19.

**Figure 1: Sources of demand for The Orange Door's services, July – December 2018**

Source: PwC analysis of CRM data provided by FSV. Note that the 'Unknown' category is too small (<10) to be displayed. Also note that The Orange Door commenced in NEMA in July 2018.

---

\(^98\) Baseline Analysis conducted by FSV, December 2018.

\(^99\) PwC analysis based on CRM data for July – December 2018 provided by FSV in January 2019.

\(^100\) These forecasts were not provided to PwC to inform the evaluation. As such, no conclusions on the appropriateness of demand forecasts or method of calculation have been made in this report.

\(^101\) Information provided by FSV, January 2019.
Qualitative evaluation data from The Orange Door workforce indicates a perception that the volume of cases The Orange Door has serviced has been greater than anticipated (with the exception of Mallee).\(^\text{102}\) We are unable to confirm the accuracy of this perception without access to prior quantitative forecasts. This is further complicated by a number of factors regarding the context of the early roll out of The Orange Door areas:

- Qualitative data from the evaluation suggests that some staff in The Orange Door are working with clients for a greater time than anticipated by FSV and the service model and specification documents,\(^\text{103}\) meaning that cases are taking longer to progress through The Orange Door than practitioners believe they should. This appears to be primarily due to a lack of shared understanding amongst practitioners about what ‘intake and assessment’ means in practice and what types of activities they need to do and at what point service should cease from The Orange Door and be provided by an external service. Some practitioners reported that they would ‘hold’ a case if they were not confident that a client could be connected to an appropriate service (for example, if a support worker was absent) – this is however in line with the service model. Further discussion of active engagement and risk monitoring (often termed as ‘active holding’ by practitioners) is in Section 4.2.2.

- Practitioners and employing agencies reported some concerns about the capacity of external agencies to service referrals from The Orange Door. This creates a ‘bottleneck’ where The Orange Door does not allocate services or make referrals due to a perceived lack of capacity in the service system. Stakeholders interviewed, perceived that these capacity constraints are exacerbated by workforce shortages in the sector with the transition of skilled workers from these agencies into The Orange Door. The capacity of the service sector to respond to referrals from The Orange Door was not within scope for assessment as part of this evaluation but should be a key consideration of FSV and partner agencies in future evaluations of The Orange Door.

- Qualitative data from the evaluation suggests that some cases take longer to progress than others at this point in time. A number of practice leaders and practitioners reported that while family violence-focused cases could, in theory, be delivered quickly (that is, ‘screening, identification and triage’, ‘assessment and planning’ and ‘connection to service’ within a few weeks),\(^\text{104}\) child wellbeing-focused cases are inherently longer to assess than family violence victim survivor cases and require more detailed and different assessments, including a home visit. The resourcing differences, which lead to these cases remaining in The Orange Door for longer, include the need to create profiles for all family members and the greater number of required checks.\(^\text{105}\) Practitioners at some Orange Door areas also suggested that there is a much broader range of services and interventions associated with child wellbeing cases, which can be difficult to find and connect clients to, particularly in areas that service a large population or geographic area.\(^\text{106}\) Current default data within CRM is unable to accurately verify the length of time cases are ‘held’ at The Orange Door at this stage; therefore, evaluation findings were not able to be quantitatively verified as to the different length of time different cases remained within The Orange Door.

- The number of workers in The Orange Door in the initial months following commencement was lower than the desired FTE levels, particularly in Barwon and BPA. The staffing vacancies in the early months of operations (particularly leading into the high demand time of Christmas) likely contributed to backlogs in case processing. Combined with issues of accessing and using the CRM, this reinforced the view among practitioners that demand was much higher than anticipated.

- Most practitioners who came into The Orange Door from Child FIRST brought with them an existing caseload, whereas those who came from family violence agencies waited for new cases to come in through the L17 portal. This has created differences in workload between practice disciplines at the outset. However, this cannot be verified by quantitative data at this point in time.

\(^{102}\) Mallee experienced steady demand for its services following commencement, however, due to the higher FTE staffing at this time, practitioners reported that they perceived they were better able to deal with this caseload.

\(^{103}\) Information provided by FSV, November 2018.

\(^{104}\) Practitioners and FSV staff refer to these functions as intake, assessment and referral out.

\(^{105}\) Qualitative evidence from fieldwork

\(^{106}\) Practitioners noted the array of interventions and services that could be appropriate for child wellbeing cases, such as playgroups, maternal and child wellbeing, etc. which can be difficult to keep a current view of.
Efficiencies in processing some referrals through the L17 portal were not achieved in the early months of operations. At the same time that L17’s went ‘live’ for The Orange Door, practitioners and team leaders reported needing to spend time on developing standard operating processes and procedures before L17 referrals could be responded to appropriately. This necessarily led to an immediate ‘backlog’ of referrals that were unable to be processed with the same efficiencies as experienced prior to The Orange Door. It is probable that this would not be experienced to the same degree when future areas of The Orange Door are established as these areas will be able to leverage existing processes developed by the first four areas to achieve efficiency relatively quickly.

Box 2: Quantitative data on demand
Demand for The Orange Door is primarily represented through the number of referrals and number of cases created for clients. Cases represent the number of incidences; that is one client can have multiple cases in any given period (but not at once). As shown in Figure 7, the number of referrals screened in The Orange Door areas in BPA and NEMA has been considerably larger relative to their larger catchment populations and trending higher than in the Barwon and Mallee areas. This is particularly pronounced in NEMA, where The Orange Door commenced operation in July 2018.

Figure 7: Total screenings (referrals) recorded on the CRM by The Orange Door area, July – December 2018

Source: PwC analysis of CRM data provided by FSV. Note that The Orange Door commenced in Barwon, BPA and Mallee in May 2018 and in NEMA in July 2018.

4.1.3 Screening, identification and triage
Screening, identification and triage in The Orange Door determine whether an immediate emergency response is required and/or if The Orange Door can provide the most appropriate service response. The process considers the following questions:

- Is there an immediate risk to safety for any family member?
- Is there or has there been family violence?
- Are there concerns about a child’s safety, wellbeing or development?
- Who are the people associated with the referral or contact?
- What is the priority of action needed?

In addition, the screening process includes entering referrals into the CRM, conducting history checks, identifying family members and associated people to the case or referral, with particular emphasis on discovering whether there are any

107 CRM data for Barwon, BPA and Mallee in May and June are not shown as data collection and validation in these periods was inconsistent among The Orange Door areas.

108 CRM data used throughout this report was extracted progressively from October 2018 to January 2019.
children or young people involved (especially for L17 referrals). Where associated people are identified, the screening questions are applied to consider their needs individually.

Triage helps to determine the priority and urgency of The Orange Door’s response to the person, and results in internal assignment of the client(s) to a practitioner within The Orange Door.

It is important to note that each area of The Orange Door undertakes screening, identification and triage slightly differently. This may reflect a need for local flexibility or the absence of clear direction about statewide standardised processes however we have been unable to verify the underlying reason and it may be too early to determine this. Table 3 describes the processes for screening, identification and triage at each Orange Door area.

### Table 3: Summary of typical processes in each Orange Door areas as of end 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Barwon</th>
<th>Mallee</th>
<th>BPA</th>
<th>NEMA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Screening and</strong></td>
<td><strong>Walk-ins/phone referrals</strong></td>
<td><strong>Before determining priority, a triage process is undertaken and then</strong></td>
<td><strong>A rostered multidisciplinary team (termed the ‘walk-in team’) records the case on CRM and undertakes history checks. Phone referrals are currently being transitioned from a triage team to the CSOs.</strong></td>
<td><strong>A rostered multidisciplinary team (termed ‘the triage team’) records the case on CRM and undertakes initial history checks.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>identification</strong></td>
<td><strong>L17s, emails and Child Protection referrals</strong></td>
<td><strong>The Strategic Planning and Reporting Officer (SPaRO) undertakes initial history checks and collects initial data prior to screening. Screening is undertaken during a multidisciplinary meeting with team leaders to ensure a holistic perspective.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Triage</strong></td>
<td><strong>Walk-ins/phone referrals</strong></td>
<td><strong>During the screening meeting, team leaders determine the priority of a response and internally assign all cases to practitioners based on workload and capabilities.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Walk-ins are triaged by the team responsible for walk-ins, while phone referrals are triaged and assigned by team leaders.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Team leaders triage and assign cases following the triage team’s intake.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L17s, emails and Child Protection referrals</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Information provided by The Orange Door workforce in fieldwork. Note that Barwon and Mallee have similar intake structures so have been grouped together, as do BPA and NEMA.

Evidence from fieldwork indicated that assessment of some cases was delayed for months at a time, especially where demand was high or where a backlog existed. This was exacerbated by the prioritisation of self-referrals which led to third-party referrals being continually “overtaken in the queue” in the very early stages of implementation.109 This was verified through a client interview (below), however it is important to note that initial interview information from clients would indicate clients have limited (if any) understanding of the different stages of The Orange Door process. This actually reflects a seamless service from the perspective of the client and is a positive early finding of The Orange Door experience. This could be further explored through FSV’s current program of work on client experience and feedback.

---

109 Qualitative evaluation data from fieldwork
“The hardest thing that's happened is I'm still under the intake team [after around four months], waiting to progress on to the next service that I'm supposed to go to. So, like I'm still dealing with the original person that I dealt with who kept saying: 'I’m only the temporary worker, I’m only the temporary worker.' And, which I’m so lucky, she’s fantastic. But I think that when you're like in this sort of situation and like this is the first time I've actually felt safe and settled that sometimes you want a bit, you know a bit more solid thing. Like this is my worker. I'm going to be able to tell her this stuff and I'm not going to have to repeat it again in a month or so when I finally get a worker type thing. But she’s been really good, and she’s been all over everything …. It’s just that next step to more permanent. To help you settle in yourself”.

– Client Interview

“Don't take forever. I mean my situation is not urgent, but it might be different if there’s women out there who need like urgent help. Just don’t f*** around on the poor lady. [Provided specifics about delays in housing and legal processes.] Just like get things done for families in general.”

– Client Interview

Despite the time delays experienced by some clients, even in this early stage of implementation there are indications that most clients are effectively screened, triaged and provided with a response to their immediate risks and needs.

Apart from the number of screenings recorded on CRM, quantitative data on the screening, identification and triage stage of the client pathway is not readily available at present but would be expected to become available as the CRM matures in function.

**Key finding 12:** The Orange Door offers all functions required to operate and provide service to clients. While to be expected at this very early stage of implementation, some of these functions require refinement and/or standardisation to work effectively and efficiently for all clients. However, early data from clients indicate that some are experiencing ‘seamless’ services while they transition between functions within The Orange Door.

**Key finding 13:** The ‘review and monitoring’ function articulated in the service model is not established yet and will mature over time as The Orange Door rolls out across the state.

**Key finding 14:** The ‘connection to services’ and ‘service response’ functions in the service model are not yet fully matured in The Orange Door areas. This is to be expected at this early stage of implementation.

**Key finding 15:** There are distinct differences in the way ‘walk-in’ and phone referrals enter The Orange Door compared to L17s, emails and Child Protection referrals. Evaluative judgements on the impact of these differences on service quality and client experiences are unable to be made at this point in time.

**Key finding 16:** A combination of high demand, staffing vacancies and a lack of clarity by the The Orange Door workforce about how to operationalise appropriate screening, identification and triage processes, resulted in some clients experiencing significant wait times for support and referrals in the early stages of implementation. This will need to be monitored to determine if this is a point in time or systemic issue.
4.2 To what extent are clients connected to the right services at the right time?\textsuperscript{110}

4.2.1 Service responses are tailored to need and risk

The Orange Door is intended to work with clients to tailor their safety plans and/or risk management plans, provide targeted interventions and connection to services based on individual needs, as identified through screening, triage, identification and assessment.\textsuperscript{111}

The two primary determinants of whether service responses are tailored to need and risk are:

1. Whether the risk and needs assessments have been undertaken effectively (see Section 4.3) to inform tailored responses

   Evaluation evidence indicates that risk and needs assessments appear to be undertaken effectively within The Orange Door. The majority of The Orange Door workforce appear to have sufficient experience to recognise risks to their clients and what they need to manage those risks. Please refer to Section 4.3 for a more in-depth discussion of risk assessments.

   Given the limited data on risk and needs assessment recorded on the CRM at this point in time, it is difficult to make more in-depth conclusions about the quality of risk assessments and if responses to these assessments are effectively tailored to meet the needs of clients.

2. The capacity of the service system to provide tailored responses

   The Orange Door workforce has limited awareness of the service system apart from individual professional knowledge from prior work experience. Automated systems are not yet in place for practitioners to determine capacity or waiting times for services to which they may wish to refer – meaning practitioners are often reliant on a range of, often time consuming processes that have been developed with core agencies to support allocations. This limits practitioner’s ability to ensure that the support provided is tailored to an individual client’s risk and needs. As detailed in Section 4.1.1, the review and monitoring aspect of The Orange Door model and the collaboration and connections with the broader sector system is still being established and would not reasonably be expected to be established at this early stage of the statewide The Orange Door roll out.

   Clients interviewed for this evaluation raised concerns with the appropriateness of service responses, as the following anecdotes highlight:

   - A client reported feeling unsure about whether they were able to provide feedback to The Orange Door if their relationship with their case manager was not providing what they needed.
   - One client reported that the service response represented “tinkering around the edges” rather than addressing fundamental factors in their situation.
   - One client did not receive support from the service they were referred to, even after following up with The Orange Door practitioner they were working with.
   - One client reported that they believed The Orange Door workers were not necessarily aware of the services available in the broader system.

   As with risk and needs assessments, data recorded on the CRM relating to connection to services is limited at this point in time. However, available data recorded on the CRM does indicate that around half the cases in The Orange Door areas are closed after the client had engaged with the service system or had their needs met.\textsuperscript{112} This is a positive outcome early in the roll out of The Orange Door.

   There are however, a significant proportion of Orange Door clients whose cases are closed without them having accessed services or received support from The Orange Door. For example, around ten per cent of clients refuse services and a large proportion in each area are not contactable (however we do not have any further details about

\textsuperscript{110} Aligns with the Family Violence Outcomes Framework system domains. Indicators to inform this domain may be refined based on findings/available data from this developmental evaluation of The Orange Door

\textsuperscript{111} FSV, ‘Support and Safety Hubs: Service model’, April 2018.

\textsuperscript{112} PwC analysis of CRM data for October – December 2018 provided by FSV, January 2019.
these clients at this point in time). The closure of cases where contact has not been made may or may not be appropriate for any given case. No evaluative judgement is made here relating to the appropriateness of case closures.

Similarly, data from client interviews as part of this evaluation were limited and may be influenced by negative bias (when people are more likely to recall the things they didn’t like in comparison to what they did like). These factors make it difficult to draw firm evaluation conclusions about whether service responses are being tailored to need and risk at this early stage of The Orange Door roll out.

4.2.2 Active management and support

Following assessment, allocations of services to clients or referrals to services can occur immediately. However, if this is not possible or appropriate, active engagement and risk monitoring (often termed ‘active holding’) responses must be put in place.\(^{113}\)

The line between limited interventions as part of the assessment, active engagement and risk monitoring stages and case management is often blurred in practice. At a broader level, a number of FSV staff and The Orange Door workforce reported uncertainty about whether practitioners were undertaking more active engagement and risk monitoring (active holding) than is intended in The Orange Door model. Practitioners gave a range of reasons why this lack of certainty might be the case:

- Many practitioners reflected that they had been hired from roles where they undertook case management and it is their established practice to support clients through difficult periods. In addition, they reported that their position descriptions and expectations set by employing agencies did not always reflect the intake and assessment role of The Orange Door and they had understood their roles would have more substantive case management responsibilities.
- Confusion about the role of The Orange Door practitioner in the overall service to the client. For example, some practitioners reported that they understood that the service model called for case managers in external services to be the primary conduit with schools for a client’s case, however, they were criticised by these external case managers if The Orange Door had not already contacted the school as part of the assessment phase. The service model does not state that this needs to occur, but clearly there is a misalignment in the expectation of external case managers and the role of The Orange Door in these cases.
- Some practitioners reported that it was difficult not to become emotionally invested in certain cases, particularly where the victim may be at immediate risk of harm, and they were inclined to use any resources available to assist. This lengthened practitioners engagement with the client beyond immediate assessment, planning and rapid referral.
- Some clients develop a personal bond for the first person they engaged with for assistance, which is often The Orange Door practitioner. One practitioner described a client calling her months after she first entered The Orange Door and asking for help or advice. While there is deliberate flexibility built into the model to accommodate client preferences, it was unclear to practitioners at this early stage, how they could make decisions about which aspect is appropriate to vary for particular client needs.

In very few cases did practitioners mention that their active engagement and risk monitoring (‘active holding’) was coordinated in collaboration with core services. In most cases, it appeared that they were supporting clients using their own knowledge and expertise.\(^{115}\)

Interviews with clients revealed mixed attitudes towards greater involvement by The Orange Door in their cases:

- One client wanted The Orange Door to keep their case open in order to be able to follow-up to ensure the service response provided was appropriate and satisfactory.
- Client interviews revealed a desire by clients for more assistance to both manage and remain alert to the various support options available.

\(^{113}\) Based on qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork, this primarily appears to be where service capacity is not available, or the appropriate response is not yet clear.

\(^{114}\) FSV, ‘Support and Safety Hubs: Service model’, April 2018.

\(^{115}\) Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork.
The coordination…like if Orange Door could sort of oversee bits, to make sure things are being done. Like following up. And letting you know everything that actually is available out there ….”

– Client Interview

One client felt that the scope of The Orange Door was too narrow:

“I like to think of an iceberg. You know, their initial tip is like really good. And you know you’re sort of balancing up on this tip and you’re like working it all out, doing it and it’s supportive and then, but when it gets harder as you go along, which is usually the case when you’ve got like in-depth trauma and all stuff the family law issues and everything else at the bottom of the iceberg is so much bigger. And all you’re doing is just rocking that iceberg. You’re not chiselling at it. And I think that, that’s what if Orange Door is going to help you with that top bit I think it needs to continue down at least sort of to the water line… And like I know there’s so many women and so many families and the men that go through this it’s going to be difficult to spread it around, especially for such a new service, but I think that looking at the mission and thing of Orange Door like I hope going forward that it’s going to be that thing that can make you chip that iceberg down. You know, not just leave you floundering like everybody else does.”

– Client Interview

---

116 Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork
117 Information provided by a client during fieldwork
Evaluation data from both practitioners and clients highlight that understanding of The Orange Door and its role is only just emerging within the community. This is to be expected this early in the implementation and roll out of The Orange Door. Clearer messaging at the intake stage may be required to establish client expectations regarding the role of The Orange Door.

**Key finding 17:** The capacity of the system to provide tailored service responses is limited by The Orange Door workers’ knowledge of services in the sector but will be enhanced once the ‘review and monitoring’ function is fully developed

**Key finding 18:** Data limitations mean that we are unable to make firm evaluative judgements about whether service responses are tailored to need and risk at this point in time

**Key finding 19:** Clients who are not able to be immediately allocated or referred to services are provided with active management and support

**Key finding 20:** The Orange Door workers would benefit from clearer guidance using examples from practice about where their role in screening, intake and assessment ends, including ‘active holding’, and where case management begins

**Key finding 21:** Many of the (limited sample of) clients interviewed as part of the evaluation expressed a desire for greater support from The Orange Door, even after services had been allocated to them, or they had been referred out to services

### 4.3 To what extent is The Orange Door effective in assessment and management of risk and need?

#### 4.3.1 Risk and needs assessments

Risk assessment in The Orange Door aims to understand any child wellbeing concerns, family violence risk to all family members and the risk posed by the perpetrator. The Statewide Concept envisages that The Orange Door workers use consistent processes and tools to assess risk.

In practice and at this point in time in the early operations of The Orange Door, consistent approaches to risk assessments are only emerging. The evaluation found:

- Individual practitioners reported that they used family violence risk assessment in different ways. Some found the risk assessment structure helpful while others considered them mainly as extra paperwork. Evidence from fieldwork indicated that some practitioners do not upload all their risk assessments to the CRM (either as a scanned copy or by inputting information to TRAM) at this point in time.

- Each of The Orange Door areas appears to have produced its own template for child and family wellbeing risk assessments, apparently due to the need to shorten the standard template. Some practitioners also stated that they found the Best Interests Assessment (BIA) used in their area was not well structured. This means that risk assessments of child wellbeing concerns may be undertaken using different considerations and focusing on different factors in each area (which is consistent with what was occurring prior to the establishment of The Orange Door).

There appeared to be inconsistency about whether a multidisciplinary lens was applied to risk assessments. One practitioner stated that:

> …a lot of practitioners don’t understand the risk assessments coming out of the triage team…they often look at it from a family violence or child wellbeing perspective…not from a combined perspective.

---

118 Qualitative evaluation data from fieldwork
119 Qualitative evaluation data from fieldwork
There was some confusion about when the RAMP should become involved and where it should sit (that is, within The Orange Door structure or outside it). An example of this was the description of the screening meeting that occurred each morning in Mallee (attended by team leaders and practice leaders) as a "mini-RAMP" where multidisciplinary risk assessment occurred.

Figure 8 describes the numbers of risk assessments (specifically the Interim Comprehensive Risk Assessment Tool (ICRAT) undertaken in July and August 2018. ICRAT was updated and renamed TRAM so the figure also shows TRAM following its introduction in September 2018). These started relatively high at the start of 2018-19 and fell in subsequent months, with the exception of Barwon, which had the opposite trend. While there is not a clear explanation for this, it may be because practitioners were not recording risk assessments in CRM, were not using the tool, or were finding it challenging to implement the data collection methods required.

One way to gauge the level of risk faced by clients of The Orange Door is to use the categories assigned to them in risk assessments reported on the CRM. As shown in Figure 9, in all areas except for Mallee, around a third of risk assessments are classed as 'elevated risk', and at least five per cent are classed as 'requires immediate protection'. In Mallee, these proportions are lower. Given that around a third of risk assessments are kept ‘blank’ in the CRM in order to finalise the assessment, it is difficult to determine whether this is due to practice differences or poor data recording at this early stage of implementation.
Figure 9: Level of risk identified, October – December 2018

Source: PwC analysis of CRM data provided by FSV. Note that as around a third of risk assessments are recorded on CRM as ‘(blank)’, these proportions may not be an accurate reflection of actual risk as assessed by practitioners.

The use of CIP in risk assessments is detailed in Section 5.3.1.

4.3.2 Client choice

Ensuring choice and control is a fundamental part of The Orange Door model – and the family violence reforms more broadly – to put people at the centre and in control of their lives. The concept predicated that The Orange Door will provide accurate information and support to enable people to make informed choices about their own needs and priorities and decide what they need to be safe and to recover. The Orange Door, as outlined in the Statewide Concept, is designed to specifically support the choice and self-determination of Aboriginal people, including referrals to an Aboriginal service or support by an Aboriginal worker.120

Within The Orange Door, evidence from fieldwork indicates that there appeared to be a strong commitment to a client-centric approach. However, practitioners typically discussed how they took client preferences and choice into account during the intake and ‘connection to services’ stages rather than the assessment and planning stage. During the assessment and planning stage:

- There was a greater focus on acquiring information to inform risk assessments, for which practitioners were more directed by the TRAM templates than client choice. Nonetheless, client voices were an important part of safety planning, as practitioners needed to determine what was realistic for the victim-survivor or family.121

- Aboriginal clients’ voices appeared to take a stronger role during the assessment and planning phase, with practitioners and Aboriginal workers in particular recounting how the support of the community122 was an important factor to consider in risk assessment and planning.

- Practitioners reported that it is relatively easy to deliver on immediate client requests and choices in crisis situations involving family violence. Responses to requests for lock changes or installation of security equipment appeared to occur relatively fast and practitioners were able to give many examples of immediate support like this. In general, practitioners always followed requests by victim-survivors not to contact perpetrators, however, evidence from fieldwork indicated that some practitioners had been directed by their employing agency not to wait for a victim-survivor to give

121 Information provided by The Orange Door workers during fieldwork.
122 Community in this instance refers to community from an Aboriginal service system point of view.
their permission before contacting the perpetrator. There is some variability across areas in relation to gaining the approval of the victim survivor ahead of contact being made with the perpetrators. This may reflect different practices within the sector and may require further consideration to support the development of a consistent approach. There was insufficient data from the evaluation to determine if this is a widespread practice in The Orange Door.

- One area where practitioners reported that they found it challenging to take clients choices and preferences into account was in relation to non-family violence child wellbeing cases – particularly where there may be the potential for Child Protection involvement. In contrast to family violence cases where an adult (most frequently a woman) is usually a victim-survivor, in child wellbeing cases, no adults may be victim-survivors of family violence. While child wellbeing-focused practitioners are highly skilled at engaging with children, clients under 18 years of age have less legal and financial agency to make their own choices.

Feedback from client interviews indicated that while clients did not distinguish between assessment, planning by The Orange Door and connection to external services, some expected ongoing engagement with the practitioner at The Orange Door:

- One client was satisfied with the assistance that they received, but wished The Orange Door practitioner was able to ‘go deeper’ into the fundamental issues causing them difficulty.

- A client recounted how The Orange Door consulted with them before reaching out to their violent partner and kept them informed throughout the engagement.

- Clients expected The Orange Door workers to be proactive about suggesting potential solutions (such as service responses) and supporting choices about services and solutions.

While data is limited it is a very positive early finding that some clients are experiencing ‘seamless’ services within The Orange Door and have a positive relationship with The Orange Door workers. Further exploration is needed to better understand if and how client choice is incorporated into assessment and planning functions at The Orange Door.

---

**Key finding 22:** Qualitative data from fieldwork indicates that risk and needs assessments appear to be undertaken somewhat inconsistently within The Orange Door. Consistency in recording of risk assessments require monitoring by FSV to ensure that quality and consistency of data recording continues to grow as service delivery continues and the service model evolves. Validation through client feedback is required to determine if risk and needs assessments lead to responses that are tailored to the needs of the client.

**Key finding 23:** The Orange Door practitioners have access to a range of tools to assist them to assess risk. Most of the family violence specific tools are standardised and in early stages of embedding in practice. The child wellbeing tools are not yet standardised (nor was there a standardised tool prior to the establishment of The Orange Door).

**Key finding 24:** The Orange Door practitioners report a strong commitment to a client-centric approach to practice.

**Key finding 25:** There is some evidence that at these early stages, the voices of Aboriginal clients play a strong role in service choice and in determining the support provided to them.

**Key finding 26:** Client preferences and choice appear more likely to be taken into account in relation to referral rather than assessment and planning, and more likely for adult clients of The Orange Door.

---

123 Practitioners who work with perpetrators stated that at the commencement of The Orange Door, they had waited for the family violence-focused worker to inform them that the victim-survivor agreed that their partner could be contacted, however, after this policy resulted in a sharp reduction in referrals to men’s behaviour change programs, it was agreed that the respondent on an L17 could be contacted immediately. Refer to the Interim Integrated Practice Framework and Perpetrator Practice Guidance for further discussion on the sharing of information related to risk.
5. Client experience and outcomes
5 Client experience and outcomes

This chapter will address evaluation question 3 and the associated lines of inquiry: To what extent is The Orange Door initial service offering contributing to improving client experience and client and system outcomes?

5.1 To what extent is The Orange Door visible, accessible and safe (including culturally safe) at each site?

5.1.1 Physical location and physical accessibility

The Support and Safety Hubs: statewide concept envisaged that The Orange Door would be accessible through an area-based access network that includes a primary physical community-based site as well as outreach or mobile Hub practitioners who can engage with people where they feel comfortable. The Orange Door was intended to initially operate from 9am to 5pm Monday to Friday (with the intention of including extended hours – although this is not part of initial establishment at this stage). The physical sites are designed to have a reception area where members of the public can make enquiries. Perpetrators are not to be encouraged to come to The Orange Door as their first contact with the service system, and Men’s Behaviour Change programs are not delivered at The Orange Door (physical) site.

The locations of The Orange Door have been chosen for their visibility and proximity to public transport and other community services/institutions. Table 4 provides a summary of the features of The Orange Door locations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DHHS area (primary location)</th>
<th>Location and visibility</th>
<th>Public transport accessibility</th>
<th>Proximity to other services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barwon (Geelong)</td>
<td>Prominently located on a main street retail shopping strip</td>
<td>Approximately 10 minutes’ walk from Geelong V/Line station (servicing a single train line) and closer to multiple bus lines</td>
<td>Located nearby other community services. The Geelong Magistrates’ Court is around 10 minutes’ walk away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayside Peninsula (Frankston)</td>
<td>Prominently located on a main street retail shopping strip</td>
<td>Approximately 10 minutes’ walk from Frankston station (servicing a single train line) and closer to multiple bus lines</td>
<td>Colocated with other community services. The Frankston Magistrates’ Court is located around 10 minutes’ walk away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Eastern Melbourne (Heidelberg)</td>
<td>Shopfront within a small suburban shopping mall</td>
<td>Approximately 10 minutes’ walk from Heidelberg station (servicing a single train line) and closer to multiple bus lines</td>
<td>Located nearby other community services. The Heidelberg Magistrates’ Court is around five minutes’ walk away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallee (Mildura)</td>
<td>Shopfront on a secondary street one back from the main street</td>
<td>Approximately five minutes’ walk from a bus stop servicing parts of Mildura and surrounding towns, and 10 minutes’ walk from the intercity bus station</td>
<td>Located across the road from other community services. The Mildura Magistrates’ Court is around five minutes’ walk away</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Orange Door primary locations appear to be situated in relatively visible and accessible areas, with access to public transport. Evidence from fieldwork indicates concerns that it may be difficult for some clients to access the locations from public transport if they did not live nearby a train line. Despite the limited number of clients interviewed for the evaluation, a number of clients stated that physical accessibility was often challenging, even for those with a car. For example, client feedback indicated that they were not able to find disability parking near one physical site of The Orange Door.

However, it was accepted that the locations chosen were the most acceptable locations within the DHHS area, and that increasing accessibility would require greater outreach or opening of formal access points. The opening of access points is planned and will come online in terms of the planned roll out.

Other community services are located near all of The Orange Door locations, however certain areas (The Orange Door in Mallee, Bayside Peninsula Area and the staff based at Colac) appear to have stronger connections with and between nearby organisations based on their proximity. Moreover, evidence from fieldwork indicates that it was not uncommon for clients to access The Orange Door straight from the nearby courts, and this was particularly the case in NEMA.

The Orange Door buildings themselves have all been fitted out similarly, with a consistent ‘look and feel’ for the reception and client areas. This involves a large open wooden desk at the reception area, lockable rooms for interviews and lounge areas (in all locations, this is situated behind a sliding door that can be electronically locked). Opinions differed on the appropriateness of the reception and client area:

- One client interviewed compared it to sitting in their lounge room and commented that their children were given things to do and eat.

- Some staff expressed concern that the reception area was not able to be easily secured in case of a disturbance or aggressive person. Some of the CSOs – who sit behind the reception desk – reported they felt exposed by the open desk, and indicated that clients sometimes did not appear to know where to stand and needed to come to their side of the desk watching them input their details on their computer. Furthermore, in Bayside Peninsula, the electronic sliding doors used to separate the reception area from the foyer and the client lounge area from the reception area were not able to be closed quickly to stop someone getting through.

Families I know would be intimidated coming into a building like this, the fear of them taking their children away, whether they’re going to be treated with respect.”

“The physical space isn’t safe to be able to deal with trauma, people are having to wear sunglasses inside.”

– Practitioner interview

There has been a small number of situations where physical security issues have been raised and subsequently improved at The Orange Door. For example, we understand there were security concerns relating to CCTV screens inside interview rooms where perpetrators can be interviewed and that the screens have now been turned off in response to these initial concerns.

A separate office section for practitioners and FSV staff is accessible from the client area through locked door. Most staff view the office spaces as broadly suitable and that it was ‘their home’. It is a positive finding that some staff are reporting a sense of belonging to the space so early in the roll out of The Orange Door. Localised concerns around hot desk arrangements, comfort factors (e.g. blinds) and site specific safety issues were raised during fieldwork and are to be expected in the very early stages of fit-out of a new premise.

5.1.2 Access options

Apart from physical access to The Orange Door, the service model specified a number of options to access its services. The model outlines how the Service System Navigator plays a role in developing access options within the local context of the area.

Telephone and email access

Each of The Orange Door areas has implemented its telephone (toll-free number provided by FSV) and email access slightly differently. These two access options have been established and are operational in each of the four locations. The primary concern regarding these options has been how to manage demand. One example of this is that in BPA, practitioners reported that clients had told them that phone calls that were not answered rung out – that is, there was no voicemail system or other overflow mechanism such as a central call centre to capture them.

126 It is possible that this increased transparency between The Orange Door and the client to ensure accuracy and comprehensiveness of information. However, during this evaluation, this was considered by practitioners not to be appropriate.
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Outreach
Practitioners are expected to undertake outreach with clients and families in settings where they feel most comfortable. The extent of outreach undertaken by practitioners at this point in time differed based on their primary specialty of practice:

- Child and family wellbeing practitioners are experienced in undertaking home visits as part of their previous practice in Child FIRST, Child Protection or other family services. They reported that they still preferred to undertake home visits as part of the assessment and planning stage where possible, although time constraints meant that this was not always possible.

- Family violence-focused practitioners reported reluctance about home visits due to risk of violence from the perpetrator.

- Home visits were a regular part of Aboriginal practitioners’ work. They reported that they would often accompany other workers and that ‘showing their face’ often led to increased engagement from the family.

- Community-based Child Protection practitioners also undertake a large number of home visits. Primarily this was to ensure the families understood the possibility of formal engagement by Child Protection were concerns not addressed.

- There was some evidence of emerging practice in one area of police accompanying practitioners on home visits to try and engage families earlier.

Practitioners reported being unsure if the way in which outreach and home visits were occurring at this early stage of implementation were appropriate and in line with the intended The Orange Door model. Further definition (and/or reconfirmation) of the outreach role will be required once The Orange Door is through the initial stages of establishment to ensure the outreach access option is developed.

Alternative physical access options, including out posted workers
The concept envisaged that a limited number of The Orange Door practitioners will operate as out-posted workers from their employing organisations with the capacity to deliver the full Orange Door foundational service offering. While this has not yet been formally established as intended in the model, alternative access points have already emerged.

- Swan Hill: 2.5 FTE The Orange Door practitioners were working in Swan Hill at the time of the evaluation fieldwork. During the morning screening meeting held in Mildura, those cases that enter The Orange Door from Swan Hill or surrounding areas are assigned to the practitioners in Swan Hill. The physical location is situated within the offices of the Mallee Domestic Violence Service (MDVS).

- Colac: The physical location is within Colac Area Health, which is an integrated health service that provides medical and allied health services as well as community services. The existing service model means that there are well-established working relationships between practitioners at The Orange Door and other collocated services such as family violence case management services, family counselling, paediatricians, mental health, drug and alcohol services.
  - As the service is located within a broader integrated service model, The Orange Door has been able to engage with external services in Colac Area Health to promote the services of The Orange Door, and build the capacity of more mainstream services to identify family violence and refer to The Orange Door.
  - The close proximity of these services within the one physical site makes it easier for informal information sharing such as following up on a referral. Practitioners in Colac are more easily able to seek information from other services such as medical health records and homelessness as they are all located on site.

- An alternative pathway for L17 reports involving an Aboriginal Affected Family Member (AFM), where L17s originating from Mildura and Robinvale are sent directly to Meminar (an Aboriginal service), while also being visible to The Orange Door staff. This is based on the Koori police family violence protocol, which was in place prior to The Orange Door.  

---

127 FSV, Support and Safety Hub Statewide Concept, July 2017.
128 Qualitative evaluation data from fieldwork
At the time of the evaluation fieldwork, BPA and NEMA only operate at their primary locations. There is evidence that alternative access points are evolving based on local needs as envisaged in The Orange Door concept.

**Service System Navigator**

The Service System Navigator (SSN) role (employed by FSV) is currently the key networking element in The Orange Door, designed to:

- establish and maintain practice interface agreements with key services in the area, as well as partnering with the local service sector to identify opportunities to address local service gaps
- resolve system and navigation access issues and work with the governance structure to effect change
- monitor progress of service engagement, connections and service capacity and provide advice to internal and external stakeholders regarding service interfaces.

Evidence from the evaluation identified that the role is not currently functioning as intended in these early stages.

- Many practitioners reported having little if any interaction with the SSN (some did not know which person was in the role at their area of The Orange Door) and were not clear what the value of this role was. This is in many ways to be expected during these early months where the focus of The Orange Door is on initiating service delivery, operationalising the model and ensuring basic business processes were in place.
- Other practitioners stated that it was useful for the SSN to be in place before The Orange Door commenced operations, but that until the client pathways had been clearly defined by FSV through the SSN in each area, it was difficult for the practitioners to establish connections.
- Some SSNs appeared to lead the operationalisation of integrated practice in the absence of other practical clarification. This was not a responsibility identified as part of the SSN role and may be specific to the early implementation phase and start-up demands.
- There was concern about whether the SSN role had appropriate authority to create the partnerships on behalf of The Orange Door, particularly because outside stakeholders and community sectors had no reference to what the SSN role was (at that point in time). While there are position descriptions that define these roles, at an operational level at this early stage of implementation, it is unclear to the workforce if the SSN and Hub Manager have the same authority or decision making level within The Orange Door (despite being at the same VPS grade levels).
- In the service model, the SSN forms part of a feedback loop with services and advice to practitioners on the service system. There was no evidence during fieldwork of this feedback loop occurring at this early stage of implementation. Partially, this is as the ‘review and monitoring’ stage of the service model has not been implemented (see Section 4.1.1), however, this is may also be due to the SSN’s inability to have an understanding of demand at this early stage of operations.

### 5.1.3 Safe and inclusive environment

**Cultural safety and accessibility for clients and workforce**

The concept paper specifies that The Orange Door will:

- Support the choice and self-determination of Aboriginal people by recognising their needs and working closely with Aboriginal services, including Aboriginal Controlled Community Organisations (ACCOs) where present.
- Actively tailor their services to the needs of multicultural communities in their local area, including access to interpreter services and employing workers from multicultural communities.
- Have the capacity to recognise and meet the specific needs of people with disabilities, people from LGBTIQ communities, older people experiencing violence and adolescents who use violence in the home.

The Orange Door has made a commitment to inclusive practice for Aboriginal communities. This has included the establishment of an Aboriginal Practice Leader role. The feedback from practitioners has been very positive about the role of the Aboriginal Practice Leaders. There is not data available at this point in time to determine whether the current FTE
resourcing for Aboriginal Practice Leads in each area is sufficient to meet demand, or how cultural safety practice is being embedded through their work to The Orange Door workforce. Practitioners are clear when they should be engaging with the Aboriginal Practice Leader for Aboriginal clients and are grateful for the guidance and support:

“We try to identify Aboriginal clients very quickly, but then I will go on to ask what mob they’re from… Indigenous workers will have fantastic engagement skills and that’s important because people are very fearful in that community because of what happened historically.”

– Aboriginal Practice Lead interview

“The work around Aboriginal clients is amazing – everyone is consulting [practitioner name] on Aboriginal clients, and now [the Aboriginal service] is saying we can’t cope with our demand, we’ve never had so many.”

“I went on a [home] visit with a non-Indigenous worker and she [the client] didn’t open the door to her but as soon as I showed my face, she opened the door.”129

– Practitioner interview

There is also evidence that practitioners at The Orange Door are using the Aboriginal Practice Leaders to support their practice.

In terms of Aboriginal inclusive practice within The Orange Door, there are still fundamental differences in Aboriginal practice that have not been resolved and cannot be resolved through cultural awareness programs alone. For example, the language and approach to engaging with perpetrators is very different between mainstream and the varied approaches in Aboriginal practice, which may not even use the term perpetrator or the concepts of ‘holding to account’:

“For non-Aboriginal people, they name the things they do, whereas we have always done practice without naming it.” – Practitioner interview

“Working with the whole family – it’s an Aboriginal approach, an Aboriginal AFM will always ask for help from the partner.”

– Practitioner interview

While cultural safety programs can cover content such as the impact of colonisation, disadvantage and trans-generational trauma, there is room for improvement to build the skills and capacity of non-Aboriginal practitioners to engage with Aboriginal clients. One of the key mechanisms to build this capacity and resolve differences in Aboriginal practice with other service’s practice is to embed Aboriginal voices and engagement from the outset of service design and delivery. FSV has the foundations for this in the development of a range of guidance and policy documents including Everybody Matters: inclusion and equity statement and the toolkit and resources being developed through the Intersectionality Capacity building project.

Consideration of cultural safety includes not only working with clients but the safety of the Aboriginal workforce within The Orange Door. The feedback from the Aboriginal workforce in The Orange Door is mixed.
All the Indigenous people here migrate together, sometimes we don’t feel safe in this space, to be you… The presence of more diverse people would make us feel safer.”

“As an Aboriginal woman, I feel FSV and the Manager here are very respectful to Aboriginal culture, from the heart, not just in a tokenistic way”

– Aboriginal practitioner interview

Box 3: Quantitative data on Aboriginal people accessing The Orange Door

The Orange Door appears to be receiving a relatively consistent number of cases involving Aboriginal people as shown in Figure 10. Across all The Orange Door areas, 7.3 per cent of clients are recorded as Aboriginal.

Figure 10: Number of clients identified as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander by The Orange Door area, July – December 2018

Source: PwC analysis of CRM data provided by FSV. Note that The Orange Door commenced in NEMA in July 2018. There is a large proportion of clients where Aboriginal status is not recorded (‘blank’) so the actual number may be higher.

Based on the available data and evidence from fieldwork, it appears that Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander clients are using The Orange Door; however they may be under-recorded in the CRM.

Cultural safety and accessibility for clients with diverse needs

Evaluation of the accessibility of The Orange Door by clients from the diverse cohorts identified by the RCFV is limited at this point in time. This is because there is currently inadequate data on clients with diverse needs recorded on the CRM and because of the small number of client interviews conducted for the evaluation. It is important that The Orange Door can meet the specific and intersecting needs of clients with a disability, older people (particularly those experiencing family violence in the form of elder abuse), LGBTIQ clients, children and young people (either as victim survivors of family violence, perpetrators of family violence and/or those subject to child wellbeing concerns) are responded to by The Orange Door. As mentioned above, FSV has the foundations for this in the development of a range of guidance and policy documents including Everybody Matters: Inclusion and Equity Statement and the toolkit and resources being developed through the Intersectionality Capacity building project.

There was limited evaluation data available on the cultural safety and accessibility of The Orange Door for clients with diverse needs at this stage. The data that was available was generated through qualitative interviewing of The Orange Door workforce and through stakeholder interviews with peak organisations. This data indicates that attempts are being made by The Orange Door to tailor responses to clients with diverse needs. Examples include assigning practitioners to clients of a similar cultural background, or referring clients to services that are known to have culturally tailored programs. However further investigation is
required to make evaluative judgements on the accessibility and cultural safety of The Orange Door for these clients. It is important to acknowledge that the findings from this evaluation are that we have insufficient data to evaluate how culturally safe and accessible The Orange Door is at this point in time – this does not mean that The Orange Door is not providing accessible and safe services, rather that we have insufficient evidence to make an evaluative judgement.

Box 4: Availability of quantitative data on clients with other diverse needs

At this point in time, quantitative data relating to clients with other diverse needs, such as the elderly and LGBTIQ, are not recorded in the CRM sufficient to enable analysis. It is possible to record date of birth (DOB), gender and sexuality factors in the CRM, but DOB cannot be reported on yet and recording of LGBTIQ status is too low to report on at this stage. Since October 2018, data fields showing primary spoken language, country of birth and whether an interpreter was required have been reported on; however, virtually all records are blank for these fields. For example, of the 16,714 cases created in the CRM between October and December 2018, 98 per cent of the ‘primary spoken language’ fields, and 99 per cent of the ‘interpreter required’ fields are blank. These statistics, particularly the former, do not correspond to evaluation evidence from fieldwork that indicates The Orange Door is servicing clients from multicultural backgrounds.

The Orange Door has recruited practitioners from diverse backgrounds and language skills, noting that language is only one aspect of inclusion. Inclusive practice is still dependent on the practitioner’s knowledge of the different dynamics of family violence in cultures and practice:

“We have clients from diverse backgrounds who are matched to workers that suit that background where possible. We have Mandarin, Farsi-speaking workers, Aboriginal and Maori workers – that said, the experience of diverse clients depends on the skills of the practitioner.”

– Practitioner interview

The Orange Door also regularly uses interpreters to support service delivery for clients who do not speak English. However the use of translators and interpreters can be problematic when translating terms such as ‘family violence’, and in insuring trust in the fidelity of the translation particularly in small communities where confidentiality may also be an important consideration. This is a well known challenge in this space and was reflected by FSV, stakeholders and practitioners during interviews.

“Regularly using a translator, maybe once a month (phone interpreter can be clunky and booking them can be a challenge), in-person ones are often from their [the client’s] community so there may be a conflict. Most clients are quite reluctant because they think it’ll be someone in their community.”

– Practitioner interview

Community awareness of the role of The Orange Door

The Orange Door is considered physically visible in terms of street frontage, branding and information materials. However, in terms of the role of The Orange Door, at this early stage of implementation, there was evidence of only emerging awareness of The Orange Door by the broader community.

Information about referrals being made to The Orange Door indicates that there is some awareness of the role of The Orange Door, at least by services who have in the past referred to Child FIRST or family violence services (ie L17s or referrals from professionals). Over time, awareness of the role of The Orange Door would be expected to increase amongst other universal services (eg health professionals, schools).

The role of The Orange Door as an intake and assessment service only is not well understood, even by referring agencies (at this point in time). Practitioners reported referrals being received for a range of issues that were not directly related to child wellbeing or family violence issues. For examples, housing or homelessness problems in the absence of family
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violence or respite issues for families with a child with disability\textsuperscript{130}. It is unclear if this lack of awareness of the role is time sensitive (and only evidenced in this early stage of implementation) or if this lack of clarity over the role will persist well beyond the first year of operations.

In terms of the general community awareness, there is evidence that clients also self-refer for a range of difficulties unrelated to family violence or child wellbeing issues. This would indicate a lack of awareness of the role of The Orange Door. However, it may also indicate a lack of appropriate or accessible social support systems in the area and a desire by people having difficulties to try any service that appears to provide assistance to people. Awareness in the potential client groups for The Orange Door requires validation through direct client feedback before conclusions can be drawn on the awareness of the role of The Orange Door.

There has been some feedback that there is even less awareness of The Orange Door in diverse communities:

“

Never heard of an Aboriginal service referring people onto The Orange Door. Aboriginal services aren’t really aware of who we are and what we do.”

-- Aboriginal practitioner

This would be an area for further validation and exploration in future evaluations. It is reasonable to expect in the early stages of implementation that awareness of the service would not have reached all client sub-groups.

Key finding 27: The Orange Door areas have been established in locations that are visible and accessible for most clients and in close proximity to community service providers and public transport. There are some challenges for some clients to access some of the physical locations (e.g. not on major transport route for some locations in the catchment)

Key finding 28: The maturity of The Orange Door has meant that some access options, in particular outreach and publicly identifiable access points, have not been operationalised at the time of this evaluation and will be established in line with the planned roll out

Key finding 29: The physical space at The Orange Door appears to be broadly functional and fit for purpose and FSV has undertaken significant work on the facilities. However, some safety concerns remain and have been identified to FSV during the course of this evaluation

Key finding 30: The role of the Service System Navigator has not been sufficiently defined and understood by The Orange Door workforce to enable development of service system pathways and connections at the early stage of implementation. The focus of the role will shift from operations to the service system once operational issues are resolved

Key finding 31: Access via phone could be improved during business hours with the implementation of a message bank that would operate when all lines are busy or the call is not answered. It is understood that this is part of a broader program of IT and infrastructure upgrades planned by FSV

Key finding 32: Data limitations prevent us making evaluative judgements on whether The Orange Door is accessible and responsive to the needs of clients with diverse needs. Further investigation is required

Key finding 33: The physical locations and branding of The Orange Door support community awareness of the role of The Orange Door. There is evidence of emerging understanding of the role as an intake and assessment service (notably by those organisations who had previously referred to family violence or Child First services).

\textsuperscript{130} Please note, it is recognized that respite for children with disability may also be a child wellbeing concern and as such, fall within the scope of The Orange Door services.
5.2 To what extent has The Orange Door ensured clients receive information and options that respond to their needs and enable informed choices?

As discussed in Section 4.3.2, The Orange Door is designed to provide clients with information to enable client agency and choice. This information is intended to help people to understand their risk, prioritise needs and understand options for support.131

Evidence from fieldwork indicates that practitioners are not aware of guidance about how much information should be shared with clients in which circumstances. At this early stage, this has caused them to err on the side of providing less information rather than more information. The extent of provision of information to clients throughout their journey through The Orange Door is outlined in Table 5 below.

Table 5: Information provided to clients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Orange Door function</th>
<th>Information provided</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Limited132</td>
<td>With the exception of self-referrals and L17s, clients are typically not aware that they will be or have been referred to The Orange Door until a practitioner contacts them (as intended by the service model). This can minimise frustration that may arise due to lags from referral to first contact, however, it may also lead to further escalation of risk if clients perceive that nothing is happening in relation to their needs.133 Feedback from client interviews indicates that they received minimal information about The Orange Door when first referred to the service. Clients reported that they were not always clear on what The Orange Door did or how the service was relevant to their situation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Screening, identification and triage | Dependent on case type | The extent of information provided to clients is based on:  
- whether the case involves family violence or non-family violence child wellbeing issues (it was reported that family violence clients typically receive more information)  
- whether they are a victim-survivor or perpetrator  
- the availability of information from other sources such as CIP and partner agency databases  
- the clients’ risk and needs (e.g. if risk is immediate, more information is typically provided). |
| Assessment and planning | Requires further data | Based on evidence from fieldwork, the information provided to clients when they are allocated or referred to services primarily relates to what the service will involve. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, in some cases, clients may remain in contact and receive support from The Orange Door practitioners following their connection with services. Over half of cases are closed without access to support from The Orange Door or connection to external services (see Section 4.2.1). It is not clear what information clients receive in these circumstances. |

132 There are however a range of written information pamphlets etc. that have been prepared, tailored to client groups and available at The Orange Door.
133 Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork.
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### The Orange Door function

**Information provided**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evidence from fieldwork indicates that there was no systematic flow of information to/from clients following connection to services. On an ad hoc basis, clients appeared to contact The Orange Door practitioner, however, this did not appear to occur frequently.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further analysis on client choices and information sharing can be found in Sections 4.3.2, 7.1 and 7.2. Additional data on the experiences and views of clients will be required to make further conclusions.

| Key finding 34: While sharing of information about clients and service within The Orange Door appears to be occurring, there appears to be limited information is shared with clients of The Orange Door at this point in time. However further data is needed to validate the frequency, amount and type of information shared, and if clients perceive that information provided meets their needs |

### 5.3 How is The Orange Door working to keep perpetrators in view to keep women and children safe?

#### 5.3.1 Information sharing informs risk assessments and risk planning

The Orange Door collects and analyses information about clients from a range of sources. These include: clients themselves; police; CIP; professionals and other referrers; home agency databases; and CRM. This information is used by practitioners to assess the risk of family violence, assess child safety, wellbeing and development concerns and to keep perpetrators in view. This not only involves collecting information from external sources, but also multidisciplinary collaboration to provide rapid responses to perpetrators’ use of violence.\(^\text{134}\)

A key component of keeping perpetrators in view is through access to critical information which allows workers to assess the risk posed by a perpetrator of family violence. A number of reforms help facilitate this, and help to enable an integrated approach, including:

- The Family Violence Information Sharing Scheme (the scheme) was created under Part 5A of the Family Violence Protection Act 2008. The scheme enables information to be shared between selected government agencies and funded organisations (including The Orange Door), prescribed as ‘information sharing entities’ or ‘risk assessment entities’ in order to assess or manage family violence risk. Consent does not need to be given by perpetrators for their information to be shared by information sharing entities, or consent of alleged perpetrators if shared by risk assessment entities.\(^\text{135}\)

- Under Part 5B of the Family Violence Protection Act 2008, workers in The Orange Door are able to collect, use and disclose confidential information with other workers where relevant to delivering The Orange Door services, “in a way that gives precedence to safety and wellbeing over privacy.”\(^\text{136}\)

The evaluation found a lack of understanding about what ‘keeping perpetrators in view’ actually means in the context of The Orange Door service environment. This is likely to be a point in time issue reflecting the emerging perpetrator service practice, variation in practice across The Orange Door areas at this point in time, a lack of a definition of ‘keeping perpetrators in view’ in foundational documents, and the innovation of the integrated model and how perpetrator services could be integrated in a way to keep women, children and others experiencing family violence, safe. As such, we have examined mechanisms that go to the sharing of information about perpetrators behaviour that can be used to assess risk, stay in contact with perpetrators and engage them in interventions to change their behaviour as part of the evaluation.

---

\(^{134}\) FSV, ‘Support and Safety Hubs: Service Specifications’, April 2018.


\(^{136}\) Family Violence Protection Act 2008: Part 5B – Information sharing relating to Support and Safety Hubs: 184
5.3.2 Information sharing informs risk assessments and risk planning

The three key ways that information about perpetrators is shared in practice are the use of CIP, history checks on CRM and employing agencies’ databases and multidisciplinary practice.

Central Information Point

The development of the CIP is in response to the recommendations of the RCFV. CIP was established to provide frontline workers with timely access to critical information for the assessment and management of family violence. The CIP allows representatives from Court Services Victoria, Victoria Police, Corrections and DHHS to consolidate critical information about perpetrators of family violence into a single report within hours\(^{137}\) to enable assessment on the risk posed by a perpetrator of family violence.

To request a CIP, practitioners in The Orange Door typically need to get approval from a team leader or practice lead. There appears to be some inconsistencies in the extent to which CIP requests need to be justified, with some leaders “waving them through” while others “will grill [practitioners]”. Evidence from evaluation fieldwork indicates that some practitioners believe that there is a cap of five CIP requests per day for each area, however, the CIP team is understood to be prepared for a greater number of requests. Practitioners reported a lack of clarity on when and how a decision should/could be made to initiate a CIP request. CIP reports are generally made in the assessment and planning stage, but also in some cases during screening, identification and triage.

“When you have that history [from CIP] it changes your perspective and you can safety plan more vigilantly.”

– Practitioner interview

There has been strong evidence from practitioners at each The Orange Door during the evaluation that the CIP has been effective for improving risk assessment and outcomes for clients, particularly those who were previously unknown to The Orange Door. Practitioners reported that having access to information from across the service system has facilitated more accurate assessment and planning for clients, based on having a more fulsome picture of the current situation and history.

Box 5: Use of CIP in The Orange Door

In the first half of 2018-19, the four areas of The Orange Door areas together recorded an average of just under 10 CIP requests per business day. Figure 11 shows the CIP requests created per month for each area in that period.

Figure 11: Number of CIP reports created (as recorded on the CRM) by The Orange Door area, July – December 2018

There appear to be some inconsistencies in how CIP is used in each area. Practitioners acknowledged that the CIP is specifically for family violence cases, but cited child wellbeing cases where it would have been useful to inform risk and needs assessments. Some practitioners stated that they had used CIP when the case only peripherally related to family violence (which is consistent and allowed within the legislation). One other inconsistency that practitioners referred to was whether information gained from a CIP request could be shared with affected parties, eg to inform safety planning. The legislation does allow for sharing of perpetrator information with the victim survivor to assist in managing their safety, however practitioners reported variation in their understanding of if this was allowed, and if and when they shared information. The evaluation found that while CIP is considered a positive tool for The Orange Door and there is FSV guidance material regarding the use of CIP, there is a need for greater operational clarity and consistency over when, how and how often CIP requests could be made to assist practitioners at the operational level.

Case study of CIP use

A CIP request was made when a practitioner was concerned about the risk a perpetrator posed to a client. The client has disclosed that there was a history of family violence for her and also a previous partner of the perpetrator. The CIP report indicated an extensive history of family violence perpetrated by the man with numerous women dating back a decade. Importantly, this information indicated a number of instances when the perpetrator offended at the location a woman had parked her car while away from home. This information immediately changed the safety planning the practitioner did with The Orange Door client with a much stronger focus on safety while travelling to and from work and other known locations (shops, child care, etc.).—real example reported by practitioners

Note that The Orange Door commenced in NEMA in July 2018.

Source: PwC analysis of CRM data provided by FSV.
CRM
CRM is expected to be used by practitioners to capture, store and record all case information. It also integrates with a number of systems, including the L17 portal, CIP and the TRAM, and in future, others will be built in.\textsuperscript{139}

Over time, CRM will build up a considerable amount of client and case data that can be used to inform risk assessments. While CRM’s recent introduction means that historical information currently held is limited, practitioners provided some examples where searches for clients or related family members across CRM had yielded additional information that would have been otherwise unknown. As it is rolled out across all DHHS areas and through progressive upgrades delivered and planned by FSV, CRM will enable quicker and more automated information sharing. This should speed up searches of perpetrators’ historical cases, meaning that CIP can be deployed only on more critical cases.

Multidisciplinary practice
Multidisciplinary practice is a fundamental aspect of The Orange Door. There is evidence that The Orange Door workforce is collaborating on assessment and planning supported by physical colocation and personal working relationships. The collaboration is inconsistent and not yet embedded within practice, especially when working with perpetrators. In particular:

- For some family violence-focused practitioners (who sometimes call themselves ‘women’s workers’), there is an ideological barrier to sharing information with anyone who is perceived to be ‘helping the male perpetrator’. This appeared to stem from their perceived priority to help the victim survivor above anything else, and viewpoint that providing information to a ‘men’s worker’ may increase risk to their client.\textsuperscript{140} Some practitioners working with perpetrators reported that they would prefer not to know about the victim survivor’s circumstances in case they inadvertently disclosed details to the perpetrator when speaking to them.

- Some practitioners do not yet clearly understand or are aware of the FSV Support and Safety Hubs: Perpetrator practice guidance (April, 2018) on when and how information should be shared between victim survivor and perpetrator focused practitioners\textsuperscript{141}. This means that practitioners are generally taking a risk-averse approach to sharing information at this point in time.\textsuperscript{142}

- Multidisciplinary practice was most evidently displayed by the Aboriginal practitioners at The Orange Door, who provided support to both the victim survivor and perpetrator in most cases.\textsuperscript{143} According to Aboriginal practice leads and specialist family violence practice leads, this is because the tradition of providing support to Aboriginal families tends to be community-led, involving those outside the family to assist the victim survivors and perpetrators. As such, the integration of perpetrator services with victim survivor services is aligned with existing practice.

- Perpetrator interventions beyond Men’s Behaviour Change (MBC) programs are not yet matured. During fieldwork, MBC programs were the only intervention allocated to non-Aboriginal clients that practitioners reported. The wrap-around nature of Aboriginal services means that perpetrators are provided support from the same service that are supporting victim-survivors, and that support involves cultural connection and individual counselling rather than just behaviour change groups.

Insights gained from client interviews for this evaluation regarding the role of The Orange Door in keeping perpetrators in view were limited. One participant expressed gratitude that The Orange Door had reached out to their partner as they were keen for their partner to receive support and assistance. This was viewed by the client as a sign that The Orange Door was non-discriminatory.

\textsuperscript{139} FSV, ‘Support and Safety Hubs: Service Model’, April 2018.
\textsuperscript{140} Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork
\textsuperscript{141} FSV Support and Safety Hubs: Perpetrator practice guidance, April 2018
\textsuperscript{142} Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork
\textsuperscript{143} Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork
As engagement with perpetrators and/or data that demonstrates the numbers of perpetrators engaged through The Orange Door is currently limited (also see Sections 4.1.1), further investigation into how information is shared to keep perpetrators in view is required before making firm evaluation judgements on whether The Orange Door is contributing to keeping perpetrators in view.

5.3.3 Use of information to inform service responses for perpetrators in The Orange Door

Keeping perpetrators in view also means providing them with opportunities to change their behaviour by connecting with services that assist in holding them accountable for their actions. This involves assessing perpetrators’ preparedness for change and connecting them to services to stop or reduce their use of violence and improve their parenting.144

Service responses for perpetrators is determined by the information collected as part of the assessment and planning stage function of The Orange Door. Thus, the success and limitations of that stage assist and constrain information sharing in the later ‘connection to services’ stage of The Orange Door service delivery. CRM data on the connection to services function is currently limited and appear to be inconsistently recorded. Despite the data limitations, qualitative data collected as part of the evaluation indicate that there are concerns about information sharing specific to that function:

- Contact with men is limited. Practitioners working with perpetrators stated that they tried to call three times over three days and if they were not successful in getting in touch, they closed the case. In general, practitioners did not attempt to use contact methods other than phone. If they could not contact the perpetrator, assessing their preparedness for change is difficult, and connecting them with a service mostly impossible.145

> [We] don’t actually get on to many clients; there’s only a few [over their time at The Orange Door] that I’ve actually had real conversations with”

-- Practitioner interview

- One perpetrator focused practitioner often collaborates closely with a family violence-focused practitioner and reported that the information collected through CIP and other sources is useful to inform safety planning even if they are unable to get in contact with the perpetrator.146

- Some practitioners reported their concerns that there is no senior practitioner with whom to consult specific to their practice of working with perpetrators of family violence. Ironically, this has the potential to improve information sharing through multidisciplinary practice if these practitioners consult with the advanced family violence practice lead, however, this does not always occur as yet. While this is not the intent of the role, there is a perception in the workforce that the advanced family violence practice lead specialises in victim survivor practice.

- CRM does not currently record the outcome or output of the service response beyond The Orange Door. Moreover, data recording of allocations of core services to clients and referrals to non-core services on the CRM is currently poor. This means that it is difficult for practitioners to track the use of service responses by perpetrators and the success of these interventions.147

Further research on service responses, involving higher quality CRM data, will be required to provide insights into whether service responses for perpetrators are tailored based on shared information.

---

144 FSV, Support and Safety Hubs: Service Specifications’, April 2018.
145 Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork
146 Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork
147 Qualitative evaluation evidence from fieldwork
Key finding 35: There is an evolving understanding about what it means at an operational level for The Orange Door to ‘keep perpetrators in view’

Key finding 36: CIP has been effective for improving risk assessment and outcomes for clients, particularly those who were previously unknown to The Orange Door. Operational clarity is needed for the workforce as to when, how and how often CIP request can be made.

Key finding 37: The CRM has the potential to be a source of client and case data that can inform risk assessment, however data recording is not yet adequate to effectively support this function.

Key finding 38: The Orange Door workforce is collaborating on assessment and planning supported by physical colocation and personal working relationships. The collaboration is inconsistent and not yet embedded within practice, especially when working with perpetrators. Collaboration on assessment and planning is most evidently displayed by Aboriginal practitioners and aligns with their community-led approach to service provision.

Key finding 38: CRM data on connection to services are limited. As such, the evaluation was unable to determine if service responses for perpetrators are tailored based on shared information.

Key finding 39: Support to perpetrators by The Orange Door is limited as it is dependent on their voluntary engagement with the service. Many do not respond to attempts by The Orange Door to contact them. This was anticipated and is reflected in the guidance documents for The Orange Door.
6. Workforce
6 Workforce

This section will address evaluation question 4 and the associated lines of inquiry: To what extent does The Orange Door workforce have the resources, capacity and specialist expertise to undertake the full range of functions articulated in the initial service offering?

6.1 To what extent is the integrated and multi-disciplinary approach to service provision at each The Orange Door site working to support better outcomes?

FSV developed The Support and Safety Hubs: Interim Integrated Practice Framework ("the Interim Integrated Practice Framework") to guide consistent practice in the first areas of The Orange Door. The framework is intended to support practitioners to deliver integrated support for clients through providing clear guidance about the requirements of their role as a practitioner in The Orange Door. Within the Interim Integrated Practice Framework, integrated practice is referred to as ‘the integration of theoretical frameworks, philosophical underpinnings and perspectives, and practice skills and approaches that guide a practitioner’s work’. Additionally, the guide notes that practitioners will be:

- required to maintain their specialisation and adopt a multiagency approach to service delivery
- supported to develop additional skills and capability to address the safety and needs of women, children, families and men.

While integrated practice underpins all work of The Orange Door, the Interim Integrated Practice Framework makes it clear that the vision for The Orange Door service delivery is that “practitioners will be required to maintain their specialisation and to adopt a multidisciplinary approach to service delivery”.

The Interim Integrated Practice Framework refers to integrated service as “a number of services working together, collaborating and coordinating their support, services and interventions to people seeking, or referred for, help”. However, there is no sector-wide agreed understanding of what ‘integrated service delivery’ looks like at an operational level. As indicted previously, there is a lack of understanding by the workforce in how to operationalise the model in the early stages of The Orange Door.

The Interim Integrated Practice Framework has been used as the benchmark for integration, recognising that the evaluation could not assess the level of integration but could gauge the ‘direction of travel’. The Interim Integrated Practice Framework describes:

- the expected capability of the workforce at a high level – “practitioners will be required to maintain their specialisation and adopt a multiagency approach to service delivery”
- the expectation of practice to develop capability – “practitioners will need to draw on the strengths and specialisation of colleagues in the Hub to gain confidence and capability to work across the range of issues experienced by people accessing the Hub”
- the expected collaboration between practitioners – “Hub practitioners will be able to: apply their specialist knowledge and expertise into their practice with all people who access the Hub… collaborate with and draw on the strengths of their specialist colleagues as part of a multiagency approach to practice … collaborate with their colleagues in developing integrated risk and needs assessments and planning as part of a multiagency approach, ensuring all individual risks and needs have been analysed and considered in decision making”
- the expected integration of practice across all functions of The Orange Door
- the expected coordination of responses to "deliver coordinated responses with their colleagues that promote meaningful engagement with services that result in sustainable outcomes".

During evaluation field work, many practitioners admitted that they had not read the guidance materials including the Interim Integrated Practice Framework. While reading core practice guidance could reasonably be expected of staff given it was identified in the orientation training, when investigated, The Orange Door staff indicated it was because of: the amount of documentation that had been produced; the length of the content;\textsuperscript{150} and time pressures:

\begin{quote}
No one has had the time to read [the policy documents] and embed them. So then you revert to what you know.\textsuperscript{151}
\end{quote}

\textit{– Practitioner interview}

Those that had read the documentation did not find the content useful for preparing them to work at The Orange Door, as they expected more definitive practice based guidance including detailed examples as to how the integrated model would or could work in practice.

Generally, across all areas, there is evidence of the following aspects outlined in the Interim Integrated Practice Framework in Table 6 below.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|p{0.8\textwidth}|}
\hline
Element & Extent of integration & Evidence at The Orange Door \\
\hline
Access & High & There is a demonstrated commitment by practitioners to assist anyone who attends The Orange Door. \\
\hline
Screening, identification and triage & High & There is some confusion about how practitioners should maintain specialisation and adopt a multidisciplinary approach. Some Orange Door areas have adopted cluster teams to facilitate multidisciplinary approaches. While some practitioners report they have developed new skills, other practitioners do not feel comfortable working on cases outside of their discipline at this early stage. \\
\hline
Assessment and planning & Medium & There is some evidence that The Orange Door workforce is collaborating on assessment and planning supported by physical colocation, personal working relationships and consultations with practice leads. The collaboration is not yet embedded within practice. This varies between and within areas. This is to be expected at this early stage of roll out. \\
& & Ideological and philosophical differences currently challenge practitioners from feeling able to work with some cohorts (i.e. women’s workers with perpetrators). Many practitioners have spent a considerable time (e.g. over 10 years for some) practicing from a particular philosophical view point. This impacts on transitioning to an integrated approach. \\
\hline
Connection to services & Low & Access to a consolidated database or ‘handbook’ about the services available in each area is not available and this means that practitioners generally connect clients to services they already know about. In some cases, they collaborate or request advice from colleagues about appropriate services in their area. \\
\hline
Review and monitoring & Further data required & There is little evaluation evidence on integration as part of service responses (e.g. information flowing between the service system and The Orange Door) and as such, no conclusions are able to be drawn at this time. \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Interim Integrated practice framework elements evident at The Orange Door}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{150} Qualitative evaluation data from fieldwork

\textsuperscript{151} Qualitative evaluation data from fieldwork
The Interim Integrated Practice Framework has been used as a theoretical benchmark, with key elements of integrated practice in that document used to inform initial evaluative judgements on whether aspects of integrated practice (including the coordination of support) are occurring in different service delivery points within The Orange Door.

Figure 12 provides a visual overview of the point in time evidence collected for the evaluation relating to integrated practice across the functions in each Orange Door area.
Figure 12: Overview of integration at each function of The Orange Door (as of September 2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service delivery functions</th>
<th>Multi-disciplinary teams</th>
<th>Collaborative practice</th>
<th>Inter-disciplinary training</th>
<th>Area-specific observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="N/A" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="N/A" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="N/A" /></td>
<td>Client Support Officers are generally the first point of contact for phone and people walking in. In BPA and NEMA, a rostered team can be the first contact, however, due to smaller workforces in Barwon and Mallee, multi-disciplinary teams are less applicable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening, identification and triage (intake)</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Black" /> <img src="image" alt="Yellow" /> <img src="image" alt="Orange" /> <img src="image" alt="N/A" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Black" /> <img src="image" alt="Yellow" /> <img src="image" alt="Orange" /> <img src="image" alt="N/A" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="N/A" /></td>
<td>In Barwon and Mallee, SPaROs undertake initial checks before a multi-disciplinary screening meeting. In BPA and NEMA this is done in rostered teams or in a screening meeting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment and planning</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Black" /> <img src="image" alt="Yellow" /> <img src="image" alt="Orange" /> <img src="image" alt="Yellow" /> <img src="image" alt="Orange" /> <img src="image" alt="N/A" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Black" /> <img src="image" alt="Yellow" /> <img src="image" alt="Orange" /> <img src="image" alt="N/A" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="N/A" /></td>
<td>Assessment and planning are undertaken collaboratively in all areas, often based on personal relationships between practitioners. Minimal inter-disciplinary training assessment has been provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection to services</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="N/A" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Black" /> <img src="image" alt="Yellow" /> <img src="image" alt="Orange" /> <img src="image" alt="N/A" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="N/A" /></td>
<td>Connection to services is undertaken individually by practitioners, sometimes based on consultation with practice leads or colleagues. Practitioners are largely aware of universal services and those in their discipline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service responses</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Multi-disciplinary teams are formed from practitioners from different disciplines" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Collaborative practice involves practitioners informally drawing upon each others’ knowledge during practice" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Training to develop and share theoretical frameworks and practice skills" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Barwon" /> <img src="image" alt="BPA" /> <img src="image" alt="NEMA" /> <img src="image" alt="Mallee" /> <img src="image" alt="N/A" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As The Orange Door is in varied stages of implementing integrated practice and because we have very limited data collected directly from clients in this evaluation, the evaluation was unable to determine if multidisciplinary, collaborative or integrated practice was itself contributing to better outcomes for clients (nor does this early evaluation consider client outcomes).
A key finding of this evaluation however, is that there is a genuine commitment and enthusiasm by practitioners of The Orange Door to work in an integrated manner that builds their capabilities and confidence in working in integrated and/or multidisciplinary teams to improve outcomes for clients. This commitment is a strong foundation upon which the evolution of practice towards a more integrated vision will be achieved.

It is worth noting that the evaluation team conducted site visits and collected data from October – December 2018 and the subsequent pace of the reforms and implementation means that some of the issues raised regarding integrated practice during the evaluation have already been addressed. For example, we understand that there have been steps to introduce reflective practice across disciplines in one of The Orange Door areas since our evaluation fieldwork in order to provide formal and structural supports to encourage integrated practice. This was an opportunity identified to FSV early in the evaluation which has been subsequently actioned.

Key roles in The Orange Door that can assist in promoting integrated practice include the Advanced Family Violence Practice Lead and the Integrated Practice Lead. The formalisation of these roles is a positive foundation upon which to base evolving integrated practice in The Orange Door. Some further refinement is needed for these roles to sharpen their focus to promote integrated practice as The Orange Door model evolves (see Section 6.2).

**Key finding 40**: There is a commitment from The Orange Door workforce to develop capability in other specialisations and work in an integrated manner in order to improves outcomes for clients

**Key finding 41**: The length of written guidance and documents produced about The Orange Door – concepts, framework, operational guidance, etc – deters practitioners from engaging with and understanding key information to inform how they integrate services

**Key finding 42**: A culture of collaboration is evolving at The Orange Door in line with the vision described in the Interim Integrated Practice Framework and tends to happen organically between individuals, and between certain disciplines

**Key finding 43**: The ability of the current workforce at The Orange Door to work in an integrated manner is currently impacted by staff shortages and high demand

**Key finding 44**: There are limited structural and formal opportunities for practitioners to learn about other disciplines and practice approaches. Time for reflective practice for teams would support integrated practice.

### 6.2 To what extent does The Orange Door workforce have the resources, capacity and specialist expertise to undertake the full range of functions articulated in the foundational offer?

The Orange Door Service Model describes a staffing model where different workforces and practices will combine to create a team and consolidated intake point for each area. This is to be achieved through a partnership of community service organisations who each contribute workers employed by their organisations to work as part of The Orange Door team. Alongside Client Support Officers (CSOs) employed staff are staff employed by FSV and DHHS (Child Protection). Each worker continues to be employed and managed by their employing ‘home’ organisation with their terms and conditions of employment being protected.

Key roles are identified in the Service Model and outlined in Table 7 which also describes evaluation findings related to each role.
Table 7: Roles within The Orange Door, allocation of roles and evaluation findings about roles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Summary of position</th>
<th>Evaluation findings across The Orange Door areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Hub Manager                               | Drive connection between The Orange Door and partner agencies and broader system interface. Focused on strategic development of The Orange Door and strategic monitoring and management of performance and demand, oversight of facilities and contracts, budgeting and complaints response. Develop and monitor Hub systems and processes. | - The focus of the Hub Manager has been firmly focused on operational issues for set up and initial implementation with limited ability to date to provide strategic monitoring and management.  
- The matrix and partnership model arrangements mean that the Hub Manager can only ‘influence’ rather than direct the workforce. This limits their ability to effect change across systems and processes. |
| Operational Support Officer               | Provide support to the Hub Manager, HLGs and OLGs. Responsible for day to day supervision of administration, support Hub Manager and Practice Leaders to identify and respond to complex operational issues. Maintain partnership and interface with DHHS Corporate Support at a local level. | - The Operational Support Officer has slightly different responsibilities and agency to make decisions in each area.  
- The workload of the Hub Manager could be reduced by enabling the Operational Support Officer to coordinate with FSV on facilities elements by default. |
| Strategic Planning and Reporting Officer (SPaRO) | Provide direct support to the Hub Manager, HLG and OLG, monitor and evaluate the actions and impact of the Hub against the strategic goals and plans of FSV. Conduct data analysis on aspects that may impact on service delivery. | - The SPaRO role has been firmly situated within operational issues for set up and initial implementation.  
- The Orange Door areas all use their SPaROs in distinct ways based on need. For example, in Mallee, the SPaRO sets up an initial spreadsheet before the practitioner undertakes screening. |
| Team Leaders                              | Provide clinical practice, supervision and leadership, manage and support of staff employed by their employing agency. | - The team leaders are a critical interface to promoting multidisciplinary practice and integrated service. |
| Child Protection Team Manager             | Provide leadership, supervision and clinical practice supervision to the Senior Child Protection Practitioners and specialist secondary consultation to practitioners. Responsible for the interface between the Senior Child Protection Practitioners and The Orange Door. | - Practitioners stated that as this role required significant coordination with DHHS (including working from DHHS offices in some cases), they perceived that these people were not always ‘part’ of The Orange Door, noting that their responsibilities are wider than just The Orange Door. |
| Integrated Practice Leader (IPL)          | Support integrated practice approaches within The Orange Door, provide secondary consultation and clinical advice on complex matters. Coordinate learning and development of the workforce through case reviews, practice reflection and training. | - There is a lack of understanding by The Orange Door workforce of the role of the IPL and the extent to which they should be promoting integrated practice.  
- A number of practitioners referred to the IPL as the ‘child wellbeing practice lead’. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Summary of position</th>
<th>Evaluation findings across The Orange Door areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advanced Family Violence Practice Leader</td>
<td>Lead clinical practice for family violence cases. Provide secondary consultations and jointly manage cases and oversee referrals to risk assessment and management panels. Contribute to case reviews, practice reflection and learning and development to build workforce capacity in family violence.</td>
<td>• There is currently a perception by the workforce that this role relates only to leadership for victim survivor practice rather than also including perpetrator services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aboriginal Practice Leader</td>
<td>Lead clinical practice and hold a small caseload working directly with a cohort of Aboriginal clients. Facilitate and navigate pathways to local Aboriginal services and interventions on behalf of clients and practitioners. Align activities with the commitment to self-determination and contributes a cultural lens to workforce development at The Orange Door.</td>
<td>• Aboriginal Practice Leaders are well utilised in The Orange Door areas for secondary consultation and to work with complex cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Child Protection Practitioner(s)</td>
<td>Provide expert advice regarding the safety and wellbeing of children to practitioners, provides access to information about previous assessments and interventions by Child Protection. Participate in multidisciplinary activities concerning children. Identify significant concerns for their wellbeing.</td>
<td>• As these staff provide a function across the service system (including The Orange Door), they are required to maintain a degree of ‘separation’ from The Orange Door workforce to maintain confidentiality of their non-Orange Door clients. This is as per their role description and model guidance materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service System Navigator</td>
<td>Establish and maintain service interface agreements, local arrangements and operating protocols with key services across the local area and broader service network, resolve system access and navigation issues. Responsible for monitoring progress of service engagement, connections and service capacity, identifying actual and potential barriers and finding effective ways to deal with them.</td>
<td>• There is a lack of understanding by The Orange Door workforce of the role of the Service System Navigator at this early stage. A better understanding will allow practitioners to use the skills and networks established by the Navigator in their practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Orange Door practitioners</td>
<td>Provide and hold a clinical practice and caseload, receive and process all referrals to The Orange Door and delivers screening and triage, assessment, crisis responses, service planning, targeted interventions and allocation and coordinated referrals. Liaise with Practice leaders to support risk assessment and planning.</td>
<td>• There is some evidence that there may be a need to rebalance EFT across the specialities based on demand and workload of different client cases. Qualitative data was unable to be verified with quantitative data during this evaluation. • There are varied levels of experience and qualifications in the workforce – some practitioners are highly skilled and recognised as leaders in their specialty, while others are new graduates.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The evaluation found that the staffing for The Orange Door has been challenging in the initial set up and implementation phase for all areas including:

- Challenges in recruiting appropriately qualified and experienced staff due to a scarcity of experienced workers more broadly
- A lack of alignment between workers expectations of their roles (and position descriptions) and the reality of their roles within the service model
- Workload for practitioners from the combination of under-staffing, set up demands and almost immediate backlog in cases (in some cases due in part to partner organisations bringing across existing backlogs).
- A lack of ‘lead in’ time for practitioners to acclimatise to the environment, service delivery context and new systems prior to service commencement
- Insufficient work spaces to accommodate the workforce for some areas (BPA and Barwon) during the early months of service commencement.

Despite the challenges, the evaluation found strong evidence that the workforce are committed to the concept of The Orange Door and were persisting with finding solutions to operational challenges to try to ensure services were delivered to clients.

**Key finding 45**: There is a lack of operational clarity and understanding for The Orange Door workforce about the role of the Integrated Practice Lead and the Service System Navigator during the early roll out of The Orange Door

**Key finding 46**: There is a perception that the Advanced Family Violence Practice Lead role pertains only to practice with victim survivors. Although the Advanced Family Violence Practitioner role was established to provide guidance to both victim survivor and perpetrator workers, workers perceive that there is a gap in leadership for perpetrator services

**Key finding 47**: Additional and/or different resourcing is needed to account for establishment demands, peak demand times of the year and to accommodate staff leave arrangements during the Christmas and the New Year period

### 6.3 To what extent does The Orange Door workforce have the skills to recognise and manage signs of family violence, including perpetration, and child vulnerability

**6.3.1 Capacity for recognising family violence and perpetration**

The evaluation found that many practitioners entered The Orange Door with skills in recognising and responding to family violence. These skills and knowledge were reflected most strongly in practitioners who had previously worked with victim survivors and who were experienced in using risk assessment frameworks similar to those now used in The Orange Door.
Similarly, those who had worked with perpetrators entered The Orange Door with a suite of practice skills and interventions aimed at recognising escalating risk with men, and the use of interventions and other resources to try to mitigate risk. For the workforce who had experience in child and family services, many had exposure to identifying and managing risk where there were concerns about family violence as a factor in child wellbeing cases (noting not all child wellbeing cases involve family violence). The inclusion of practitioners with skills in recognising and responding to family violence perpetration at the outset of The Orange Door has meant that many are able to focus on learning new systems and process of The Orange Door, rather than attempting to acquire these practice skills.

The evaluation found that working with perpetrators to reduce risk is an emerging area of practice. Practitioners who work within this speciality acknowledged to evaluators that their area of practice is maturing and lacks the level of evidence to inform practice to the same degree as practice areas of child wellbeing and practice with victim survivors.

The evaluation found mixed evidence of the workforce improving their capacity to work with perpetrators of family violence to reduce risk. There is some evidence of skill and knowledge sharing across teams, learning from practitioners who work in this space, and early induction training provided some overview of this practice area to all staff. However, the evaluation also found that some of the workforce (commonly those who work within a victim-survivor speciality) found the concept of working with perpetrators challenging to reconcile with their own perspectives on risk and response, and expressed to evaluators their apprehension about building their capacity to work with perpetrators (either because they did not currently have the skills to do this or because they found it difficult to understand how they could reconcile this with their practice ideology).

In terms of structural and system supports, the capacity for The Orange Door workforce to recognise and respond to family violence is supported by systems and processes of risk assessment. The Advanced Family Violence Practitioner role is a key support for staff to recognise and manage family violence however the workforce perceives this role as related to victim survivor practice rather than perpetrator practice. In the context of an emerging field of practice of working with perpetrators, and the significant innovation of including perpetrator services within The Orange Door, the absence of clear practice leadership for perpetrator services was noted. There is some evidence that in some areas, the most experienced staff in the specialty of perpetrator services are, in the absence of a formal role, assuming responsibility for practice leadership in perpetrator services for The Orange Door.

### 6.3.2 Capacity for recognising child vulnerability

At the time of field work, The Orange Door staff working with child wellbeing cases did not yet have a standardised risk assessment tool and as such, had developed localised ‘Best Interests Assessment’ (BIA) tools (based on the Best Interests Case Practice Model utilised by Child FIRST Alliances). It is important to acknowledge that a standardised tool did not exist prior to the establishment of The Orange Door. Practitioners indicated that they perceived the focus of implementation efforts of The Orange Door had been on the family violence processes and procedures, and that a focus on child and wellbeing processes and procedures would occur later.

The evaluation found that most practitioners who had previously worked within Child FIRST had skills, knowledge and experience in recognising and responding to child vulnerability concerns. However, many practitioners who had a specialty in family violence victim-survivor or perpetrator services expressed concerns regarding their ability at that point in time to adequately identify risk and respond to child wellbeing concerns – particularly in the absence of family violence concerns.

In terms of structural and systems supporting capacity for identifying child wellbeing concerns, the Child Protection Team Leader and senior Child Protection practitioners provide a key support for The Orange Door workforce in supporting the identification and response to child wellbeing concerns. However, the absence of a standardised risk identification tool for child wellbeing cases across The Orange Door areas was reported. For these staff, working with an assessment tool for child wellbeing was a new experience and most expressed their view that induction and training provided by The Orange Door at that stage was not sufficient to allow them to feel confident in risk identification for child wellbeing cases (in the absence of family violence).

It is important to note, the evaluation also found early signs of collaboration and multi-disciplinary working that was informally building the skills of the workforce in identifying and responding to child vulnerability concerns. Colocation and ability to partner for home visits for child wellbeing cases with the community based Child Protection practitioner or other staff with expertise in child wellbeing was contributing to upskilling staff who had not previously worked with children. This is a positive finding given the very early stages of The Orange Door establishment.
6.3.3 Training and support
Workers enter The Orange Door with pre-existing skills, knowledge and training. In this context, it is to be expected that the workforce will have variable skills. The focus of the evaluation was on training and support provided to the workforce by FSV or agencies once they had entered The Orange Door (as opposed to profiling all training previously undertaken by individuals).

There was an expectation expressed by FSV staff and practitioners that professional development specific to practice would be provided by the employing home agency. However, the evaluation found that team based reflective practice opportunities (in comparison to professional development) as an Orange Door team were not available in the early months of operations. There was an expectation from practitioners that this would be provided at The Orange Door rather than through employing agencies. It is our understanding that opportunities for reflective practice have now commenced.

Evidence from fieldwork indicated the following:

- **The workforce reported that orientation and induction training provided did not adequately meet their needs.** While many practitioners indicated that the induction training was a starting point and acknowledged the importance of understanding the role of perpetrator services in The Orange Door (in particular), given this emerging field of practice and the innovation of bringing this service together with victim survivor services, more detailed training was needed. At the point in time, the evaluation found that the initial induction training had not clarified understanding of how integrated practice was intended to be operationalised at The Orange Door.

- **Training was pitched at a low level for their own specialty and individual skill level and did not provide the workers with sufficient understanding of disciplines outside of their area.** For example, many practitioners commented that the two hour training on perpetrator practice was inadequate to assist them to understand the practice framework and ideology of these services. This was considered particularly important when the practice is fundamentally different to their own. We understand that FSV is refining the Induction Training program based on findings from their evaluation, including more comprehensive training on each of the discipline areas, and undertaking a participant profile ahead of training in order to understand the level of experience in the room. Consideration will need to be given to the challenges in releasing staff to undertake large amounts of training whilst still delivering services. The workforce sought more in-depth and tailored induction and training to meet their initial orientation needs when entering The Orange Door.

- **A one-size-fits-all approach to training will not work.** Client Support Officers did not think that induction training was appropriate for the work they do, and was instead tailored for practitioners. They felt there was an absence of content that was directly relevant to their role and could equip them with the necessary skills for working at The Orange Door. For example, there was no training on dealing with agitated clients or engagement techniques, which they considered critical for their specific responsibilities. These topic areas were expected by workers to be covered (either in induction or in other FSV initiated training) as they related directly to their roles at The Orange Door.

At the point of fieldwork, there was some evidence that some areas were in the early stages of planning a schedule of training and professional development for the workforce at The Orange Door (to be delivered through a combination of FSV and partner agencies. This will be supported by current work by FSV on a workforce strategy. As such, findings relating to training and induction need to be understood as being part of the very early stages of implementation of The Orange Door. There is a need for service to be embedded further prior to understanding in detail the specific needs for structured training and professional development.

---

152 The Orange Door Induction Training program evaluation recommended that the family violence, victim survivor and perpetrator training, and working with vulnerable children and families training be extended to one day each

153 For example, critical incidence training
Key finding 48: As perpetrator services is an emerging field of practice, increased leadership in this practice may be required in The Orange Door to build the capacity of the family violence and child wellbeing workers to identify and respond to risk of violence being perpetrated.

Key finding 49: The TRAM provides a standardised tool to support the workforce to identify and respond to risk of family violence. The Orange Door does not yet have a standardised tool to support the workforce to identify and respond to child wellbeing risks (nor was one in existence prior to the establishment of The Orange Door).

Key finding 50: The workforce seeks: more detailed and tailored induction tailored to their specialty backgrounds; more knowledge and understanding of the integrated service model; and more knowledge and understanding of how to work with perpetrators from perpetrator services.

6.4 To what extent does The Orange Door workforce have the skills to meet the needs of diverse client groups (eg Aboriginal, CALD and LGBTI clients)?

The Orange Door Service Model identifies the need for a system to be able to respond effectively and safely for all Victorians, inclusive of their diverse characteristics and intersectional considerations.

In terms of the workforce’s capacity to meet the diverse needs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander clients, the role of the Aboriginal Practice Lead provides a key resource to build the skills of The Orange Door workforce through collaborative practice. The evaluation does not have evidence to determine if the FTE resourcing for these leadership roles is sufficient to meet the current demand of cases and the need to build cultural safety practice across The Orange Door workforce.

The evaluation found varied skills and abilities in the workforce’s capacity to meet the needs of clients from multicultural backgrounds. Some staff brought a background and previous training on working with clients from multicultural backgrounds to The Orange Door, and there was some evidence of working with partner agencies and other localised multicultural specific services to assist tailoring of service to multicultural clients (for example, referring to a service where there is a staff member with the same language as the client). Training for working with multicultural clients and training on intersectionality had not been provided to The Orange Door workforce at that point in time either by FSV or systematically to the workforce by any partner agency.

The evaluation was unable to determine the workforce’s capacity to meet the diverse needs of clients with a disability, people from LGBTIQ communities and older people in this early stage of The Orange Door operations. Practitioners were unable to identify clients with these diversity characteristics during interview and data reporting is not possible via the CRM at this point in time. It is our understanding that FSV is currently progressing work to support workforce capability in intersectional approaches and this will include for the workforce of The Orange Door.

In terms of the workforce’s capacity to meet the diverse needs of children and young people, including young people who themselves are perpetrators of family violence, there was evidence that those practitioners with a speciality in child wellbeing brought to The Orange Door considerable skills and expertise to work with these clients. An overview of working with children and young people had been provided to The Orange Door workforce through induction training.

Case example from clients interviewed for this evaluation

Feedback from the six client interviews did not provide significant detail on the workforce’s ability to meet the needs of diverse clients. One client interviewed stated that they were satisfied with the cultural programs that The Orange Door had referred them to. In a discussion of cultural programs, the client identified the need for The Orange Door to have in place strategies to protect client confidentiality. In this case some of the people that the family interacted with at the cultural programs were connected to (either through the kinship system or their community of residence) the violent ex-partner/father of the participant and their children. The client stated that they were satisfied with how The Orange Door and other workers sought to protect the family’s privacy.

154 We have retained the language agreed to in the Evaluation Framework for this evaluation for the evaluation questions – however noting that the FSV nomenclature has now been confirmed to refer to ‘multicultural’ and ‘LGBTIQ’ which is now referred to in the discussion.
In looking forward towards increasing the skills of the workforce to meet the needs of diverse client groups, the evaluation found that clear expectations need to be conveyed to the workforce about assigning responsibility to provide training and professional development. Whilst responding to our diverse community should be any employing organisation’s responsibility, and FSV staff indicated a belief that this was indeed the responsibility of employing agencies, many practitioners expressed a view that FSV needs to provide training to all Orange Door workers to ensure a consistent and baseline level of skills across the workforce.

**Key finding 51**: The evaluation was unable to determine with certainty if The Orange Door is meeting the needs of diverse client groups at that point in time. Further investigation and validation is required through client feedback

**Key finding 52**: Clarity is needed for the workforce on who should provide training and professional development to meet the diverse needs of The Orange Door clients
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This section will address evaluation question 5 and the associated lines of inquiry: To what extent is The Orange Door supporting service integration and coordination at the local level?

7.1 To what extent are mechanisms in place to ensure information is shared and used?

PwC interpretation of the Statewide Concept indicates that information sharing procedures between The Orange Door and referring bodies are intended to address the following issues:

1. Clients and their needs aren’t missed
2. Duplication of effort is minimised
3. Comprehensive risk assessment and management is based on the best information available across the system
4. Information is shared, used for service delivery and for referral to keep perpetrators in view. (Section 5.3 includes further detail on how The Orange Door is working to keep perpetrators in view)
5. The Orange Door workers, professionals and community organisations can easily access information about where to connect clients to
6. Sensitive information that practitioners have access to is managed carefully
7. A feedback loop about people’s engagement with services in and beyond The Orange Door can be established.

Some information sharing procedures between The Orange Door and referring bodies have been established and these appear to be driven by FSV and the partnerships in each area. Based on evidence from fieldwork, there remains significant work to realise the intended extent of information sharing between The Orange Door and referring bodies. This is to be expected so early in implementation. This evaluation focused primarily on information sharing within The Orange Door at this early stage of implementation.

Table 8: PwC analysis of the extent of information sharing and information management within The Orange Door

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information sharing and information management within The Orange Door</th>
<th>Extent achieved</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clients and their needs are not missed</td>
<td>Requires further data</td>
<td>The Orange Door does not have visibility over which clients it has ‘missed’. Higher quality data on referrals into The Orange Door would help to assess this element.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplication of effort is minimised</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>Practitioners report that they are duplicating information in the CRM that has already been captured in L17 reports or another database. Furthermore, they perceive that as the CRM is not linked up with referring bodies, case managers in external services are likely to be duplicating information they have included in the CRM on their own systems. This is not something that The Orange Door can control, but may require focus by HLGs to streamline and minimise duplication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The best information is available to The Orange Door to inform risk</td>
<td>Partial</td>
<td>While CIP provides The Orange Door practitioners with highly relevant and useful information to inform risk assessment and management, information about other interactions with the non-government service system cannot be sourced. This means that risk assessment and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Information sharing and information management within The Orange Door

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extent achieved</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>assessment and management</td>
<td>management is informed about a client but is not informed by information about any responses or services that have been previously provided to that client, and the impact of those services (unless accessed through CIP or through information sharing under the Family Violence Information Sharing Scheme or Child Information Sharing Scheme, other privacy legislation and/or directly sourced information from the client).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpetrators are kept in view</td>
<td>Information appears to be shared with services providing men's behaviour change programs, however, the only information that is shared with family violence and child wellbeing core services appears to be through the case notes of the victim-survivor(s). In some cases, these can contain detailed description of the perpetrator's actions, however, this information is inconsistently gathered and shared. The information from CIP reports is also a key method for keeping perpetrators in view.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to information about who to connect clients with</td>
<td>Practitioners reported that information about external services available to clients was informally gathered but that there did not appear to be a systematic effort to collate this information at this early stage. Many practitioners appeared to make referrals based mainly on personal experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive information is managed carefully</td>
<td>Practitioners reported that the systems they used appeared to be secure. However, they stated that they would often email sensitive information to their own work emails and external services. This means that clients’ sensitive information depends on the cyber security practices of external services, as the data also lie on their servers once it is emailed. Given the small size of many organisations in the sector, concerns exist about their capabilities to secure their data. Partnership and service agreements are important in this context regarding the security of data from The Orange Door.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A feedback loop with the sector be established</td>
<td>As discussed further in Section 4.1.1, the ‘review and monitoring’ function in The Orange Door has not been established as yet (nor was it anticipated to be in the first four sites in the first establishment phase) – which goes to issues of information sharing into and out of The Orange Door. Practitioners are unaware whether clients are being provided services following allocation or referral, nor whether the services are high quality and suitable, despite this being a part of authorised practice under the FVISS/CIS. Any feedback is provided and collected on an ad hoc basis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The evaluation examined information sharing within The Orange Door, and identified enablers of information sharing and use within The Orange Door including:

- **Commitment by FSV and The Orange Door staff to sharing information.** Evidence from fieldwork indicates that all practitioners believe information should be shared where practicable and safe and where allowed under the information sharing legislation. Furthermore, information sharing is a key concept in the service model and specifications developed by FSV, highlighting its importance to the reforms.
- **Recently enacted legislation** enables greater information sharing (see Section 5.3).
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- **The introduction of the CIP**, which not only provides far greater information than previously (through a consolidated report of key public sector agencies information), but also has the potential to make it easier to obtain information and improve information sharing (see Section 5.3).

- **The varied backgrounds of The Orange Door practitioners.** The Orange Door brings together decades of experience across the family violence, perpetrator and child wellbeing sectors into one place. Colocation and multidisciplinary practice have enabled The Orange Door practitioners to learn from their colleagues and share information about services in the sector.

- **The partnership model.** The Orange Door partnerships have the potential to provide the foundations for the structure of information sharing within the partnership, which can be leveraged to provide a model for the broader sector. Currently, the way information is shared within the partnerships is through their practitioners collocated in The Orange Door and their connection with their employing agencies, and through HLG and OLG meetings.

The barriers to information sharing and use include:

- **Accountability for enabling information sharing.** At this early stage in the establishment of The Orange Door, at an operational level, it is not clear which role or group is accountable for developing the protocols and systems required to effectively share and use information within The Orange Door. All practitioners should be undertaking information sharing and using policies and procedures to facilitate this. Organisations also need to be providing leadership, and in time, this ultimately needs to be maintained as a shared responsibility. Although information sharing requires extensive collaboration across organisations, one individual or group ultimately requires the authority to progress this work, make difficult decisions and report on developments during this early stage of implementation of The Orange Door.

- **Siloed information collection databases.** One of the primary rationales for CIP’s existence is that information about people is held on individual services’ databases. The CRM is a further addition to the number of databases recording data about people, but has replaced the Integrated Reports and Information System (IRIS), HDC, SHIP and other case management databases in The Orange Door areas. Information will not be effectively shared until individual databases are able to ‘speak to each other’. The siloed nature of the databases mean that practitioners and case managers often need to duplicate recording work undertaken by other agencies on their own database.

- **The model is not designed as a closed loop system.** The Orange Door is intended to primarily undertake an ‘intake and assessment’ function, with the primary goal being to connect clients with services as quickly and effectively as possible, rather than guiding clients through every stage of support. As discussed in Section 4.1.1, formal feedback mechanisms have not yet been established and it is not clear to The Orange Door practitioners how these mechanisms would operate in practice.

**Key finding 53:** Information sharing within The Orange Door would be strengthened and duplication of effort reduced if practitioners were easily able to access information about the range of services that clients can connect with, and a feedback loop (review and monitoring system) with the sector was established

**Key finding 54:** At this early stage of implementation of The Orange Door, at an operational level, the responsibility for operationally supporting information sharing appears to be pooled between the Service System Navigator, the HLG, the Hub Manager and FSV, meaning no one person or group has overall accountability at this point in time. This may be appropriate in the longer term, but in initial implementation stages, it would benefit from one role taking initial leadership

### 7.2 To what extent is information sharing contributing to effective assessment and coordinated response to family violence risk?

The evaluation was only able to examine this issue from one side (The Orange Door sharing of information, and coordination of responses within The Orange Door) through practitioner interviews, data analysis and peak stakeholder interviews. To fully understand the extent to which information sharing is contributing to assessment and coordinated response, further investigation is needed to understand the experience of the service system with which The Orange Door interacts, shares information and refers. Please note Sections 4.3 and 5.3 discuss similar evaluation findings (with a focus on risk assessment). Key mechanisms for sharing of information into The Orange Door are discussed in Section 5.3 and relate to the CIP, CRM, use of partner agencies’ client databases and multidisciplinary practice.

At this early stage of The Orange Door service delivery, the evaluation is unable to determine with certainty the extent to which information sharing within The Orange Door is contributing to a coordinated response to family violence. To do this,
investigation is needed into the impact of information sharing from the non-The Orange Door service system. The evaluation is however able to provide evidence of the ‘direction of travel’ towards this goal 155.

The CRM is a database that practitioners in The Orange Door from multiple employing home agencies are able to use (providing they are practitioners of The Orange Door) and has the potential to be a key source of information sharing. Initial functional problems are being addressed through iterative upgrades to the system, and as data recording accuracy and comprehensiveness is improved, this should provide a key mechanism for information sharing via practitioners in The Orange Door.

Utilising the client data bases of employing home agencies is a key way in which The Orange Door is currently sharing information for the purposes of coordinating responses to family violence. When a referral to The Orange Door is made, practitioners check their home agencies databases to determine if previous services have been provided to the client, or if there is pre-existing information that can be shared. Practitioners indicated that where there was a pre-existing relationship, this assisted in making a timely referral to that agency to reinstate supports or to have the agency share information with The Orange Door to inform the risk and needs assessment.

The evaluation found that CIP is a key mechanism for sharing information, and there is good evidence that CIP reports are used to coordinate responses to family violence. There was evidence from practitioners that CIP reports were used to share information within The Orange Door to improve immediate risk assessment but also as a means to facilitate access to family violence services in a timely manner. For example, there is evidence that the information in the CIP reports is used to justify and expedite access to family violence case management in the context of waiting lists for this service. It is unknown from this evaluation if information from CIP reports is shared with clients, or if (and in what ways) this information is shared with agencies the client is referred to.

**Case Example**

In response to a CIP request, a member of the CIP team called The Orange Door practitioner ahead of the provision of the written CIP report to advise that the CIP process had identified that the perpetrator was to be released from prison within the next 24 hours. This information was not known to the client or The Orange Door. In response, the practitioner contacted the client, and mobilised the partner agency and referring agencies to immediately put in place strategies to help keep the woman safe.156

**Key finding 55:** The information sharing that is occurring within The Orange Door is contributing to coordinating responses to family violence at The Orange Door through key mechanisms including the CRM, use of partner agencies client databases and CIP

7.3 To what extent have The Orange Door systems and processes supported system integration and resulted in better collaboration between services

7.3.1 Facilitation of system integration and service access

The Orange Door is formed between government and service providers who have undertaken a formal Partnership Agreement within each area. Partnership Agreements commit the partner agencies to provide staffing to The Orange Door, as well as establishing a formal mechanism for collective leadership, shared vision, goals and actions, support integration of services, formalise governance mechanisms and create a process for dispute resolution.

In addition to the Partnership Agreements, The Orange Door concept envisaged that The Orange Door – specifically the Hub establishment groups, distinct from the HLGs – develop timely and effective referral pathways and protocols for information sharing, as well as agreements with private providers where necessary. These pathways would connect The

---

155 Please note, that there is a Monash University review of the Family Violence Information Sharing Scheme underway and due to report in 2020. The review will consider any adverse impacts or unintended consequences of the scheme – and the findings from this evaluation may inform this review.
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Orange Door with statewide and local services including housing, mental health, alcohol and drugs and maternal and child health services. The purpose of these pathways and agreements is to:

- ensure information gathered about a person or family (including information about assessment of risk) can be transferred to a service directly, accurately and in a timely fashion to avoid a person having to ‘re-tell their story’ or practitioners having to complete multiple risk or needs assessments
- confirm that the service is available and suitable before the referral is made, that the referral is recorded and take up is checked following referral
- support the person to undertake any eligibility assessment process required.\(^{157}\)

Based on evidence from fieldwork and client interviews, we found that pathways and agreements are not yet matured enough to facilitate system integration and service access. The service model does pose some challenges to integration:

- **Practitioners’ knowledge about services available in the broader sector**: During fieldwork, practitioners stated that they mainly relied upon their prior experience to inform services available outside the partnership rather than any consolidated source of information about services.

- **The access and referral mechanisms are not designed to deeply explore a client’s needs**: Practitioners do not feel clear about how deeply they are able to explore their clients’ circumstances and attempt to address their deeper needs. If they attempt to investigate a client’s concerns around her situation and address them (for example, by referring to counselling), they are concerned that they are beginning to provide case management. If they simply refer the client/s to the family violence or child wellbeing agency in the partnership, they are concerned that they have not adequately addressed their client’s needs. This has important implications for a practitioner’s ability to make comprehensive risk assessment if they are uncertain about how deep they are able to explore needs.

- **Isolated data systems for transmitting data**: Data recording systems used by The Orange Door and partnership agencies do not allow information gathered about a person or family to be transferred to a service securely. Some allocations or referrals are made using a phone call, email, hard copy, or in person. None of these methods provide the depth of information to the case manager so the extent that they can pick up where The Orange Door left off and progress support to the client. The adequacy of information transferred during referral from The Orange Door to referred agencies requires investigation and confirmation by FSV as The Orange Door evolves (noting the need to comply with privacy legislation).

- **Partnership organisations’ commitment to the model**: Evidence from fieldwork, including from HLG and OLG meetings, indicates that some partner agencies have concerns about The Orange Door model, both in relation to how to operationalises integrated practice, and in understanding the responsibility of the Hub Manager. This inhibits integration and service access as decisions can be delayed at an HLG or OLG level. It is unclear if concerns about aspects of the model expressed by some partner organisations reflect an ongoing ‘lack of commitment’, the immaturity of collective leadership by the HLG (at this point in time of the evaluation) or a response to the early challenges of implementation. This may become clearer within each HLG over time and as the operational model evolves.

- **A review and monitoring function**: There is no formalised feedback loop with services outside the partnership in this early stage of implementation to determine whether the client has received service and if this service has met their needs. Within the partnership, the practice of review and monitoring is somewhat more integrated as The Orange Door practitioners are able to check in with their employing agencies (or ask a colleague to). Nevertheless, there are no clear responsibilities in The Orange Door to check up on previous allocations or referrals, nor a technology enabled solution to allow someone to do so. The absence of this function was felt by clients too. One client stated:

Maybe maintain contact for a little bit longer than maybe just one phone call so that as you go through the process there’s still I don’t know even monthly contact. And I know that’s probably a big ask because they’re inundated with people but just to make sure that processes are running smoothly with you and if you need to be referred to somewhere else. I think a lot of the time and for me too women are afraid to even ask for help because and when you’ve been in an abusive relationship and particularly like me when you’ve been in one for a very long time you lose so much sense of yourself that to actually ask or to say that look I’m not really happy with this worker I need you to refer me somewhere else is perhaps something that you’re not going to do because you’re you don’t even know how to stand up for yourself. You lose that sense of self … A bit for more follow up I think. If that’s at all able to be done would be good”.

– Client interview

- **Perceived lack of capacity of the service system**: During fieldwork, some practitioners indicated that they did not refer, or delayed referring due to constraints in the service system, (for instance, case management workers reaching their maximum number of clients). According to FSV, in almost all cases, this perception was incorrect, however, it highlights the absence of the capacity for either The Orange Door practitioners or FSV to concretely gauge supply in the service system.

### 7.3.2 Timing and effectiveness of connections to services

The concept paper states that The Orange Door will connect people quickly and seamlessly to the supports and services they need. Employing agencies can allocate services to clients, or referrals can be made to a broader range of supports and agencies. Where clients are not able to be provided with a service response straight away, their risk and needs will be actively monitored.

Based on evidence from fieldwork, connections to services are not always timely at this early stage of The Orange Door implementation.

A number of FSV staff and The Orange Door workforce expressed uncertainty about whether practitioners were taking longer to connect clients to services than anticipated due to greater effort required to assess some clients and undertake a higher level of intervention:

- Many practitioners stated that their case management backgrounds meant that they were used to supporting clients through difficult periods. They also indicated that it was difficult not to become emotionally invested in certain cases, and that clients developed a personal bond with them.

- Practitioners also stated that the services appropriate for cases involving family violence are often more predictable than those involving child wellbeing. They are more likely to require brokerage and less likely to require home visits. This means that victim-survivors of family violence can be connected more rapidly to services than can families where child wellbeing is the focus.

- The extent of assessment undertaken in child wellbeing cases means that the time between assessment of these cases to being connected with services may be longer.  

---
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Clients interviewed also touched on the inability of The Orange Door to monitor connections with services:

- To one client, it appeared The Orange Door workers were not always aware of the services and products available to survivors of family violence.

> And letting you know everything that actually is available out there... And just to give you a bit more especially if like you're new to being involved with a DV service you know it's just we're here as an ear or we're here to get you out temporarily or you know which is what seems to happen a bit ... Because I've spoken like when I've been speaking like I deal with [worker’s name] when I’m talking to [worker’s name] and that I was talking to another girl [worker’s name] and I’ll bring things up stuff and they’ll go I didn’t even know that existed .... I think at the intake there’s probably more that they can give you more [pause] just arm you with knowledge… If they [The Orange Door] were armed with more information and in simpler terms … I really think that overall they need more training and knowledge of the services that are out there that actually do good and actually do stuff you know. ”

– Client interview

Another client stated that they had concerns about the capacity of The Orange Door to ensure connections to services delivered appropriate outcomes for clients:

> The only one thing that I can say that didn’t occur was she said to me that she felt I needed to go to [name of a sexual assault service] … and that never happened. And it didn’t happen with [name of a counselling and housing service] either. That would be the only thing I’d say. She [the worker] said she was going to talk to someone about that at The Orange Door and get back to me and that never happened. Now whether that’s her [the worker’s] fault or that’s the referral agency … I don’t know. But that would be the only negative thing I would say … It’s understandable that things slip through the net and I’m not angry about it at all because I think that the service that they provided was pretty good.”

– Client interview

Two factors mean that it is difficult to quantitatively analyse the timeliness and effectiveness of connection to services and critical interfaces at this point in the establishment of The Orange Door.

- While CRM does capture the time the case was opened and the time of case closure, this does not necessarily reflect the sum of time spent on the case

- As detailed in Section 4.1.1 and 4.3.2, there is limited follow up with external services to determine the outcomes of allocation or referral. The piecemeal nature of funding and service delivery means that tracking client outcomes may be difficult.

Improved recording of allocations of core services, referrals out of The Orange Door, and The Orange Door service response on the CRM will be required in order to conduct further quantitative analysis of allocation and referrals out of The Orange Door.

**Key finding 56:** The nature of assessment reported to be required in child wellbeing cases means that the time between initial intake, assessment and then referral to services may be longer than for other types of cases in The Orange Door

**Key finding 57:** Connections to services may be delayed and may not always be effective for a variety of reasons. These include difficulty in obtaining information required for assessment, lack of knowledge and clarity amongst The Orange Door practitioners about the services available and the undeveloped nature of the ‘review and monitoring’ function at this point in time

**Key finding 58:** Some clients interviewed indicated that they believe that The Orange Door does not have sufficient understanding about the service response needed or available within the broader service system. This may be a point in time finding from the evaluation and would require validation with additional clients before firm evaluation judgements could be made about if this will be an ongoing experience of clients.
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The scale of change that The Orange Door has faced in the early establishment phase cannot be underestimated. The context of the family violence reforms and the early stages of the roll out of The Orange Door are critical when considering the findings of this evaluation. It was not expected that The Orange Door would be operating seamlessly in an integrated manner at the time in which the 2018 evaluation was undertaken. The Orange Door represents a new way of working for FSV and the partner agencies and FSV is a new agency itself. Integrated practice with victim survivors, perpetrators and child and family services is a new model, based in new facilities, with new processes, and new staff.

There has been enormous effort on the part of FSV, all agencies and their staff involved to establish The Orange Door and this was evident to our evaluation team during field work and stakeholder interviews. The findings recognise this effort, and the opportunities for improvement identified in the report are intended to further support and develop the effective delivery of integrated services and integrated practice in future areas.

It is the nature of a developmental evaluation to allow for rapid change to implementation in response to emerging evaluation findings. FSV have already made changes, or are addressing some issues identified in our findings and subsequent recommendations. Examples of this are facilities upgrades, a new ‘go live’ criteria before services commence, the development of a workforce strategy, and further CRM iterations, all undertaken during the period that the evaluation was conducted.

In line with a developmental approach to evaluation of a program in the very early stages of implementation, we frame our ‘recommendations’ in terms of opportunities we have identified. Making ‘recommendations’ implies that FSV are unaware of issues or do not already have a staged plan to address these. It also assumes that The Orange Door will not have evolved between the time of our evaluation field work and the provision of this evaluation report. As such, we frame our advice in relation to the opportunities we see are available at this point in time to strengthen The Orange Door model and initial service offering, and further develop establishment processes for subsequent areas as The Orange Door is rolled out across Victoria.

8.1 Overarching themes of our findings and opportunities

The many findings of the evaluation can be grouped into a number of overarching themes that relate to more than one evaluation question or line of inquiry, or relate to only one The Orange Door area.

Overarching themes of the evaluation findings are:

1. The commitment by FSV, partner agencies and the workforce to the concept of integrated practice and The Orange Door model has been sufficient to overcome most of the start-up challenges.

2. Foundational key concepts in The Orange Door model are clearly evident and are defined in a range of practice guidance and foundational documents. These need refining to operationalise them in practice.

3. Consistency of practices and processes within and between The Orange Door areas now needs focus. Clearer operational guidance is needed around the processes and tools that can be standardised across The Orange Door areas as opposed to those that allow for local variation. This may become clearer as more areas are established.

4. The volume of change in practice posed by The Orange Door should not be underestimated and needs to be factored into planning and development in the first 12 months in any new area where The Orange Door is established.

5. The integration of perpetrator services in The Orange Door requires focused effort to include these elements of the service system in a more effective way.

6. The Orange Door is still perceived as primarily a family violence-focused initiative by child wellbeing practitioners.

7. CIP has been positive for information sharing to inform risk assessment and practice.

8. Outcomes and the experience of clients was unable to be assessed with confidence as part of this evaluation. Further exploration of how to validate findings through client feedback should be a focus of future evaluation effort.

9. Data quality issues in this early stage of implementation have had an impact on service delivery and performance management within each The Orange Door area.
8.2 Assessment of opportunities

The developmental nature of the evaluation, the scale of the evaluation and the multiple lines of inquiry have understandably generated a significant number of findings and opportunities. It is not possible for FSV and/or partner agencies to implement all of these, and as such, we have used a matrix to assess the value of each opportunity and our view on the effort of implementation. In this assessment we have defined:

- Value: The contribution made towards The Orange Door service model and associated reforms.
- Implementation: The likely degree of implementation complexity.

Figure 13 shows this matrix and situates findings within different quadrants using a traffic light system.

**Figure 13: Matrix to assess opportunities for improvement to The Orange Door**

8.3 The relationship of the opportunities to the evaluation questions

The opportunities are presented in order to address each of the evaluation questions:

- cross-referencing an opportunity for improvement against key findings from the evaluation
- identifying our assessment of the value and implementation effort of each opportunity using a traffic light system
- identifying if the opportunity relates to specific operational areas, future areas or the broader FSV program of work.

8.4 The role of FSV as a ‘system steward’ during early implementation of The Orange Door

At the foundation of The Orange Door concept is a need for collective leadership through the organisations in The Orange Door partnership – where each organisation brings their specific skills and services to the collaborative effort of The Orange Door intake and assessment system. It is to be expected that as the model evolves and service processes and procedures become embedded, that each HLG will move from their early focus on operational issues to a more strategic focus on localising the service to meet the needs of their clients. This is aligned with the concept model of The Orange Door – and in time, this should be achievable.
Conclusions and opportunities

However, at this early stage of implementation, uncertainty over how to operationalise the model and the pressures of establishment indicate that FSV needs to play a larger role as ‘system steward’ than originally anticipated. The nature and outcomes of The Orange Door will be influenced by many different stakeholders (including partner agencies) working together. In this context, FSV will need to oversee the ways in which The Orange Door is being implemented and attempt to steer the system more directly towards certain outcomes, to reinforce positive attributes of the model, and to identify and correct any process and operational issues that detract from positive client outcomes. This goes to the issue of which operational issues of The Orange Door needs statewide standardisation and what can be localised for each area. In the early days of The Orange Door, it is advised that FSV adopt a more overt system steward role to lead The Orange Door more directly towards the outcomes we all hope The Orange Door can achieve for Victorians. With this in mind, we have identified a range of opportunities for improvements to be made, and have deliberately indicated where we believe FSV should take a leadership role in progressing these. This does not mean that FSV alone are responsible, or even that they can alone make these improvements. Many will require collaborative efforts by the partner agencies but at this stage, FSV have a role to lead the partnerships in addressing these improvement areas.
### 8.5 Evaluation Question 1: What changes can be made to establishment approaches to improve future implementation and operations of Orange Door Sites?

**Line of Inquiry 1:** To what extent have establishment, planning and operationalisation activities enabled implementation of The Orange Door foundational service model?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Related key findings</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established Orange Door areas</th>
<th>Future Orange Door areas</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A. Planning for future areas of The Orange Door could consider:</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A revised ‘go live’ criteria including 75 per cent staffing contingency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sequencing implementation of key roles and capabilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Additional time for The Orange Door workforce to embed processes and systems prior to service delivery commencing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The different staffing/workforce needs for the first six months of operation compared with ongoing needs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B. That FSV lead a process to co-develop, with practitioners, practical operational procedures at The Orange Door that define which functions and processes across The Orange Door areas require state-wide standardised processes and which can be adapted in response to local needs. For functions that are determined to require state-wide consistency, define process and procedures and how integration is to be operationalised.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1C. That FSV lead a process with partner organisations to develop a change management plan for The Orange Door that aligns with this initial evaluation and strategically moves the workforce and sector towards the vision outlined in The Orange Door concept.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Line of inquiry 2: To what extent have establishment planning and operationalisation activities enabled implementation of The Orange Door foundational service model?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Related key findings</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Future areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2A. Consider methods to expedite the collective ‘functioning’ of HLGs for new areas of The Orange Door. This may be through mechanisms such as:</td>
<td>9, 10</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Developing a ‘virtual HLG’ prior to operations commencing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Establishing shared priorities prior to implementation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Hosting representatives from the first four HLGs to ‘share’ lessons learnt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B. That FSV work with partner agencies to define a practical shared measurement/performance management framework for The Orange Door. The shared measurement framework will define the performance indicators to align the outcomes expected of the partner organisations with the outcomes of The Orange Door. We understand that FSV is underway with work to develop a performance management framework</td>
<td>9,10</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2C. Refine partnership and/or service agreements to include:</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Performance monitoring frameworks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Clarification of accountability and decision making within The Orange Door operations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D. Clarification be provided to The Orange Door workforce regarding decision making and accountability within governance structures, management, and practice lines in their area</td>
<td>9, 10</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions and opportunities

8.6 Evaluation Question 2: To what extent is The Orange Door operating as intended by the initial service offering?

Line of inquiry 3: To what extent is The Orange Door operating as intended, and making use of systems and processes?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Related key findings</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Future areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3A. FSV consider regularly providing guidance to the workforce on:</td>
<td>6, 36, 55</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• the processes to determine when a CIP should be requested</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• any restrictions or time delays in CIP report requests for each area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B. FSV to update demand projections for the next areas of The Orange Door based on learnings from these four areas, and also consider caseload and staffing with reference to:</td>
<td>43, 48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• specialty mix across the three client streams needed with The Orange Door workforce</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• different time/volume of resources needs of cases from different client streams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3C. FSV consider investigating the extent to which child wellbeing cases take longer to progress through The Orange Door than family violence-related cases. Following from this, provide communication to practitioners regarding the time-length appropriate for different types of cases. This will assist in demand management processes as well as workforce need projections for subsequent areas.</td>
<td>56, 57</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Conclusions and opportunities

**Line of inquiry 4: To what extent are clients connected to the right services at the right time?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Related key findings</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Future areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4A. FSV to investigate and communicate the expected mix of demand sources (L17s, third-party referrals, direct contact) for new areas prior to their commencement to allow The Orange Door OLG to plan for workflow in the first months of operations.</td>
<td>43, 47</td>
<td><img src="yellow" alt="Yellow" /></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4B. FSV explore how data reporting from CRM can show ‘tracking’ of clients’ pathways through The Orange Door from initial contact through to case closure. This could provide insight into potential causes of demand pressures within the overall system.</td>
<td>16, 57, 58</td>
<td><img src="yellow" alt="Yellow" /></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4C. FSV prioritise providing guidance to The Orange Door workforce about the interventions, active engagement and risk monitoring appropriate for different types of cases (notwithstanding noting that each case and client is unique).</td>
<td>20</td>
<td><img src="green" alt="Green" /></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4D. In line with existing upgrades planed for the CRM, FSV to explore how real-time data may be collected and displayed for use by The Orange Door management and governance to allow them improved visibility of demand and service outcomes.</td>
<td>37, 38</td>
<td><img src="yellow" alt="Yellow" /></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4E. Subsequent evaluations of The Orange Door could investigate the impact of the introduction of The Orange Door on the capacity of the service system to respond to referrals from The Orange Door.</td>
<td>14, 17, 37, 58</td>
<td><img src="red" alt="Red" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Line of inquiry 5: To what extent is The Orange Door effective in assessment and management of risk and need?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Related key findings</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Future areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5A. FSV consider undertaking further research to understand further the characteristics of and reasons for clients not engaging with The Orange Door.</td>
<td>24, 38, 39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5B. FSV to implement guidance on requirements and activities to align with the Multi-Agency Risk Assessment and Management (MARAM) Framework to assist with reconciling local innovation approaches with the need for state-wide consistency</td>
<td>21, 22</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5C. FSV to work with DHHS to develop and implement an assessment tool for use in child wellbeing cases (with or without family violence) to assist with reconciling local innovation approaches with the need for state-wide consistency</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5D. The Orange Door include a focus on aligning MARAM within The Orange Door and with local service integration in order to integrate and improve risk assessment and management across the service system.</td>
<td>22, 23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Conclusions and opportunities

**8.7 Evaluation Question 3: To what extent is The Orange Door initial service offering contributing to improving client experience and client and system outcomes?**

**Line of inquiry 6: To what extent is The Orange Door visible, accessible and safe (including culturally safe) at each site?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Related key findings</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Future areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6A. FSV to continue to consider physical safety assessments (for clients and for the workforce) for each site independently. There are safety benefits and disadvantages of each site that may need to be balanced in considering how to improve safety for clients and the workforce, or in selecting a location. For example, a main street increases access for clients but also increases visibility of the workforce.</td>
<td>27, 28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6B. FSV to prioritise management of the incoming phone system during business hours so that clients unable to contact The Orange Door via phone can be responded to.</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6C. FSV (in collaboration with partner agencies) to develop and deliver workforce cultural diversity and inclusion training to ensure consistent baseline skills across the workforce.</td>
<td>32, 51, 52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6D. FSV provide further operational clarity to partner agencies and The Orange Door workforce regarding the role of outreach in assessing and responding to risks for child wellbeing, victim survivor and perpetrator responses.</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6E. FSV monitor community awareness of the role of The Orange Door over the first 12 months of operations of the first four areas to determine what, if any, clarification or awareness raising within the community might be needed.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6F. Higher quality data should be collected and reported in CRM on the access and use of The Orange Door by diverse client groups.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Conclusions and opportunities

#### Line of inquiry 7: To what extent has The Orange Door ensured clients receive information and options that respond to their needs and enable informed choices?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Related key findings</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Future areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7A. Future evaluations could investigate perceptions and understanding of the role of The Orange Door by the broader community (including potential referrers).</td>
<td>30, 32, 52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7B. Future evaluations or current FSV program of work on client experience could investigate through direct client feedback if clients are receiving information and options (with consideration of the different needs of the three client groups). This may align with FSV’s current program of work with client experience.</td>
<td>31, 32, 51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Line of inquiry 8: How is The Orange Door working to keep perpetrators in view to keep women and children safe?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Key related findings</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Future areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8A. Future evaluations could invite direct client feedback to help investigate the extent to which The Orange Door is keeping women, children and other people experiencing family violence safe, and perpetrators in view.</td>
<td>35, 39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8B. FSV and partner agencies could leverage the skills and experiences of Aboriginal services involved in The Orange Door to improve the capacity of the rest of the workforce to work in an integrated way to keep perpetrators in view.</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 8.8 Evaluation Question 4: To what extent does The Orange Door workforce have the resources, capacity and specialist expertise to undertake the full range of functions articulated in the initial service offering?

#### Line of inquiry 9: To what extent is the integrated and multi-disciplinary approach to service provision at each Orange Door site working to support better outcomes?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Related key findings</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Future areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9A. Building on the Interim Integrated Practice Framework, FSV lead a process to co-design a state-wide operational guide for integrated practice with practitioners across the disciplines and/or relevant state-wide experts at The Orange Door. The operational guide could include:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Defined current and future state (vision)</td>
<td>6, 41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Scope and timing initiatives/projects to define integration for each function of service delivery including performance indicators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Approach to engagement with staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Structured approach for movement toward service integration for each existing area and future areas of The Orange Door including a clear change management strategy and plan (building on their current strengths identified in this report and addressing key challenges)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Definition and practice examples of what integration means in the context of The Orange Door for practitioner training and capability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9B. That The Orange Door provide regular time for practitioners to develop and improve integrated practice through:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Shared reflective practice across teams</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Presenting shared approaches to practice across teams</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Engaging in trans-disciplinary training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Opportunities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Related key findings</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Future areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>9C.</strong> That FSV work with practitioners and/or state-wide peak bodies/relevant experts to define the minimum standard of training and education to support 'integrated practice' that could include:</td>
<td>41, 43, 44</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identifying appropriate existing training available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Include concept and guidance on integrated practice and working with diverse client cohorts in an induction program for new staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Developing and delivering ongoing training on integrated practice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Training in MARAM and information sharing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Training in The Best Interests Case Practice Model (BICPM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Training relating to current practice and frameworks for working with perpetrators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Line of inquiry 10: To what extent does The Orange Door workforce have the resources, capacity and specialist expertise to undertake the full range of functions articulated in the foundational offer?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Related key findings</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Future areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>10A.</strong> That FSV clarify and communicate to the existing and future areas the purpose and responsibilities of the following roles:</td>
<td>4, 44, 46</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Integrated Practice Lead, including their intended interaction with family violence-focused practitioners, and guidance about when practitioners should seek advice and accountability for decisions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Service System Navigator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Advanced Family Violence Practice Lead (particularly as it relates to leadership in practice for working with perpetrators)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hub Manager.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Conclusions and opportunities

#### Opportunities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Related key findings</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Future areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10B. That FSV consider providing further operational clarity around core roles. This might be through working with partner agencies to agree on standardised position descriptions for all roles (including existing areas) for all partner agencies to use as the basis for recruitment.</td>
<td>4, 45, 46</td>
<td>![✓]</td>
<td>![✓]</td>
<td>![✓]</td>
<td>![✓]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Line of inquiry 11: To what extent does The Orange Door workforce have the skills to recognise and manage signs of family violence, including perpetration, and child vulnerability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Related key findings</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Future areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11A. That Orange Door partner agencies consider rotation of staff between client interaction functions of intake, triage and assessment. This can develop competence and helps to transfer knowledge between The Orange Door and employing agencies.</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>![✓]</td>
<td>![✓]</td>
<td>![✓]</td>
<td>![✓]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11B. That FSV and partner agencies explore ways to enhance leadership in practice with perpetrators.</td>
<td>44, 45</td>
<td>![✓]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11C. That FSV’s workforce strategy identify that professional development needs to be tailored to the background skills of practitioners. For example, training in identifying and responding to child wellbeing risks in the absence of family violence for practitioners who have previously worked predominantly in family violence.</td>
<td>44, 50</td>
<td>![✓]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions and opportunities

Line of inquiry 12: To what extent does The Orange Door workforce have the skills to meet the needs of diverse client groups (eg Aboriginal, CALD and LGBTIQ clients)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Key related findings</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Future areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12A. FSV develop and in partnership with partner agencies, deliver across The Orange Door workforce training on responding to clients with diverse needs (including disability, aged or LGBTI) to ensure consistent baseline skills across the workforce.</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>✅</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12B. Additional training is needed on data recording for specific fields/issues where data quality is currently inadequate to meet service delivery and performance monitoring needs such as:</td>
<td>51, 52</td>
<td>✅</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• disability status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Aboriginal status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• multicultural background</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• client access method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12C. FSV to consider introducing reporting for the following data fields in the CRM:</td>
<td>51, 52</td>
<td>✅</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Age brackets of client</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• LGBTIQ status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12D. Future evaluations or current FSV program of work on client experience could investigate through direct client feedback whether services are provided in a way that meets client’s diverse needs.</td>
<td>52, 53</td>
<td>✅</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8.9 Evaluation Question 5: To what extent is The Orange Door supporting service integration and coordination at the local level?

Line of inquiry 13: To what extent are mechanisms in place to ensure information is shared and used?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Related key findings</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Future areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13A. FSV continue to make iterative upgrades and improvements to the CRM in response to feedback from practitioners. This will allow the CRM to become more fit for purpose to share information among The Orange Door practitioners</td>
<td>55, 56, 57</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Line of inquiry 14: To what extent is information sharing contributing to effective assessment and coordinated response to family violence risk?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Related key findings</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Future areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14A. FSV to consider building systems into CRM or other processes to enable the tracking/communicating of outcomes of referrals made to or from The Orange Door.</td>
<td>38, 57</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Line of inquiry 15: To what extent have The Orange Door systems and processes supported system integration and resulted in better collaboration between services?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Related key finding</th>
<th>Analysis of opportunity</th>
<th>Established areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Future areas of The Orange Door</th>
<th>Broader FSV program of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15A. FSV to monitor emerging ‘capacity gaps’ in the various areas of the service system to which The Orange Door refers.</td>
<td>38, 58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt=" " /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15B. FSV (and in collaboration with future area HLGs) specifically build on existing systems and processes of collaboration and information sharing currently in place in Child FIRST alliances during the establishment phase of new The Orange Door areas.</td>
<td>58</td>
<td><img src="image" alt=" " /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt=" " /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Q. What changes can be made to establishment approaches to improve future implementation and operations of Orange Door sites?

#### Lines of Inquiry

**To what extent have establishment planning and operationalisation activities enabled implementation of The Orange Door foundational service model?**

- Partnerships and networks enable sharing of information and referral practices
- The Orange Door establishment activities have been effective in enabling The Orange Door sites to commence services as intended
- Tools, systems and guidelines (eg Interim Integrated Practice Framework, Orange Door CRM and CIP) are operational and fit for purpose

#### Indicators

- Governance Terms of Reference
- HLG and OLG
- Lessons Learned and Issues Register
- Meeting minutes
- Orange Door 30 Day Review – interview and survey data
- Orange Door Implementation plans
- Orange Door Partnership Agreements
- Orange Door Phase 2 Project Plan
- Orange Door risk management plans
- Workforce transition plans (including sequencing of role recruitment)

#### Methods and Data Sources

**Existing data**

- Executive meetings
- Governance meetings
- Orange Door manager interviews
- PwC analysis of outputs from CIP, CRIS, IRIS and CRM
- Stakeholder meetings
- Staff interviews

---

**To what extent are governance arrangements for each Orange Door site operating effectively**

- Governance arrangements are:
  - Contributing to The Orange Door effectively to deliver its functions
  - Embedding collective leadership of The Orange Door
  - Supporting integrated practice and integration of The Orange Door
  - Helping government and organisations to work together to achieve the goals of The Orange Door
  - Local enablers and barriers to effective governance arrangements are identified

- HLG and OLG meeting minutes
- HLG Terms of Reference
- OLG Terms of Reference
- Orange Door 30 Day Review – interview and survey data
- Orange Door Leadership Group Minutes
- Partnership agreements
- Service provider interface documentation

#### Primary data collection

- Executive interviews
- Orange Door manager interviews
- Staff interviews
- Stakeholder meetings
Q2. To what extent is The Orange Door operating as intended by the initial service offering?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lines of Inquiry</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Methods and Data Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|                   | The Orange Door sites are offering the full suite of foundational services | Existing data and information:  
  • Administrative data on cases created and closed (by client type) (CRM)  
  • Administrative service use data for core service usage (CRM)  
  Primary data collection:  
  • Supplementary staff interviews (if needed) |
|                   | Clients are being referred to The Orange Door from the various sources expected | Existing data and information:  
  • Administrative data on referral sources (including contact method and third party referral sources) (CRM)  
  Primary data collection:  
  • Staff interviews  
  • PwC analysis of outputs from IRIS, CRIS, CRM and HDC |
|                   | The Orange Door sites are managing demand | Existing data and information:  
  • Data on clients waiting for a service from The Orange Door  
  • Interim (draft) Demand Management and Prioritisation policies and procedure documentation  
  Primary data collection:  
  • Executive interviews  
  • Staff interviews  
  • PwC analysis of outputs from IRIS, CRIS, CRM and HDC |
|                   | Clients are effectively screened, triaged and provided with a response to their immediate risks and needs | Existing data and information:  
  • Administrative data on clients waiting for a service but not allocated to a worker for assessment  
  • Administrative data on referrals to crisis or emergency supports (including Safe Steps) through CRM  
  • Interim (draft) Demand Management and Prioritisation policy and procedure  
  • Orange Door Risk and issues register  
  Primary data collection:  
  • Executive interviews  
  • Client interviews  
  • Staff interviews |
### Q2. To what extent is The Orange Door operating as intended by the initial service offering?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lines of Inquiry</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Methods and Data Sources</th>
<th>Primary data collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| To what extent are clients connected to the right services at the right time?159 | Service responses are tailored to need and risk Clients who are not able to be immediately allocated or referred to services are provided with active management and support (holding) in partnership with core services | • Administrative data on number of Family Violence referral to core and other services (CRM)  
• Administrative data on referral to core and other services  
• Administrative data on risk assessments  
• Case studies collected by staff  
• Initial service model documentation  
• Protocols/procedures for holding responses  
• Orange Door 30 Day Review data – surveys and interviews | • Client interviews  
• Staff interviews  
• PwC analysis of outputs from IRIS, CRIS, CRM and HDC |
| To what extent is The Orange Door effective in assessment and management of risk and need? | Clients are assessed and their risks and needs are accurately identified Client preferences and choices are taken into consideration when assessment and management of risk and need are conducted. | • Administrative data on needs assessments (CRM)  
• Administrative data on risk assessments (CRM)  
• Administrative data on Safety Plans conducted (CRM)  
• Administrative data on number of client allocations/referrals mis-directed to The Orange Door  
• Assessment procedure policy and documentation  
• Case studies collected by staff  
• Evidence that women, children and other family members are individually assessed  
• Initial service model documentation  
• Orange Door 30 Day Review – survey data | • Executive interviews  
• Client interviews  
• Staff interviews  
• PwC analysis of outputs from CRM and CIP |

159 Aligns with the Family Violence Outcomes Framework. Indicators to inform this outcome may be refined based on findings/available data from this developmental evaluation of The Orange Door.
## Q3. To what extent is The Orange Door initial service offering contributing to improving client experience and client and system outcomes?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lines of Inquiry</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Methods and Data Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To what extent is The Orange Door visible, accessible and safe (including culturally safe) at each site?</td>
<td>Orange Door sites have been set up at a physical location that is visible and accessible. Orange Door sites are close to other community service providers and public transport.</td>
<td><strong>Existing data and information</strong>&lt;br&gt;• FSV location and building planning documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building features and physical space are safe and fit for purpose</td>
<td>Orange Door sites have been set up at a physical location that is visible and accessible. Orange Door sites are close to other community service providers and public transport.</td>
<td><strong>Existing data and information</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Desktop review of design documentation&lt;br&gt;• Orange Door 30 Day Review – survey data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access options are established and operational (including telephone and on-line access, alternative Orange Door access points; and outreach or mobile workers)</td>
<td>Orange Door sites have been set up at a physical location that is visible and accessible. Orange Door sites are close to other community service providers and public transport.</td>
<td><strong>Existing data and information</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Data on access channels for screenings (by type of contact method) (CRM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange Door sites provide a safe and inclusive environment and service response (including culturally safe) for all people in need of their support</td>
<td>Orange Door sites have been set up at a physical location that is visible and accessible. Orange Door sites are close to other community service providers and public transport.</td>
<td><strong>Existing data and information</strong>&lt;br&gt;• Cultural safety assessments&lt;br&gt;• Data on diversity of characteristics of service users (gender, Indigenous status and disability) (CRM)&lt;br&gt;• Disability access assessments&lt;br&gt;• Risk and Occupational Health and Safety (OH&amp;S) management plan&lt;br&gt;• The Orange Door inclusiveness policies&lt;br&gt;• Workforce cultural safety training schedule</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q3. To what extent is The Orange Door initial service offering contributing to improving client experience and client and system outcomes?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lines of Inquiry</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Methods and Data Sources</th>
<th>Primary data collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| To what extent has The Orange Door ensured clients receive information and options that respond to their needs and enable informed choices? | Clients are supported to manage and reduce their risks and address their needs, based on advice and information provided by The Orange Door | • Policy and procedures around information provision related to risk and need  
• CRM data on the range of advice and information provided to clients  
• Orange Door staff training modules on advice and information provision  
• Orange Door 30 Day Review – survey and interview data | • Client interviews  
• Staff interviews  
• PwC analysis of outputs from CRM and CIP |

How is The Orange Door working to keep perpetrators in view to keep women and children safe? | Information and material is shared to assess and respond to family violence risk  
Information is shared to enable a tailored service response for perpetrators | • Administrative data on CIP reports delivered (CRM)  
• Administrative data on CIP requests made (CRM) and reason  
• CRM information indicating multi-disciplinary approach in service delivery  
• Data on intervention type and referrals for perpetrators  
• Orange Door 30 Day Review – survey data  
• Risk Assessment (ICRAT) data | • Staff interviews  
• Client (perpetrator) interviews  
• PwC analysis of outputs from CRM and CIP |

---

160 Aligns with the Family Violence Outcomes Framework. Indicators to inform this outcome may be refined based on findings/available data from this developmental evaluation of The Orange Door
### Lines of Inquiry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lines of Inquiry</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Methods and Data Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To what extent is the integrated and multi-disciplinary approach to service provision at each Orange Door site working to support better outcomes?</td>
<td>Orange Door sites' intake, assessment, intervention and referral processes draw appropriately from disciplines represented in The Orange Door. Enablers and barriers to multidisciplinary service in The Orange Door are identified.</td>
<td><strong>Existing data and information</strong>&lt;br&gt;• CRM data that demonstrates evidence of a multidisciplinary approach to service provision&lt;br&gt;• Orange Door 30 Day Review – survey data&lt;br&gt;• Orange Door policy and procedure documentation&lt;br&gt;• Orange Door processes/systems for engagement with practice leaders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| To what extent does The Orange Door workforce have the skills to recognise and manage signs of family violence, including perpetration, and child vulnerability? | Training and support has been provided to staff to recognise and manage signs of family violence, including perpetration, and child vulnerability. | **Existing data and information**<br>• Desktop review of Orange Door training schedule and delivery<br>• Evaluation of Orange Door training<br>• Orange Door 30 Day Review – survey data | **Primary data collection**<br>• Executive interviews<br>• Orange Door manager interviews<br>• Staff interviews<br>• PwC analysis of outputs from CRM and CIP |
Q4. To what extent does The Orange Door workforce have the resources, capacity and specialist expertise to undertake the full range of functions articulated in the initial service offering?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lines of Inquiry</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Methods and Data Sources</th>
<th>Primary data collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| To what extent does The Orange Door workforce have the skills to meet the needs of diverse client groups (eg Aboriginal, CALD and LGBTIQ clients)? | Orange Door sites are appropriately staffed, and staff are appropriately trained, to meet the needs of diverse clients. Enablers and barriers to meeting the needs of diverse clients are identified. | - Data on training assessment measures and performance monitoring of staff skill levels in meeting the needs of diverse clients. 
- Evidence of specialist Orange Door advisors/organisations available. 
- Training schedule/evidence for staff. | - Client interviews. 
- Orange Door manager interviews. 
- Staff interviews. |
Q5. To what extent is The Orange Door supporting service integration and coordination at the local level?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lines of Inquiry</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Methods and Data Sources</th>
<th>Primary data collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| To what extent are mechanisms in place to ensure information is shared and used? | Information sharing protocols and practices are in place between Orange Door sites and referring bodies. Information about referrals and referral outcomes is shared between The Orange Door and referring bodies and services. Information about perpetrators is:  
  - shared  
  - used in service delivery  
  - used for referral  
The enablers and barriers to effectively using shared information to deliver appropriate outcomes for service users are identified. |  
  - Administrative data on referrals to core and other services (CRM)  
  - Data on the request, use and sharing of CIP reports  
  - Document review of policy/procedures (including MARAM risk assessment and management protocols)  
  - Orange Door 30 Day Review – survey data  
  - Protocols and systems for feedback from agencies whom clients have been referred |  
  - Orange Door manager interviews  
  - Management interviews  
  - Staff interviews  
  - PwC analysis of outputs from CRIS, CIP, IRIS, CRM and HDC |
| To what extent is information sharing contributing to effective assessment and coordinated response to family violence risk? | Data and information is used to enable consistent and timely approaches to sharing of information between agencies. |  
  - Administrative data on CIP requests (and purpose of request) (CRM)  
  - Administrative data on CIP reports delivered (and purpose of report) (CRM)  
  - Orange Door 30 Day Review – survey data |  
  - Staff interviews  
  - Management interviews  
  - Orange Door manager interviews |
## Q5. To what extent is The Orange Door supporting service integration and coordination at the local level?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lines of Inquiry</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Methods and Data Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|                  | Orange Door referral pathways and agreements facilitates system integration and service access. Connections to core services (e.g., family violence and family services) and critical interfaces (e.g., after hours responses, refuges, child protection, justice agencies) are timely and effective. | Existing data and information:  
- Document review of referral pathways and/or agreements  
- Evidence in CRM of consultation input from different services  
- Evidence of local and statewide systems and processes that support collaboration |
|                  |            | Primary data collection:  
- Orange Door manager interviews  
- Management interviews  
- Staff interviews  
- PwC analysis of outputs from CRIS, CIP, IRIS, CRM and HDC |
Appendix B  Evaluation methodology

The scope of the evaluation is defined by five overarching questions (outlined in Appendix A in terms of lines of enquiry, indicators, methods and the data sources used to collect evaluation evidence). We worked collaboratively with FSV in the design and development of the evaluation including refinement of FSV’s existing evaluation framework to sharpen the focus on specific lines of inquiry for the 2018 evaluation. This co-design process helped us to agree on the evaluation structure and focus, and it helped to ensure the evaluation methodology has minimal impact on The Orange Door operations. Figure 2 summarises the methods used to inform the evaluation and findings presented in this report.

Figure 14: Evaluation methods

Desktop review of 86 statewide guidance materials
Understanding the intent, concept and implementation method

Desktop review of area specific information
Review of 154 area-specific considerations and details

Two rounds of fieldwork
The evaluation team visited The Orange Door areas in October and in December to interview 217 practitioners

Interviews with clients
ACU interviewed six clients who were recruited through engagement with practitioners at The Orange Door

Focus groups with governance groups
Thematic analysis of data from The Orange Door leadership groups

Interviews with 24 sector stakeholders
Thematic analysis from interviews with FSV leadership and sector stakeholders

Data analysis
Analysing quantitative data from CRM and DHHS databases to identify trends where possible

Ethical review

Ethical review of The Orange Door 2018 evaluation was planned from the onset and was considered particularly important as it involved interviewing clients to “gather information beyond that which is collected routinely.”\(^{161}\) The sensitivity of the circumstances in which clients presented at The Orange Door may also have meant that evaluation activity “infringed upon the privacy of participants.”\(^{162}\) As such, ethical review was required.

The DHHS HREC application process required submission of a considerable volume of documentation to enable the committee to make a decision on the ethical merit of the proposed research. The documentation included a:

- project protocol that outlined the research
- methodological approach

---


Evaluation methodology

- participant cohort, recruitment and consent processes. These included supporting documents such as participant information sheets, consent forms, interview schedules, participant selection criteria (associated with our proposed recruitment process) and Victorian Specific Module (VSM) and Human Research Ethics Application (HREA) application forms.

The evaluation team also reviewed relevant guidelines including the Australian Code for the Responsible Conduct of Research, Australian Institute for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS) Guidelines for Ethical Research in Australian Indigenous Studies, ANROWS requirements for research projects and ANROWS’ A guide to evaluating interventions relating to violence against women. The team also sought advice from relevant FSV project and policy leads. The evaluation team also sought expert advice from No To Violence, Bethany Community Support as well as FSV’s Sexual Assault Policy and Programs area to develop the second application requesting approval to interview perpetrators of family violence.

Application submission needed to coincide with the existing committee’s meetings. We undertook two separate submissions following advice for the HREC: one that related to the overall evaluation (submitted in August 2018 with ratification being obtained in December 2018) and one that related primarily to primary data collection from perpetrators of family violence (submitted in October 2018 and ratified by the HREC in February 2019).

The ethics application process – as an in-depth and expansive process – served as an effective way to consider all avenues of the proposed research, and became the foundation for the evaluation. Ethics applications are commonly a long process involving detailed documentation of methods, and the volume of work involved was predicted and planned for by PwC, ACU and FSV. However, in our experience submitting a range of large scale social and health research and evaluation applications to varied government, academic and commercial ethics committees, it is our view that the sensitivity of The Orange Door application coupled with the HREC’s limited understanding of The Orange Door service model created delays to progressing with data collection for the evaluation beyond what would reasonable be predicted. The ethical review process for the 2018 evaluation required considerable more effort, time and cost than was initially planned. This was largely due to the concerns raised by the DHHS HREC regarding The Orange Door service model and evaluation interactions with vulnerable cohorts of clients and perpetrators of family violence.

However, the process of ethical review for the evaluation has familiarised the DHHS HREC with the concept of The Orange Door and improved its understanding of ‘risk’ in this environment. This has provided a strong foundation of understanding for evaluations of this nature in the future.

Desktop review
FSV provided PwC with a large number of documents to inform the evaluation, including:

- 86 documents relating to statewide rollout of The Orange Door, including the concept, model, specifications, practice guides, organisational charts, implementation reporting, etc.

- 40 documents relating to evaluations, reviews and client feedback conducted by FSV and others.

- 154 site-specific documents, including HLG and OLG minutes, localised processes, staff feedback and commencement reports.

There were a number of purposes of the desktop review:

- **Provide background context:** Following the commencement of the project, PwC reviewed the documents to develop background context, to ensure the evaluation did not cover ‘old ground’, and to inform its findings.

- **Open opportunities for follow-up:** Review of site-specific documents provided the evaluators opportunities to follow up on themes and gather supplementary data during field work

- **Facilitate opportunities for detailed discussions with data custodians:** Review of data and documentation allowed evaluators to identify FSV and DHHS held data sources that may provide useful data to include in the evaluation. A number of follow up meeting where held with data custodians to facilitate formal data requests.
Evaluation methodology

- **Inform an evaluation baseline:** The Support and Safety Hubs statewide concept, service model and service specifications and related practical guidelines were used to evaluate the progress of The Orange Door against its intended design.

We undertook a literature review, building on existing research undertaken by FSV, of research relating to integrated practice and matrix models, and engaging clients in research.

**Focus groups and interviews with the sector and FSV**

PwC/PIC undertook evaluation interviews with a range of government and non-government stakeholders to seek their views on the establishment, operations and service delivery at The Orange Door and opportunities for improvement. Table 9 provides an overview of the stakeholder interviews.

**Table 9: Overview of stakeholder interviews held for the evaluation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Unit/role</th>
<th>Total number of participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Court Services Victoria</td>
<td>Family Violence Reform</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children &amp; Families Reform Unit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disability and Operations (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DHHS Area Directors (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Health and Human Services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family Violence Command</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Centre for Excellence in Child and Family Welfare</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dheik Dja Action Group Chairs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inTouch</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No to Violence</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family Safety Victoria</td>
<td>Hubs Operations</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Police</td>
<td>Family Violence Command</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Centre for Excellence in Child and Family Welfare</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dheik Dja Action Group Chairs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inTouch</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No to Violence</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bethany Community Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Victim Survivor Advisory Council (2 sessions)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mallee District Aboriginal Services</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Victorian Aboriginal Child Care Agency</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Domestic Violence Victoria</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Orange Door 2018 evaluation

PwC
Fieldwork

PwC undertook fieldwork for the evaluation at each The Orange Door area on two occasions as outlined in Table 10.

Table 10: Details of timing and methods of fieldwork

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Evaluation method</th>
<th>Total number of participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Orange Door in Barwon</td>
<td>HLG focus group</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fieldwork 1: 7 Nov – 9 Nov</td>
<td>OLG focus group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fieldwork 2: 29 – 30 Nov; 7 Dec</td>
<td>Team Leader focus group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual interviews (across all roles at The Orange Door)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Orange Door in BPA</td>
<td>HLG focus group</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fieldwork 1: 7 Nov – 9 Nov</td>
<td>OLG focus group (x2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fieldwork 2: 27 Nov – 29 Nov</td>
<td>Practitioner focus groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team Leader focus group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paired interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Orange Door in Mallee</td>
<td>HLG focus group (10)</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fieldwork 1: 31 Oct – 2 Nov</td>
<td>OLG focus group (6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fieldwork 2: 5 – 7 Dec</td>
<td>Group interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paired interview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Orange Door in North East Melbourne</td>
<td>HLG focus group</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fieldwork 1: 30 Oct – 2 Nov</td>
<td>OLG focus group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fieldwork 2: 4 – 7 December</td>
<td>Team Leader focus group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Practitioner focus groups</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group interview</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Individual interviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The focus of fieldwork in phase 1 was establishment and operations. A deliberate break was planned between phases of fieldwork so that we could focus on different aspects of The Orange Door to obtain deep insights as well as to consolidate findings across The Orange Door sites (through a consolidation workshop at PwC with FSV project staff).

Fieldwork consisted of:

- **a safety briefing** to ensure we were inducted in relevant health and safety protocols
- **an orientation session** to understand each specific Orange Door site and staff.
- **desktop review** of additional local documentation provided by The Orange Door area which included operational processes (ie screening, assessment processes and specialised interventions) to identify how each Orange Door site has applied central guidance on policy and practice to their unique contexts.
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- **Evaluation interviews with staff** Interviews were conducted with The Orange Door staff with the option of being interviewed in pairs or as a focus group. Timing of interviews was flexible to work around staff work schedules and a small number of alternate arrangements were made to include a telephone conversation if we were unable to reschedule a time during the designated fieldwork period. Interviews were semi-structured and allowed The Orange Door staff to discuss topics relevant to them.

- **Evaluation interviews with The Orange Door leadership groups**: Focus group interviews were held with Hub Leadership Groups and Operational Leadership Groups in both rounds of fieldwork at every site.

Support from FSV, particularly the project team and Hubs Operations Managers, were critical to communicate and engage with The Orange Door effectively about the evaluation. Assistance from the FSV project team and Hub Managers proved invaluable for ensuring the right information was provided at the right time to help The Orange Door workforce understand the upcoming evaluation activities and their purpose.

**Client interviews**

Overall, the number of clients recruited for this first evaluation of The Orange Door was significantly lower than was anticipated. A number of factors contributed to this including timing of recruitment and likely willingness of clients to prioritise evaluation involvement during times of personal difficulties.

Interviews with clients were conducted to collect service user insights about The Orange Door. Interviews were undertaken by ACU staff who have expertise working with and undertaking research with people experiencing disadvantage. Clients had the option as to the time, duration, location and a support person or participant advocate to attend with them. A voucher was offered to thank and compensate clients for their time (but was not available for interviews with perpetrators).

Workers at The Orange Door were provided with resources to assist with the recruitment of clients. Key resources included a participant information sheet (explaining the evaluation to potential participants and inviting their participation) and a consent form to provide to clients. Workers also received participant selection criteria designed to inform decisions on which clients to approach about taking part in an interview (eg to only encourage participation where is unlikely to disrupt provision of services to that client).

Eleven clients from three of these sites expressed an interest in participating in an interview. Evaluators made anywhere from one to five phone calls to connect with the client and confirm their intent to proceed to an interview and to make a suitable time when the client had privacy.

Six clients from across three sites consented to participate in a telephone interview. The other five withdrew for a range of reasons including inability to provide a signed consent form, work commitments and reported feelings of vulnerability regarding their current wellbeing and safety.

The main issue of concern for presenting at The Orange Door for all but one research participant was their experience(s) of domestic and family violence. Two of these participants had also engaged with The Orange Door about child welfare concerns. The client who represented the exception had approached The Orange Door solely with a child wellbeing concern.

Evaluators had briefed The Orange Door workers about recruiting clients who had used violence towards others in their family (perpetrators of family violence). Although The Orange Door staff were aware and had agreed to try and help recruit these participants, none of these clients attending The Orange Door who used violence were referred to the evaluators for a possible interview.

Evaluators followed the agreed ethical protocols during the conduct of the client interviews. Prior to commencing the interview, evaluators went through a verbal consent process to confirm that participants understood why they were being asked to participate and what was involved. This verbal confirmation of their consent was important, due to the delay between the request for an interview and when the interview was conducted. For example, on one occasion, over one month elapsed between when the participant had signed the consent form in the presence of a worker and their availability for an interview. Evaluators had developed (but never needed to implement) a ‘distress protocol’ outlining actions to take should a participant demonstrate signs of stress or trauma during the interview. Evaluators also offered to contact
participants (with their consent) by phone around three days after the interview to ensure the interview had not triggered any wellbeing concerns. Three participants consented to a follow-up phone call. No wellbeing concerns were identified.

A semi-structured interview style was adopted. Interviews sought to identify participants’ perceptions of access (eg physical and information accessibility), the service experience (eg timeliness of responses, competency of the workforce, cultural responsiveness, appropriateness of referrals) and the results of the contact with The Orange Door. Four of the participants reflected on past experiences of The Orange Door (having exited the service anywhere from six to eight months prior to the interview). Two clients were still working with The Orange Door at the time of the interview.

Analysis of the client interviews proved challenging due to the small number of clients interviewed. The recruitment strategy was unable to recruit sufficient numbers and diversity to be representative of The Orange Door clients. The small number of clients agreeing to participate meant that information redundancy or data saturation was never realised (ie the point at which no new information emerges in the data).

The key evaluation questions, corresponding lines of enquiry and findings from the other components of the evaluation represented the point of focus for the qualitative analysis. Evaluators sought insights from the interviews on the extent to which Orange Door contributed to a positive client experience. Where appropriate, we also sought observations from the interviews that either supported or presented an alternative experience to those reported by The Orange Door workforce as part of the evaluation. Importantly, the observations garnered from the client interviews are not intended as a representative view. Instead they speak to the customer service experience of a small number of people that may or may not accurately reflect the broader client base of The Orange Door services (particularly those who use violence, rather than experience violence).

In summary, our reflections on data collection from clients of The Orange Door as part of this evaluation are that early engagement and education with The Orange Door areas is necessary to ensure their understanding about the evaluation, recruitment process and importance of obtaining informed consent particularly when working with vulnerable clients.

The amount of supporting documentation for practitioners to recruit clients (and comply with ethics approval163) deterred practitioners’ engagement with the process and recruitment of clients. This was coupled with the early phase of The Orange Door establishment, where the focus of the workforce was on developing and embedding practice processes and systems rather than facilitating evaluation activities.

Data analysis
This section outlines the data sources used to inform the evaluation, specifically the quantitative data provided by FSV and DHHS, and the qualitative data collected through evaluation interviews with The Orange Door workforce, FSV staff, peak bodies and clients.

Quantitative data
As part of the evaluation, PwC determined which quantitative datasets would be relevant to the evaluation framework and requested relevant data from the following FSV and DHHS databases:

- CRM – FSV
- Client Relationship Information System (CRIS) – DHHS
- Integrated Reports and Information System (IRIS) – DHHS
- Homelessness Data Collection (HDC) – DHHS

163 While a requirement of the HREC, written consent for clients of The Orange Door to participate in the evaluation acted as a disincentive for clients. Verbal consent promoted more seamless engagement with clients.
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The evaluation team met with data custodians/analysts for each dataset to understand its structure, data content, and clarify any issues. The evaluation team engaged repeatedly with the data custodians/analysts as the data were analysed and reports were written, to clarify data fields and confirm interpretation.

Data from the DHHS databases was utilised as part of analysing demand pre- and post-The Orange Door, however, they are not directly relevant to the evaluation report and lines of inquiry, so only data from the CRM has been presented in this report.

The main quantitative dataset used to inform this report is CRM data from The Orange Door for the period between commencement until the end of December 2018, to coincide with the final phase of fieldwork.\footnote{Use of CRM data from 2019 would be problematic as there would be limited qualitative data from that period to validate volumes and trends.}

- Where possible, we disaggregated the data to analyse individual Orange Door areas; current data constraints mean that we needed to aggregate some data across areas and demonstrate trends across the four operating Orange Door areas when analysing against the evaluation framework.

- The CRM currently provides a small set of data that are subject to a range of quality issues. It is not possible to extract data from some data fields in a way that was useful for analysis and to inform decisions about demand management and service delivery (at this early stage of implementation).

- Because the CRM is an evolving data source, data fields, categories and labels may change, and data quality is likely to improve.

This report does not focus in-depth on issues with data quality; however, we identified some limitations of the CRM that impact the analysis we were able to undertake for the evaluation.

**Table 11: Key parameters for CRM data used in this evaluation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality parameters</th>
<th>Impact on analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System development: CRM has been operational for less than a year and FSV is progressively upgrading the system aligned with scheduled CRM upgrades and in response to practitioner feedback.</td>
<td>- Data fields, categories and labels have changed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data structure changes over time: Due to upgrades, data fields, categories and labels changed over the first half of 2018–19 meaning that data may not always be consistent.</td>
<td>- Data to inform future evaluations may be of higher quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Upgrades responsive to practitioner feedback may lead to more consistent recording of information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time data: Timely data is able to be extracted from the CRM; it requires less validation before extraction.</td>
<td>- Less detailed data is available prior to October 2018, meaning that some figures show data from October – December 2018 only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Data labels have been standardised across time points where appropriate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency of data recording: There are differences in how practitioners record information, particularly where there are many, non-mutually exclusive data categories such as in risk and needs assessments. Many fields are left blank, making it difficult to determine whether the data are representative.</td>
<td>- The evaluation analysed December 2018 data despite the small turnaround time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Where there are a number of overlapping data categories, we used aggregate totals rather than more detailed data breakdowns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- In demographic data, we assumed that blank data for Aboriginal and disability status mean the descriptor is not applicable to the case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data capture: Low level of data recording for some fields, particularly relating to client demographics, risk and needs assessments, and allocations/referrals out.</td>
<td>- There is a higher likelihood of sample bias due to lower numbers of records.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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#### Quality parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact on analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- We analysed data where appropriate and noted caveats on data use and interpretation where necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Changes to data should be minor if they occur, and are unlikely to affect the overall trends presented in this report.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Data maturity:** Data for November – December 2018 may change as data are updated or validated, or as cases are closed.

Source: PwC analysis and information provided by FSV.

#### Qualitative data

Using a variety of methods, we collected qualitative evaluation data to supplement the quantitative analysis or to provide context to interpretations and conclusions drawn from quantitative analysis.

*Figure 15* provides an overview of the qualitative methods and data analysed for this evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Stakeholder</th>
<th>Primary data collection method</th>
<th>Type of data collected</th>
<th>How used in this report?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| The Orange Door areas | Practitioners and FSV employed staff | Focus groups and interviews | • Site-specific experiences  
• Practice guidance and direction  
• Case studies | To triangulate with or supplement gaps in quantitative data |
| | Hub management inc. HLG and OLG | Individual interviews | • Management decisions  
• System parameters  
• Chronological accounts | To triangulate with or supplement gaps in quantitative data |
| FSV | FSV staff and executives | Executive interviews and FSV meetings/ correspondence | • Concept and design features  
• System parameters  
• Operational developments | To inform context and broad trends |
| External | Government and non-government | Executive Interviews | • Historic context  
• Concept and co-design  
• Interaction with The Orange Door | To inform context and supplement/triangulate with quantitative data |
| Clients | Community | Individual interviews | • Client voice  
• Case studies  
• Views on The Orange Door model | To ensure the client voice is heard |
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Figure 15: Summary of qualitative data sources used in the analysis for The Orange Door 2018 Evaluation

We collected qualitative data primarily at each of the four Orange Door areas across two rounds of fieldwork conducted between October and December 2018. We offered participants the option of an individual, paired or group interview. We prearranged focus groups and/or drew on existing group meetings (for example, the HLG, OLG and team leader meetings). By comparison, group interviews were drop-in sessions comprising three or more participants who were from the same or different roles and specialties (for example, a team leader, practice lead and service system navigator, or practitioners from different teams). We collected and collated qualitative data and used the evaluation framework to analyse the information thematically.

We conducted individual interviews with stakeholders not based at The Orange Door, including FSV executives, government stakeholders (for example, DHHS, Court Services Victoria, Victoria Police), peak bodies, Dhelk Dja Action Group chairs, and non-government agencies. Interviews were up to an hour in duration and focused on a range of topics including establishment of The Orange Door and co-design of the model. Interview schedules were tailored to the needs of the stakeholder interviewed.

Additionally, some members of the FSV project team attended meetings with the evaluators to provide information to supplement our understanding of the model and operations (that is, background, evolution of the model, design features and local variations), as well as provide key documentation.

---

165 This included those from the Service Design and Reform and Hub Operations team.

166 This included Support and Safety Hubs documents – Service Model, Service Specifications, Operational Guidelines, Interim Integrated Practice Framework, and a range of other resources.